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Non-Faradaic Electrochemical
Modification of Catalytic Activity
REVERSIBLE PROMOTION OF PLATINUM
METALS CATALYSTS

By C. G . Vayenas, S. Bebelis, I. V. Yentekakis, P. Tsiakaras
and H. Karasali
Institute of Chemical Engineering and High Temperature Chemical Processes
and Department of Chemical Engineering, University of Patras, Greece

The catalytic activity and selectivity of platinum metals can be altered
dramatically and reversibly by interfacing the metal with a solid electrolyte which supplies ions onto the catalyst sugace under the influence
of an external potential. The induced change in catalytic rate is orders
of magnitude higher than the rate of ion supply. This new effect has
revealed a surprisingly simple exponential relationship between catalytic
activity and catalyst workfunction. The effect appears to apply to all
heterogeneously catalysed reactions, but is particularly pronounced for
platinum. This interfacing of electrochemistry and catalysis appears to
offer some exciting theoretical and technological possibilities.

the regular (open-circuit) catalytic rate, and
have been successfully correlated with changes
in the average work function of the gas-exposed
catalyst surface (I, 5-7). As anticipated
theoretically and proved experimentally (I),
this work function change equals eq, where q is
the catalyst activation overpotential. The
activation overpotential is a measure of the
gaseous reactants, metal catalyst [solid electrolyte1
“difficulty” of charge transfer at the catalystmetal, 0,
solid electrolyte interface. This interface is
and by applying a certain voltage or current to where partially charged species are produced.
the cell, with a concomitant supply or removal These then “spill-over” onto the catalyst surof ions, for example O*- , Na+, to or from the face, together with their compensating charge
catalyst surface through the gas-impervious in the metal, and alter the metal catalyst
solid electrolyte. This is shown diagrammatical- average work function.
The NEMCA effect can be viewed as a
ly in Figure I.
The term Non-Faradaic Electrochemical special kind of catalytic promotion (2), actually
Modification of Catalytic Activity (NEMCA) an electrochemical one, which enables conhas been used to describe this new tinuous and controlled in situ variation and
phenomenon, since the steady-state catalytic monitoring of the amount of the promoter.
rate increase can be up to a factor of 3 x 105 From a theoretical point of view it provides
higher than the steady-state rate of ion transfer evidence that long-range electronic interactions
may play an important role in heterocatalytic
through the electrolyte (I, 5 , 6).
The observed dramatic changes in the reactions.
catalytic rate are up to a factor of 70 higher than
Two kinds of solid electrolytes have been

It has been found recently that the catalytic
activity and selectivity of metal films deposited
on solid electrolytes can be altered in a
dramatic, reversible and, to some extent,
predictable manner (1-8). This is achieved by
carrying out the catalytic reaction in solid electrolyte cells of the type:
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Fig. 1 The principles of NEMCA are shown at a and b, and the experimental setup
is shown at c. A metal counter electrode (MCE) in conjunction with a galvanoetat (C)
is used to supply or remove ions (0'- for the doped ZrO I (a), Na+ for 0"4
'0,(b))
to or from the polarisable solid electrolytelcatalyst (or working electrode, W)interface. The electrochemicallyinduced spillover of ions (0-in (a), Na+6 in (b)) produced or consumed at the boundaries between the three phases solid
electrolytelcatalystlgae causes an increase (right) or decrease (left) in the catalyst
work function e a . In all cases eA@ = eAVwR where AVWR is the overpotential
measured between the catalyst and the metal reference electrode (MRE)
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Catalytic Reactions Found to Exhibit the NEMCA Effect on Platinum, Palladium
and Silver
1. Positive (Electrophobic) NEMCA effect (Ar>O with D O * . eA+>O)
Reactants

Products

C2H4.02
C2H4.02
CH,OH,O,

CO,
c02
H,CO,CO,

Pt
Pt

CO.0,
CO.0,
CH4.02

co,
co,

Pt
Pd

c02

CH4.02

CO,CO,,C,H4
C,HaO,COz
C,H.O.CO,

C2H4.0,
C,He.,O,

Ar/(1/2F)

Catalyst Electrolyte Temperature,
OC

rho

References

Zr0,-Y,O,

260-450

10.3 x 105

<55

P"-A120,

180-300

10,5 x 10'

<4

Zr0,-Y,O,
Zr0,-Y,O,

300-500

<3
<3

Pt

Zr0,-Y,O,
Zr0,-Y,O,

400-550
650-750

1O.1O4I
10,5001
I0,1031
10,51

Ag

Zr0,-Y,O,

650-750

I0.51

<30

1""

Ag

Zr0,-Y,O,
Zr0,-Y,O,

320-470
320-420

10,3001
10,3001

<3

5"

<2

5"

Pt

Ag

300-550

<1.5

1,3,6
1.9
10""
4,5.p
5

II. Negative (Electrophilic) NEMCA effect (Ar>O with I<O, eA+<O)

co,o,

co,

Pt

CH,OH.O,
CH,OH

H,CO,CO,
H,CO,CO,CH,

Pt
Pt

CH,OH

H,CO,CO,CH,

Ag

* Current is defined as positive when 0'
* * Change in product selectivity observed
D

~

Zr0,-Y,O,
Zr0,-Y,O,

300-550
300-550

10.-5001
[0,-1041

<6
<15

4.5.p
10"

Zr0,-Y,O,

400-500

IO,-lOl

<3

5"

Zr0,-Y,O,

550-750

I0,-251

<6

7"

are supplied to or Na

+

removed from the catalyst surface

Present work

used in studies of the NEMCA effect, both exhibiting quite similar behaviours: [a1 ZrO, (8
mol% Y,O,), which is an 0 2 conductor,
and
[bl ~"-Al,O,,
which is a Na+ conductor. The
reactions examined were mainly oxidations,
and porous platinum, palladium and silver
films were used as catalysts and auxiliary electrodes. These films were deposited on the solid
electrolyte using platinum, palladium and silver
metal pastes (3-7), followed by calcination at
temperatures of 600-85ooC. The fdms typically have thicknesses of about 5 pm, porosities
around 30 per cent, superficial surface areas of
I to 2 cm, and true surface areas of I O O - ~ O O
cm2, as measured by surface titration techniques (3-7). All reactions studied so far exhibit
the NEMCA effect, as shown in the Table, in
the presence of significant activation overpotential 7 , of a few hundred mV. The latter can be
easily measured as the difference between the
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ohmic-drop-free (IR-free) catalyst potential
VWR, with respect to a reference electrode, and
the open-circuit
open-circuit potential
potential VWR,O:
VWR,O:
the
9 = VWR

- vWR,O

The enhancement factor A and the rate
enhancement ratio e are two useful quantities
in comparing different reactions. The enhancement factor is defined as the ratio of the
catalytic rate change to the rate of ion transport
through the electrolyte upon application of a
current or potential to the cell, while the rate
enhancement ratio expresses the ratio of the
catalytic rate r under closed circuit conditions
to the one, ro, under open circuit conditions.
Catalytic systems exhibiting the NEMCA effect
are characterised by values of I A I 9 I.
There are some main features of the NEMCA
effect which have been observed in all the
catalytic systems studied so far ( I , 3-8):
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111 Catalytic rates depend exponentially on

CATALYST POTENTIAL) VwR,rnV

VWR,over wide ranges of conditions:
In (rho) = aF(VwR-V*m)/RT

p...

290

o;5$100

(ii)

where 01 and V*wR are catalyst and reactionspecific constants, and F is Faraday's constant.
Equation (ii) can also be written as:
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(iii)
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where e 9 is the average catalyst work function
and 9* is, again, a catalyst and reaction specific
constant. Equation (ii) is based on the equality
relation between overpotential TJ and induced
work function change, as shown both
theoretically (5-7) and experimentally (I).
121 The order of magnitude of the enhancement
factor A can be estimated from:
(iv)

where I, is the exchange current of the catalystsolid electrolyte interface (3-7).
[J The catalytic rate relaxation time constant 7
during galvanostatic transients (3-7) is proportional to NAYwhere N is the catalyst true surface area expressed in g-atoms, and I is the
applied current. Actually 7 has been found to
be comparable to the time required for a certain
ion coverage to be established on the catalyst
surface, corresponding to the induced average
work function change of the catalyst. This implies that the NEMCA effect is not an electrocatalytic effect localised at the three phase
boundaries between the catalyst electrolyte gas
phase, but a catalytic effect taking place over
the entire catalyst surface.

NEMCA Effect on Platinum
Metals
Although the NEMCA effect is not limited to
particular metal catalyst or solid electrolyte
(I), in most of the reactions examined so far
platinum metals, and especially platinum, have
been used as catalysts (I, 3-6). This choice has
been dictated both by the importance of
platinum metals as oxidation catalysts, and also
by their particular suitability for NEMCA
studies, as they exhibit in general high turnover
frequencies and low values of I ,, compared to

a
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Fig. 2 The effect of the catalyst potential
and work function on the activation
energy E and on the catalytic rate
enhancement ratio e = r h o = KIK, is
shown for ethylene oxidation on platinum;
K O is the open-circuit kinetic constant K
value; Pc H = 0 . 4 kPa; Po?=4.8 Wa;
V T = 3 9 d 0 b , r0=7.6X1O-*g-atom Oh;
0 T=360°C, r , = 5 . 5 ~ 1 0 - 'g-atom Oh;
0 T=324'C, r , = 3 . 6 ~ 1 0 - 'g-atom Oh;
N:4.8 x 1 0 - g-atom platinum

other metals, such as silver (Equation (iv)).
Some examples are reviewed here and some
new results are also presented.

Ethylene Oxidation on Pt/ZrO, (8 per
cent Y 2 0 3 )
The kinetics of this reaction have been
described in detail recently (6). Under fuel-lean
conditions, POIPPC2H,, where the catalytic
rate is first order in ethylene pressure P C Z H 4 ,
and zeroth order in oxygen pressure Po , that
is r = KPc2 4 , rate enhancement ratios e up
to 5 5 and enhancement factor values up to
3 x 1 0 ' were measured (6). Both the opencircuit and the NEMCA induced kinetic
behaviours were modelled quantitatively (6). It
was found that the kinetic constant K of the
reaction between adsorbed oxygen and gas
phase ethylene depends exponentially on ,,V
and work function e9, see Figure 2, with
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Fig. 3 Transient behaviour of the catalyst potential, catalytic rate, enhancement factor A

e

and rate enhancement ratio = rlr, upon current application and interruption during
ethylene oxidation on platinum (6). Pc:.II,=0.4 kPa; Pol =4.6 kPa; T= 37OOC;
N = 4.2 x 10 - g-atom platinum

'

values of Q = 0.5-1.0 (Equations (ii) and
(iii)). The activation energy was found to
decrease linearly with e 9 . This decrease
counterbalances the compensating decrease in
the
pre-exponential
factor
KO,
K = K"exp(-E/RT) (6), yielding to the
experimentally observed exponential increase
of K with VwR and e+, also shown in Figure
2. Figure 3 shows a typical transient response of
the catalytic rate and catalyst potential upon
imposition of a constant current (galvanostatic
transient). It can be seen that the effect is reversible and that the steady-state rate increase Ar
is a factor of 26 higher than r,, and a factor of
74,000 higher than the rate I/2F of 0'- supply. Also the relaxation time constant 7 is of the
order of 2FN/I, where N is the total catalyst
film surface area.

Ethylene Oxidation on Pt//3"-A120,
This behaviour is qualitatively similar to that
observed when using stabilised-zirconia as the
solid electrolyte. As shown in Figure 4, the
catalytic rate constant K decreases exponentially up to a certain point with decreasing work
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function e 9 caused by Na+ supply to the
catalyst. The maximum rate constant decrease
is over per cent and corresponds to a sodium
coverage of only 0.015(9).
Measured A values were of the order of 1oJ
to 5 x 10'. The open circuit kinetic model
developed in (6) was found to describe adequately the NEMCA catalytic behaviour (indicated by the dotted line on Figure 4) with the
kinetic constant K (see above) depending exponentially on e 9 with slope o.28/kbT. The
observed catalytic rate relaxation time constants
7 during galvanostatic transients were approximated well by:
r

- NFO,,/I

(V)

which is very similar to 7 = 2FN/I, used for 7
estimation for O 2- conducting solid electrolytes.

Methanol Oxidation on Pt/ZrO, (8 per
cent Y 2 0 , )

This system is quite interesting as it exhibits
both positive (I>o,A>o) and negative (I<o,
KO)
NEMCA behaviour at temperatures of
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350 to 65oOC (10). As in other NEMCA studies
the kinetic constants K, for the formation of
the main products, which are formaldehyde
and carbon dioxide, depend exponentially on
catalyst work function:
In (KJK,,)= aie(+-9*)kbT

(vi)

with KJK,,,, ratios up to 10for negative currents (removal of 0 2 -from the catalyst) and
up to 3 for positive currents. Measured A values
were of the order of 10'to 10*(10).Selectivity
to formaldehyde can be varied deliberately between 35 and 60 per cent by controlling the
catalyst potential. Unfortunately selectivity
goes through a maximum near the open circuit
potential (10).
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Fig. 5 The effect of catalyst potential and

Methane Oxidation on PtlZrO, (8 per
cent Y 2 0 3 )
This reaction also exhibits both positive and
negative NEMCA behaviour, at temperatures

102x(SOOIUM COVERAGE,

?

3

I

.
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q,)

work function on the activation energy

and rate enhancement ratio .g for methane
oxidation to carbon dioxide on
) KO.
Pt/Zr02(8%Y2 0 3for
PCH,=2.0 kPa; Po2= 2 . 0 kPa;
VT=730°C, r , = 5 . 7 ~ 1 0 -g-atom
~
Oh;
0 T=700°C, r , = 3 . 4 ~ 1 0 -g-atomOls;
~
AT=675OC, r , = 2 . 1 ~ 1 0 -g-atom
~
Oh;
0 T=650°C, ro=0.8xlO-' g-atom O h

9

650 to 750°C and for a I : I ratio of oxygen to
methane. Equation (iii) is again valid with CY
values +0.8 and -0.3 for increasing and
decreasing work function, respectively. This is
shown, for the latter case (KO), in Figure 5 .
Again the activation energy changes linearly
with work function. The slope is 1.05~ o . I .
Enhancement ratios e up to 70 and A values up
to 5 have been measured.
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Fig. 4 The effect of catalyst work function
and corresponding sodium coverage on
the kinetic constant for ethylene oxidation
on Pt/fi"-Al,O, (9). P C , H , = 2 . 1 ~ 1 0 - '
kPa; Po,=5.0 kPa; T=291 O C ,
N = 1.1 x 10 - g-atom platinum
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Carbon Monoxide Oxidation on Platinum
and Palladium
These are well known oscillatory reactions
and both were found to exhibit the NEMCA effect. In the case of the palladium catalysed carbon monoxide oxidation A values of the order
of 10) were measured at T = 29ooC,
Pco= 3XIO-*barandP~,=o.15bar.Forthe
oxidation of carbon monoxide on platinum both
negative and positive NEMCA behaviour has
been observed, with rate enhancement ratios up
to 6 and IAl values up to 500 (4). As shown in
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Fig. 6 NEMCA generated volcano plots
during carbon monoxide oxidation on
platinum: PCO= 0.2 kPa; Po2= 11 .O kPa;
.,T=560°C; r , = 1 . 5 ~ 1 0 -g-atomOls;
~
A,T=538’C; r , = 0 . 9 ~ 1 0 -g-atom
~
Ols

Figure 6 one can use NEMCA to create
“volcano” type plots. These are, apparently,
the first volcano plots generated for a single
metal by changing its work function.
Oscillatory states can also be induced, stopped
or modified by controlling the catalyst potential
(3, 5 ) .

The Origin of NEMCA
The experimental features of all previous
NEMCA studies can be adequately explained
by a semiquantitative model, which is based on
a uniform change of the catalyst work function
induced by an electrochemically controlled
spillover of ions onto the catalyst surface, and
on the concomitant controlled change in the
strength of chemisorptive bonds ( I , 3, 6, 7, I I).
The induced work function changes require only a small coverage of ions (typically <5 per cent
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of a monolayer, as calculated using the
Helmholtz equation ( I , 9)) which does not
significantly affect the coverages of covalently
bonded species. The creation of such spillover
ions depends solely on the presence of significant catalyst-electrolyte overpotential, so that
the NEMCA effect seems to be of general interest and not restricted to any particular
catalytic system. The surprisingly simple relationship (Equation (iii)) between catalytic activity and catalyst work function, measured in
situ and for the first time varied at constant
reactant composition, quantifies the importance of the electronic factor in heterogeneous
catalysis, offering some new insights into the
action of promoters.
As a result of NEMCA studies it was found
that the e.m.f. of solid electrolyte cells with
electrodes made of the same material provides
a direct measure of the work function difference between the catalyst (working electrode) and the gas-exposed surfaces of the
reference electrode (I). This observation is of
particular importance for a deeper understanding of solid electrolyte potentiometric
measurements, which have been used in recent
years in catalyst research (8, 12).
The catalytic reactions for which the NEMCA effect has been studied so far are given in
the Table. They fall into two groups: those exhibiting “positive” NEMCA behaviour, that is
h>o, or equivalently, rate acceleration with increasing catalyst work function, and those exhibiting “negative” NEMCA behaviour, that is
b<o or equivalently, rate acceleration with
decreasing catalyst work function. The terms
‘‘electrophobic” and “electrophilic” have been
proposed, respectively, for these two groups of
reactions ( I , 7).
The rate limiting step in electrophobic reactions, such as ethylene oxidation on platinum,
involves cleavage of a metal/electron-acceptor
adsorbate bond (6). In this case it is expected,
provided that the nature of the activating complex is unchanging, that the rate of the reaction
will increase exponentially with decreasing heat
of adsorption of the adsorbate, for example
atomic oxygen, (-AH,,) and consequently with
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eA+, if one takes into account the semitheoretical linear relation between A( - AHad)
and eA+, proposed by Boudart (I I). This explains both Equation (iii) and the observed
quasilinear decrease in activation energy with
eVwRand e+ with slope of the order of - I.
If, on the other hand, the rate limiting step of
a catalytic reaction involves cleavage of an imraadsorbate bond in an electron-acceptor adsorbate, then it is expected from classical bond
order conservation considerations that the
strengthening of the metal-adsorbate bond with
decreasing work function will cause a weakening of the intra-adsorbate bonds, thus producing an exponential catalytic rate increase (7).
This is the case with methanol oxidation on
platinum, where lowering the catalyst work
function facilitates the abstraction of hydrogen
from adsorbed methanol intermediates. In this
way the rates of formation of formaldehyde and
chemisorbed carbon monoxide are accelerated,
and the latter can be rapidly oxidised by
chemisorbed oxygen, as experimentally observed (7, 10).
The almost linear correlation of work function change with activation energy, found in
NEMCA studies, seems to imply that NEMCA
is actually a “long-range” electronic effect
mediated through the electronic band structure
of the catalyst. Long-range effects have been
predicted theoretically for some adsorbates on
metal surfaces (13) and have been invoked to
explain the dependence of the sticking coefficient of oxygen on alkali-doped germanium;
this was found to depend exponentially on the
alkali induced e 9 change, regardless of alkali
type (14).
Nevertheless short-range effects involving
sites adjacent to the spillover ions cannot be entirely ruled out as one could also observe,
macroscopically in this case, a “long-range” effect if the spillover ion is fairly mobile on the
catalyst surface. There is also convincing experimental and theoretical evidence for shortrange effects in explaining the promoting and
poisoning action of co-adsorbed electronegative
and electropositive species (for example 2, I 5).
It is very likely that there is no universal answer
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and that the long- or short-range electronic
nature of NEMCA is catalyst- and spilloverion-specific. The use of TPD and of in situ surface science techniques, such as X P S , UPS and
STM (16) under conditions of NEMCA
behaviour will definitely help the exact
characterisation of the electrochemically
created spillover species and the elucidation of
the nature of their interaction with the catalyst
surface.

Practical Applications of NEMCA
Apart from the interesting theoretical consideration briefly outlined above, it is clear that
the NEMCA effect can be utilised in at least
two different and practically meaningful ways:
First, as a means of selecting promoters for
conventional supported catalysts. NEMCA can
be used to determine if a given reaction exhibits
electrophobic ( D o , a>o), or electrophilic
(A<o, d o ) behaviour. In the former case, promoters based on fluorine, chlorine, bromine
and other elements causing an increase in
catalyst work function are expected to have a
beneficial effect on catalyst performance. In the
latter case alkali based promoters are the best
choice for catalyst performance enhancement.
Second, for use in solid oxide fuel cell
(SOFC) type reactors (12) to carry out reactions
where NEMCA can give high selectivity to the
desired valuable products. In this application,
the reacting mixture should be fed to one side
of the solid electrolyte, which is covered by the
porous catalyst, while the other side, covered
by a suitable electrocatalyst (IZ), is exposed to
a suitable gaseous or liquid (9) environment, for
the oxidation or reduction of the ions, which
are pumped through the solid electrolyte to or
from the catalyst. A suitable voltage is constantly applied between the catalyst and the electrocatalyst. Since current densities of a few
pA/cm2 suffice to induce significant overpotential and catalyst work function changes, provided the catalyst-solid electrolyte interface is
polarisable (I, 3-10), the SOFC reactor can
operate at low operating temperatures
(200-65ooC), which cover the vast majority of
industrial chemical reactions.
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In the latter application platinum group
metals, of use in many catalytic reactions of
technological interest, could naturally play a
leading role.
There are sound theoretical reasons to expect
that the NEMCA effect is more pronounced
(higher a values) on metals with high local density of states (LDOS) near the Fermi level, as
is the case for most of the platinum group
metals.
However there is already some experimental
evidence supporting this idea. The LDOS at
the Fermi level is 2.2 and 2.3 states/eV atom,
for platinum and palladium, respectively, while
it is only 0.27 stateslev atom for silver. In comparison the absolute value of CY is 0.3-1.0 for

platinum-catalysed reactions and 0.I -0.2 for
reactions which are catalysed by silver.

Conclusions
Solid electrolytes can be used as ion donors or
acceptors to control the work function of metal
catalysts and to induce dramatic and reversible
changes in catalytic activity and selectivity. The
effect is very pronounced for platinum, but is
not restricted to a particular metal or solid electrolyte. The use of NEMCA, that is of in situ
electrochemical promotion of catalyst surfaces,
allows for new areas of surface catalytic
chemistry to be explored, and could lead to
technological applications by influencing
catalyst performance in desirable directions.
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Palladium Doped Semiconductor Alcohol Sensor
The detection and accurate measurement of
the alcohol concentration in breath has been
traditionally performed by a fuel cell, with the
expired air being oxidised catalytically on a
platinum electrode, and the small current
generated being amplified (I).
Now Japanese researchers have produced a
semiconductor detector which is capable of being used as a breathalyser, and which will selectively ignore other gases (2).
The basis of the detector is a porous alumina
substrate, onto which a thick film (about 50
pm) of lanthanum oxide containing indium oxide and palladium was screen printed. Gold
electrodes were attached and the whole was
then calcined. Indium oxide was chosen as the
semiconductor as previous attempts with
tin(1V) oxide resulted in an unacceptably high
increase in electrical resistance.
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The addition of lanthanum oxide improved
the sensitivity to ethanol vapour almost 7 fold,
even though the electrical resistance and the
response time also increased. The further addition of palladium was especially effective,
dramatically increasing the sensitivity and
shortening the 9% response time to about 35
seconds for 1000 ppm ethanol in air at 300OC.
The device has an “S” shaped response to
alcohol gas concentrations between o and 1000
ppm at 30o0C,being approximately linear from
o to IOO ppm, and its selectivity to gases at
30o0C,other than ethanol, is only modest.

I
2
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Iridium Based Ultramicroelectrodes
DEVELOPMENT AND USE IN ELECTROCHEMICAL ANALYSIS

By Samuel P. Kounaves
Department of Chemistry, Tufts University, Massachusetts, U.S.A.

Electrochemical methods of analysis are of
practical advantage in many areas. These include use for determining relevant values in
trace-metal pollution studies and remediation;
understanding the roles these metals play in
biological systems and medicine; characterising
materials in the microelectronics industry;
developing new energy technologies; and even
in fields such as archaeology and forensic
science. The direction of research in this area of
electrochemistry has been shaped by the increasing demands on analytical chemistry in
general to provide the means to accurately
determine and characterise traces of heavy
metals in the environment. Many of these
metals, such as lead, cadmium, arsenic,
thallium, zinc and copper, can weave their way
through the food chain in the marine and terrestrial environment and eventually accumulate
in the vital organs of larger organisms. In
humans their toxic effects have been manifested
through links to cancer and heart diseases.
Total trace-metal concentrations in natural
water samples can be found by various
analytical techniques, such as atomic absorption spectroscopy, X-ray fluorescence, neutron
activation, and anodic stripping voltammetry.
However, as is shown in the Table, the sensitivity which can be achieved with anodic
stripping voltammetry (ASV) is unsurpassed,
not to mention the low cost of the instruments
and ease in sample handling. An additional consideration is that analysis of a water sample for
its total trace-metal concentration alone does
not necessarily provide the information needed
to predict its toxicity. The distribution of an
element into its various physicochemical forms,
that is its speciation, is also of paramount importance (I). For example, copper in the ionic
(Cuz+) or labile (CuCI,) forms is highly toxic,
while in the non-labile (CuEDTA) form it is
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not. Electrochemical methods can offer versatile and efficient approaches for both the
measurement and characterisation of dissolved
trace-metal species (2, 3).
Anodic stripping voltammetry (ASV) is one
of the most sensitive electrochemical techniques (4), and has been used for or is applicable
to over 30 metals. The remarkable sensitivity of
ASV is obtained through a two step process: [a1
a so-called predeposition step, where a cathodic
potential is applied at a small film/drop of mercury so that the metal ions in solution are electrochemically reduced and concentrated into
the mercury; [bl after a given period of time the
applied potential is slowly scanned in the
anodic direction, resulting in a peak current at
the oxidation potential of the metal, proportional to its concentration.
The most critical component in this technique is the mercury drop or film electrode on
which the ASV analysis takes place. There have
been two types of electrodes routinely used
with ASV, the hanging-mercury-drop electrode
(HMDE) and the mercury-film electrode
(MFE). The HMDE, a drop of mercury less
than I mm in diameter suspended from a glass
capillary, faces several problems. These are the
undesirability of working with bulk mercury,
its relative “massiveness” with respect to internal diffusion leading to low resolution or prolonged analysis times, and the uncontrolled
solution hydrodynamics and diffusion at its surface during the deposition step. The MFE consists of a flat inlaid disc substrate on which a
thin (1-100 pm) film of mercury is electrodeposited. The substrates utilised are either
[il an inert material such as glassy carbon,
graphite or carbide, on all of which a “mercury
droplet film” forms (5) (even though these type
of electrodes have been successfully used for
many years for quantitative work, their
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Comparison of Analytical Techniques
Detection limits, ppb
Metal

cu

Sn
Zn
Hg

Bi
Cd
Pb
Sb
TI

I

1

AA

ICP

0.5
0.2

2
200

2

2

3

30

0.4

0.
.5
500
40
20

ASV

0.5
0.05
0.005
0.01
0.1
0.01

15

30
80

NA

1

2

50
50

3

1
20
200

50

100

5
500
7
-

ASV: Anodic Stripping Voltammetry. ICP: Inductively Coupled Plasma, AA: Flame Atomic Absorption, NA: Neutron Activation

characteristics are far from those of an ideal
MFE); [ii] the metals platinum, gold, or silver,
all of which dissolve into the mercury (643,
forming intermetallic compounds with the
metals being analysed or eventually converting
the film to an amalgam-film, thus severely
limiting the utility of such electrodes in studies
of fundamental electrochemistry where only
mercury electrodes are suitable. It has seemed
that finding an “appropriate” substrate on
which to form a mercury film has been, to the
frustration of many electrochemists, an unattainable goal !

Iridium as a Suitable Substrate
About five years ago, in an attempt to find a
more suitable substrate on which to deposit
mercury we noticed that although the deposition of mercury on platinum, gold, silver,
nickel, and carbon was well documented in the
literature, the same could not be said for
iridium. A literature search going back 30 years
found only four articles dealing with mercury
deposition onto iridium, and these were concerned with mercury as a poison for hydrogen
or oxygen adsorption. There were and are
several reasons for the lack of interest in using
iridium as an electrode in electroanalytical
techniques. Although iridium is similar to the
other noble metals, it is substantially harder,
more inert, and was less available and more expensive. These properties made it difficult to
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mount, and make electrical connections with;
and it was generally overlooked because of its
high cost. These problems do not exist to the
same extent today thanks to improved electrode
fabrication techniques and the drop in price differential between platinum, gold, and iridium.
Using data from both theoretical calculations
(9) and experimental studies ( IO), we concluded
that iridium was indeed a viable substrate for
the formation of a mercury film or semisphere.
We showed that this noble metal possesses two
properties which make it ideal for this use; first
~
its solubility in mercury is less than I O - per
cent by weight; and second, mercury can be
electroplated onto iridium discs ( I -4 mm dia.)
in such a way as to give a uniform film or
semispherical coverage. We also found that the
electrode behaved according to thin film theory
and could be used for analysis ( I I).

Ultramicroelectrodes
Ultramicroelectrodes (UME), which are
typically less than 10 pm in size, have been
shown to possess several unique properties for
electrochemical analysis, and in the past few
years have rapidly become routinely used in
many laboratories (12). As with larger electrodes, the most common types are prepared
either from platinum, gold, or carbon fibre.
Platinum UMEs have been fabricated down to
diameters as small as 0.003 pm and in various
geometries such as disc (13, 14),cylindrical
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(IS), and conical (16). Typical carbon fibre
electrodes have diameters in the range of
5-20 pm and are similarly used, either as fibres
of 1-5 pm length or as discs (12).
Attempts have been made by several groups
at fabricating micron sized mercury UMEs on
platinum (17-19) and carbon fibre substrates
(20). As with the larger electrodes, the dissolution of the platinum in the mercury was found
to give intermetallic interferences in the
analyses (18). However, the advantages of a
mercury UME were clearly evident.
Until recently the only attempt at fabricating
an iridium based mercury UME had been made
using a 127 pm diameter iridium wire (21).
However, because of its rather large size, its
characteristics were not those of a micron range
UME. No attempts at fabricating iridium
UMEs of less than 127 pm have been recorded
in the literature to date. This is most likely
because of the commercial unavailability of
finer iridium wire, probably caused by difficulties in drawing iridium to less than 127 pm.

An Iridium Ultramicroelectrode

Shrinkable tubing

Spotweld

Glass micro pipet. t e
.Iridium w i r e

Mercury
Semisphere

Over the past year we have attempted several
procedures for fabricating an UME from comFig.
1 In
the
iridium
based
mercially available 127 pm diameter iridium
ultramicroelectrode
the
tip
may
be
etched
wire. The most successful technique developed
to any size from 20 pm to less than 1 pm
has been to electrochemically etch the 127 pm
at its smallest point, and used with or
without a mercury film
diameter iridium wire in a molten salt mixture
consisting of sodium chloride and sodium
nitrate at 350°C using a square wave potential
of +5 volts at IoHZ,applied between the mercury UMEs have been used to determine
iridium wire and a platinum crucible containing lead at molar concentrations of I O - ~ to I O - ~
the melt (22). The resulting iridium wire, with M (24). For example, in a solution containing
a diameter in the 5-20 pm range, is sealed in a 10- M Pb(I1) with no separate predeposition
0.I mm glass capillary, with the tip then being
step, the mercury UME gave excellent results.
made plane and polished. The iridium UME, A typical analysis with standard additions is
shown in Figure I , can then be used directly, shown in Figure 2 . The Pb(I1) analysis was caror as a substrate for the deposition of the mer- ried out in O.IM HCIO,, with a square wave
cury. The mercury adheres well and is stable frequency of 30%~ step height of SmV, pulse
for long periods of time. These electrodes have amplitude of 25 mV, and with no stirring or
been characterised by optical microscopy, deoxygenation.
Because of the unique properties of
cyclic voltammetry, and chronoamperometry,
and have been shown to exhibit microelectrode ultramicroelectrodes, they can be used in
behaviour. By applying the technique of square analyses with sample volumes in the microlitre
wave anodic stripping voltammetry, (23), these range; without stirring of the solution; without
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Fig. 2 Square wave anodic
stripping
voltammograms
obtained at a 2 1 pm diameter
mercury coated
iridium
ultramicroelectrode for successive additions of lead with
less than 1 second predeposition time. (a) 2~ 10‘6M, (b)
3 x 10-”M, (c) 4 x 10-(’M, (d)
5 x 10-bM. Other conditions
given in text
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deoxygenation; and because of the small
volume of mercury, a very short or even no
predeposition time of the metal into the mercury is required. The iridium based micro mercury electrode appears to be a stable and rugged
mercury electrode with potential uses for in
situ and in vivo electrochemical analysis.

Conclusion
As shown by the initial work with iridium, it
possesses many desirable properties for use as
an electrode material either in pure form or as

-400

-300

-200

-100

mV versus SCE

substrate for mercury. The renewed interest,
and recent advances in working and fabricating
micro iridium structures, appear to augur well
for the increasing use of iridium as an electrode
material in both electroanalytical and other
electrochemical techniques.
In addition to this, the ability of iridium to
hold several layers of mercury on its surface
through attractive forces and not by chemical
bonding, makes it therefore a unique candidate
for further studies in several areas of interface
and surface science.
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An Authoritative Reference Book
Handbook of Precious Metals
EDITED BY E. M. SAVITSKII, Hemisphere Publishing Corporation, New York, 1989, 600 pages,
ISBN 0-891 16-709-9, u.s.$I34, L96
Anyone who seeks technical information on
the metallurgy, properties and applications of
the platinum group metals will welcome the
publication of a new handbook on the subject.
The last one, the Edelmetall-Taschenbuch, was
published over twenty years ago in German.
At a time when platinum and the other
platinum group metals are finding increasing
industrial use, and recognising the need for an
up-to-date, authoritative reference book, the
late Professor E. M. Savitskii and his colleagues
at the U.S.S.R. Academy of Sciences produced
the “Handbook of Precious Metals” covering
the platinum group metals, gold and silver.
Published originally in the U.S.S.R. in 1984,
an English language edition, edited by Professor A. Prince of Brunel University, U.K., is
now available.
The Handbook is divided into six chapters,
the first of which describes the principal ores,
minerals and deposits. The section on the
platinum group metals is extensive but, surprisingly, the Stillwater deposit in Montana,
U.S.A., is not mentioned. Chapter z covers the
extraction of the elements and the manufacture
of semi-finished products. The brief section on
the extraction of the platinum group metals is
far from satisfactory and is outdated in parts,
although it may reflect the current status of
Soviet technology rather than that of the
Western World. No mention is made, for example, of solvent extraction techniques and undue prominence is given to the Mintech process
involving the use of aluminium. In contrast, the
section on the manufacture of semi-finished
products is more substantial and up-to-date.
The physical, chemical and mechanical properties of the precious metals and their alloys in
the liquid and solid states are covered in
Chapters 3 and 4, respectively. Both contain
substantial sets of data on the platinum group
metals, much of it from the Russian literature.
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That said, the section on mechanical properties, in Chapter 4, is disappointing; no data are
given for alloys of platinum and the other
platinum group metals, only for the pure
metals. The oxidation properties given for the
precious metals are misleading, also.
The fifth chapter is the largest and it is,
perhaps, the key feature of the book. A very
comprehensive set of phase diagrams of the
platinum group metals is presented, including
ternary and multicomponent systems. This is
an important reference source that will ensure
the success of the Handbook.
The last chapter describes the industrial applications of the precious metals and their
alloys, and includes a section on platinum
group metal catalysts. As may be anticipated,
this chapter is quite wide ranging and includes
a section on materials for electronics. This is
limited primarily to metallisation in the
manufacture of semiconductors. Such limitations are also seen in other sections. For example, the one on the use of the platinum group
metals and their alloys for high temperature
structural applications has considerable emphasis on Soviet alloys and standards. It
devotes, rightly, some space to a discussion of
creep properties and the mechanisms involved,
but lacks basic tensile and other data. The contribution that ZGS and other dispersion
strengthened platinum alloys have made in this
area receives only a passing mention; this is a
serious omission for an authoritative reference
book.
This Handbook is well written and will prove
a useful, if not essential, addition to the
bookshelf. It is not fully comprehensive nor upto-date, and disappoints in parts. It leans heavily on Soviet literature and industrial practice
which is both its strength and its weakness. It
is good value, however, and is commended to
C.W.C.
the reader.
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“Solid-State Fusion” Effects
A REPORT FROM THE MEETING IN SALT LAKE CITY

By D. T. Thompson
Johnson Matthey Technology Centre

The “Solid-state Fusion” or “Cold Fusion”
phenomenon, including excess heat generation
and the production of nuclear particles, was
first
reported
by
Professors Martin
Fleischmann and B. Stanley Pons in March
1989. The phenomenon described has many
fascinating facets, not least of which is the fact
that investigators are unable to produce the effects “on demand”. Many of the experimental
variables which seem to be significant were
described and discussed at the “First Annual
Conference on Cold Fusion” which was held in
Salt Lake City, Utah, U.S.A., from 29th to 31st
March 1990. The information presented at the
conference is summarised here.
This three-day conference was timed to coincide with the first anniversary of the original
announcement of the anomalous effects observed when deuterium oxide (heavy water) is electrolysed using a palladium cathode and a
platinum anode in the presence of lithium
deuteroxide; a diagrammatic representation of
the electrochemical cell used is shown here as
Figure I . The announcement was made on 23rd
March, 1989 (I) and a preliminary paper was
published during the following month ( 2 ) . The
phenomena observed subsequently became
known as “solid-state fusion” or “cold fusion”, and m y crucially depend upon the exceptional ability of palladium to pack into its
lattice up to an equal atomic amount of
hydrogen or deuterium (3).
Since the time of the announcement there has
been much discussion of the observations made
and the reasons for them. Due to the radical
nature of these observations-of excess heat and
nuclear particles-the new phenomena have attracted both “believers” and “non-believers”
in the scientific community. A central purpose
of the conference was an evaluation of the ex-
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perimental evidence available to date, in order
to chart the path needed to achieve a full
understanding of what actually happens in the
process. New theories were also advanced to rationalise the experimental results. Attempts
were then made to define the research that
would be required in the months and years
ahead to enable a full assessment to be made of
the new effects, and to realise their potential
from academic and commercial viewpoints.
The conference presentations were generally
of a high standard, drawing immediate reactions from members of the 200 strong audience,
with much active, constructive and mainly
friendly discussion of the various experimental
results reported. Most of the current reports are
coming from the U.S.A., but very significant
contributions are also being made in India,
Japan and some European countries, notably
Russia and Italy.
Some papers addressed the excess heat effects
observed, some the nuclear particles, and
others the theoretical aspects. Reference to the
use of Johnson Matthey palladium was made by
many of the speakers.

Presentation of Experimental
Results
The original announcement in March 1989
described work carried out by Pons and
Fleischmann at the University of Utah using
palladium rods supplied by Johnson Matthey.
It was therefore appropriate that the first paper
given at this meeting was by Pons. He described in detail the accuracy of his calorimetric
method for determining excess heat, and
distributed copies of a manuscript which has
been accepted for publication in the Journal of
Fusion Technologv. The accuracy of his
temperature control was 0.003 to o.oIOC,

*
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Fig. 1 The electrochemical cell used by
Fleischmann and Pons for
their investigationsincluded a palladium cathode
and a platinum anode in an
electrolyte of lithium
deuteroxide in deuterium
oxide, all contained within
a vacuum jacketed vessel
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and there was a systematic underestimation of
the heat evolved by 1-4 per cent. Data have
now been collected from 200 experiments; I 50200 calibrations being done each week. Excess
heat of up to 100W/cm’ of palladium has now
been recorded. At low current densities (64
mA/cm2)a scatter of results is obtained, but at
higher densities (512mA/cmz and I A/cm*)the
reproducibility is much better and the scatter
decreases. In addition to these steady heat emissions, enthalpy bursts are also occasionally
observed. In a 9 day experiment these bursts
can last for z weeks and the potential of the cell
decreases during a burst. During these bursts
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the thermal output of the cells exceeds the enthalpy input by factors of up to 40. Some cells
are charged for weeks or months before giving
excess heat. The total specific energy output
during the bursts as well as the total specific
energy output of fully charged electrodes subjected to prolonged polarisation (5-50 MJkm’)
is I O ~ - - I O ) times larger than the enthalpy of
reaction of chemical types of processes.
An excellent paper on work carried out in
sealed cells was given by 0. J. Murphy of Texas
A & M University, U.S.A. All the necessary
control experiments had given zero excess heat.
Annealed palladium rods had shorter induction
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times than unannealed rods before giving out
excess heat. The effect falls rapidly when
lithium deuteroxide is replaced with lithium
hydroxide. The experiment can also be quenched by the addition of sodium hydroxide.
Enriched Li6 deuteroxide works well. Auger
electron spectroscopy on used rods did not
detect any palladium on the surface. It was not
easy to get gas out of the electrodes after long
term electrolysis. There was a uniform lithium
penetration into the palladium electrode, to
4-5pm, to form a palladium-lithium alloy layer.
Eight experiments using 6.35 mm diameter
palladium rods supplied by Johnson Matthey
were described by D. Hutchinson of Oak Ridge
National Laboratory, U.S.A. Five of the open
cells gave a power excess of between 2-9 W for
I 500 hours, out of a total operating time of 1800
hours. The other three cells remained in power
balance. This initial work finished last
December, but Hutchinson now has more funds
and plans to work on isotope ratios in used electrodes, do control experiments with water, and
to use total internal recombination systems.
Another excellent talk describing very careful
flow calorimetric investigations using current
densities of 400 to 600 mAlcm’ , was given by
C. D. Scott, Oak Ridge National Laboratory.
The closed system used, incorporating gas
recombination, was operated for 1900 hours.
The palladium, of 99.9 per cent purity and obtained from Materials Research Corporation,
was cast, cold worked and drawn before being
annealed at 900OC for 4 hours. In an experiment run at 500 mA/cm*, replacement of
deuterium oxide by water only destroyed the
excess heat effect after 100hours, indicating a
bulk rather than a surface effect. An energy
burst after 1300 hours coincided with the emission of neutrons (60 neutrons per day) and,
more approximately, with gamma emissions.
He found no increase in tritium production.
A report by P.K.Iyenger and M. Srinivasan
of the Bhabha Atomic Research Centre
(BARC), Bombay, India, described a very large
number of experiments, presenting a massive
quantity of information in a very short time. A
major report (BARC-I 500) has been published
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and another is due. Neutrons were produced in
bursts lasting from tens of seconds to tens of
minutes, but tritium was the primary product
observed with a neutron:tritium yield ratio of
I O - ~ Most
.
cells gave their first neutron burst
when a charge of about I A h/cm2 had been
employed.
This
corresponds
to
a
deuterium:palladium loading of 0.6.
In a very stimulating talk, J. O’M. Bockris of
Texas A & M University set out the statistics of
successes and failures in his experiments with
respect to excess heat and, particularly, tritium
generation. Neutron measurements can be confusing since cosmic rays can interfere. In the
tritium experiments he used nickel anodes,
charged at 64 mA/cm’ , then raised the current
density to various values, such as 300 mA/cm2
and 90 mA/cm*, for a range of times.
Palladium cathodes have been used to evolve
deuterium from lithium deuteroxide solutions
for up to four and a half months. Excess heat
has been observed from 4 electrodes out of 28,
and tritium in 1 1 out of 47 experiments. Some
degree of correlation between excess heat and
tritium production has been observed, but
levels of tritium account for only I per cent of
the heat obtained. The production rate of
tritium was about IO’O atomslcm’ls. The branching neutron:tritium ratio was IO-*.A dendrite enhanced surface fusion model was
suggested which was claimed to give quantitative consistency with experimental results.
Experiments on tritium emissions were
described by E. Storms from Los Alamos National Laboratory, U.S.A. The variables explored included high deuterium:palladium
ratios, impurities in the palladium lattice, impurities on the palladium surface and dendrites.
He has used PdLi, PdC, PdLiC, WB, PdS,
PdBe (which possibly gave some neutrons),
PdRh
(which
improved
the
deuterium:palladium take up ratio) and
PdRhLi, but none of these produced tritium.
LiPd took up deuterium faster than palladium.
He has examined a range of palladium samples
and found no particular correlations. Surface
treatment of palladium with nitric acid,
hydrochloric acid or hydrogen peroxide had no
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effect. Heating the palladium in paraffin or
paraffin + water and hydrogen sulphide appeared to promote the generation of tritium by
giving rise to a coating of palladium sulphide on
the surface. Roughening the surface with sandpaper was not helpful. Platinum and nickel
anodes produced tritium, but not stainless
steel.
Storms did not always observe tritium, but
overall some 16 out of 50 experiments produced
DT or DTO. The conclusions are that tritium
is definitely produced in some experiments,
that it does not result from contamination, and
that no cell or cathode design works consistently. Carbon was present on the cathode surface.
A talk given by D. T. Thompson described
some work related to an understanding of these
new phenomena undertaken at the Johnson
Matthey Technology Centre, U.K. This work
was of a multi-disciplinary nature and was carried out by D. R. Coupland, M. L. Doyle, J.
W. Jenkins, J. H. F. Notton, R. J. Potter, and
their colleagues. Surface and bulk analytical
work on palladium rod samples which had been
returned to Johnson Matthey by Fleischmann
and Pons showed that a number of elements,
including platinum and lithium, had been
deposited on the surface during the electrolysis.
One electrolysed rod exhibited recovery of part
of the wrought microstructure, which would
normally require a temperature higher than
about 2m°C. Another rod showed recrystallisation of a portion of its length and this would
normally require a temperature higher than
about 3moC. These effects on the metallurgical
structure could not be reproduced by filing or
sawing either virgin palladium rods or
palladium rods which have been electrolysed in
water. Temperature programmed hydrogen absorption/desorption profile measurements on a
range of palladium samples indicated wide differences in properties for the various samples,
including distinctions between the behaviour of
active and inactive rods. A palladium rod electrolysed in lithium hydroxide absorbed
hydrogen more readily than a similar rod electrolysed in sodium hydroxide. This technique
would therefore seem to be of value in
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Fig. 2 Steady-state voltammograms for a
palladium disc electrode of surface area
3 . 1 ~ 1 0 cm2
- ~ show the differences that
occur with:
(a) 0.1 M lithium hydroxide,
(b) 0.1 M sodium hydroxide, and
(c) 0.1 M potassium hydroxide;
all at 2OoC in light water using a current
of 20pA with a sweep rate of 30 mVls

characterising the palladium electrodes. Electrotrochemical measurements conducted in
light water showed that there were significant
differences between the behaviour of palladium
in lithium hydroxide on the one hand, and in
sodium hydroxide or in potassium hydroxide
solutions on the other hand, as can be seen in
Figure 2 . Finally, a preliminary investigation
using time of flight SIMS indicated a reduction
in the Li6:Li ’ ratio found on the surface of an
active rod, from the I I per cent quoted by Pons
to 4 per cent. The results indicate that lithium
may play a role in the effects described.

Theoretical Aspects
A paper by G. Andermann of the University
of Hawaii, U.S.A., described a theoretical
model (Nu-Q) for rationalising the electro-
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chemically induced nuclear events observed
in deuterium loaded palladium cathodes. He
proposed a theoretical model based on the formation of a new neutral particle, namely two
bound neutrons, designated as neutrium (Nu).
He postulated that Nu, under favourable conditions, may be absorbed by a deuteron to yield
quatrium (Q, where Q decays to produce
various high energy nuclear Nu, thus providing
plausible explanations for the achievement or
non-achievement of various high energy events.
The model also accounts for the possibility of
Nu being absorbed by palladium or other heavy
nuclei.

Discussion of Results
In a panel discussion on thermal phenomena
the overall conclusion proposed was that there
can be a steady state emission of excess enthalpy. This depends on the materials used,
and there seems to be a threshold density of
deuterium required in the palladium to produce
the phenomena. Superimposed on the excess
enthalpy effect can be bursts of enthalpy. A
variety of calorimetric techniques have been used to observe these effects. They could derive
from the bulk or the surface of the material and
there could be a correlation with neutron and
gamma emissions. On the other hand the heat
emission could be a bulk effect, and the particle
emissions a surface effect. A complex picture is
emerging with a large number of variables to be
controlled; it may be important to get the
system as clean as possible. The loading with
deuterium is critical. The overvoltage and surface conditions must be defined, particularly
with respect to preventing deposition on the
surface of the cathode.
The heat effects do not seem to be explicable
in chemical terms. Production of 10--20MJ/mol
is the most exothermic chemical reaction which
could be conceived to occur in the system (such
a reaction would account for no more than 3 per
cent of the observed excess heat). The lack of
repeatability of the phenomena is still a major
area of concern; it is not yet possible to go into
the laboratory and turn on the effect.
Another panel discussion on nuclear
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phenomena concluded that the Texas A & M y
BARC, Los Alamos and Oak Ridge results
seemed significant, but as D. H. Worledge of
the U.S. Electric Power Research Institute
pointed out, investigators must be able to
reproduce these results. The phenomenon itself
seems to be transient, and the required property of the lattice may be destroyed by the
phenomenon, and thus it may then be
necessary to look at another new system to get
the effect again. To date the excess power and
nuclear phenomena have been largely studied
separately and experiments need to be designed
to observe both simultaneously. Since tritium is
easy to measure, this at least should be sought
in all experiments wherever possible. There
should be significant advantages in using closed
systems. Therefore reliable He3/He' analysis is
required.
Professor Fkxkris said that this meeting, and
particularly the work of Scott, had convinced
him that there were two mechanisms operating,
one to produce heat and the other to produce
tritium. His dendrite mechanism for tritium,
requiring 109 volts/cm, was now theoretically
credible following the paper presented by Y. E.
Kim of Purdue University, on the screening of
D-D interactions on surfaces and at tips of the
protrusions from the surface. With the new
funding available to him, Bockris is going to
make dendrites of known geometry and undertake long term measurements looking for gamma
emissions, tritium and heat, simultaneously.

Conclusions
In his summing up Fleischmann made
reference to a 1934 letter to Nature by Rutherford and his colleagues in which D-D fusion
was postulated (4). He then summarised all the
areas where apparent evidence for solid state fusion had been obtained during the past year,
namely: excess enthalpy, bursts in enthalpy;
tritium, bursts in tritium; neutrons, bursts in
neutrons; X-rays, gamma rays and bursts in
these. He recommended that emphasis should
now be concentrated on confirming reaction
products, such as He4. New theories were
emerging, but one year was too short a time in
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which to have fully evaluated them.
After his brief talk there was a standing ovation from the 200 delegates, almost all of whom
had remained in attendance until 5.00 pm on
the Saturday afternoon! Only a few sceptics remained seated. Undoubtedly much more work
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Platinum 1990
In response to a growing public
Assistance provided by numerous people
knowledgeable about the platinum in- awareness of the damage being caused to
dustry worldwide has once again con- the environment by the activities of man,
tributed to the usefulness of the annual a special seven page feature in “Platinum
review of the platinum group metals 1990” considers various ways in which the
market, recently published by Johnson platinum metals are already being utilised
to destroy polluting substances. Such apMatthey.
During 1989 supplies of primary plications are likely to grow. In addition,
platinum reached 3.375 million ounces new technologies makmg use of the
troy, while total demand in the western remarkable combinations of properties
world was 3.465 million ounces, the se- possessed by the platinum metals will
cond highest annual requirement. For the result, hopefully, in processes that do not
third successive year, Japan was the largest produce pollutants. Automotive spark
regional market taking the equivalent of 48 plugs tipped with platinum metals are exper cent of the total western world’s de- pected to reduce the chances of engine
mand for platinum, and some 70 per cent misfire, thus improving fuel economy and
of this was absorbed by the jewellery reducing emissions of unburnt fuel. In the
manufacturing industry.
longer term, the use of fuel cells to power
On a worldwide basis, the largest use for electrically-driven
vehicles
could
platinum was,
once again, for eliminate, or substantially reduce, the
autocatalysts. Although vehicle production polluting emissions produced by convenfell in North America, a tendency to tional internal combustion engines.
Those who regard platinum as an inhigher loadings of platinum metals on
catalysts, as well as a rise in stock levels, dustrial metal may be surprised to learn
resulted in increased demand. Purchases that it is also being used increasingly for
were also up in Europe as manufacturers the manufacture of luxury high quality
fitted catalysts in advance of EEC clean-air watches.
legislation. In January 1990 eight out of
Readers of Platinum Metals Rewiew who
every ten petrol-fuelled cars sold in West do not have ready access to “Platinum
Germany were equipped with three-way 1990”, and who need an authoritative
catalysts. By the year 1993it is anticipated source of commercial information about
that platinum off-take by car manufac- the platinum metals, should address their
turers in Western Europe will be as high as requests for a free copy of this comprehen750,000 ounces. Fresh demand is expected sive survey to the author Mr. Jeremy S.
to arise later in the decade in Eastern Coombes, Johnson Matthey P.L.C., New
Europe, where air quality is a major Garden House, 78 Hatton Garden, Lonproblem.
don ECIN 8JP.
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Platinum Group Metal Coatings
for Metal Hydrides
THE MODIFICATION OF SURFACE PROPERTIES
Many metals which are capable of forming
metal hydrides suffer problems due to low surface affinity for hydrogen, the formation of inhibitory surface oxides, hydroxides and
carbonates, or slow diffusion of hydrogen from
the surface to the bulk. Therefore the net result
is often to limit the conditions under which
their hydrides will form.

alloying of these two metals began to occur.
Hydrogen uptake was characterised by
Sievert’s law behaviour up to hydrogen:
magnesium ratios <O.OI. Slow kinetics and
deviations from Sievert’s law at higher
hydrogen contents pointed to the increased
importance of H-H attractive interactions as
more sites in the metal are filed.

Magnesium Hydride

Photo-assisted Hydrogen Storage

Magnesium, although capable of storing
hydrogen up to the composition MgH, presents a considerable surface activation barrier to
hydrogen (50 kJ/mol) and this means that
the hydrogenation reaction usually requires
temperatures above 5 0 0 K, and pressures of
tens to hundreds of bars. In a recent publication by A. Krozer and B. Kasemo, of Chalmers
University of Technology, Sweden, a palladium
coating was used to extend the available information on the magnesium-hydrogen phase
diagram to pressures 10,times lower than was
previously possible, and to temperatures down
to 2 9 K (I). Their approach involved the
deposition of a palladium layer ( 5 -20 nm thick)
on a magnesium sample which was vacuum
evaporated onto a piezo-electric quartz crystal
microbalance. Hydrogen uptake was measured
by the weight increase of the sample registered
as a change in the resonant frequency of the
quartz crystal.
The palladium film on the magnesium sample removed the kinetic barrier for converting
gas phase H, to atomic hydrogen prior to bulk
absorption, thus allowing the establishment of
equilibrium at pressures below 20 Torr and
temperatures in the range 330 to 370 K. At
lower temperatures, kinetic limitations appeared due to hydride formation at the interface
between the palladium and the magnesium,
whereas at higher temperatures intermixing/

In another recent paper H. Imamura, M.
Futsutara and S. Tsuchiya of Yamaguchi
University, Japan, reported photo-assisted
hydrogen storage in the rare earth intermetallic
(R = lanthanum or
compounds
RCo,
samarium) using alcohol as a hydrogen source
(2). The work relies on the transfer hydrogenation of a metal hydride as a method of producing useful hydrogen from industrial waste
alcohol, and presents an interesting possibility
for the conversion and storage of solar energy.
The reaction is:
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uv

alloy +alcohol +metal hydride
hydrogenated product

+ de-

Their standard procedure involves a solution
containing 0.3 g of RCo, and 0.01-0.1 cm3
carbon tetrachloride in 220 cm3 of alcohol. In
one experiment irradiation of La&, in
2-propanol for four hours resulted in the formation of the hydride L ~ C O , H ,and
, ~ acetone.
In order to assess the possibility of enhanced
surface reactions contributing to the effect,
some La&, was treated with chloroplatinic
acid to produce an electroless surface deposit of
platinum. When placed in the reactor,
platinum coated alloys showed faster hydriding
rates and remarkable ease of conversion into the
metal hydride when compared with non-coated
material, under the same conditions.
It was concluded that, since there were no
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differences in the LaCo, used, the rate limiting
processes must be exterior to the bulk, with the
deposited platinum being active as an alcohol
dehydrogenation catalyst.
The use of the catalytic and other special properties of platinum group metals in association
with metal hydrides has long been known, with
coatings of palladium being effectively
employed to activate metals such as tantalum,
niobium and vanadium (3). Both the above recent papers illustrate the continued use of
platinum group metals as modifiers of the sur-

face properties of metal hydrides, opening up
the possibility of developing useful metal
hydride systems capable of operating in new,
more favourable conditions of temperature and
pressure.
M.L.D.
I
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Uses of Platinum Metals Cata1y st s
Catalysis of Organic Reactions, Chemical Industries Series Vol. 40

w. BLACKBURN, Marcel Dekker, New York, 1990, 354 pages,
ISBN 0-8247-8286-0, U.S.$I15.00 (U.S. and Canada), $138 (elsewhere)
This book summarises a series of papers chapters refer to the use of supported palladium
presented at the Twelfth Conference on the catalysts. The use of carbon disulphide titraCatalysis of Organic Reactions held in San An- tions as a method of testing for mass transfer
tonio, Texas, U.S.A., during April 1 9 8 8 . These limitations is exemplified for palladium-onmeetings provide a useful forum where in- silica and platinum-on-alumina catalysts by G.
dustrial and academic chemists together with V. Smith. V. L. Mylroie considers the reduccatalyst manufacturers can discuss the state-of- tion of sulphonyl halides to thiols using
the-art and industrial relevance of catalysis. No sulphided palladium-on-carbon catalysts. The
fewer than thirteen of the twenty chapters refer development of a palladium-on-silica catalyst
to the use of platinum group metal catalysts.
for the hydrogenation of acetylenes, which has
It is timely that a special chapter on chiral culminated in the widespread use of this
catalysis is included as regulatory bodies are re- catalyst for the production of vinyl chloride
quiring more stringent controls on the purity of monomer, is reviewed by K. M. Deller.
For palladium catalysed carboalkoxylation
chiral products and the area is becoming of
greater interest to the pharmaceutical and fine reactions W. R. Moser describes the use of
novel in situ infra red techniques in order to obchemical industry.
The enantioselective reduction of prochiral tain a better understanding of ester formation.
alkenes, imines and ketones using variants such R. F. Heck discusses the catalytic dimerisation
as hydrogen gas, transfer hydrogenation and of styrene and isomerisation of allylbenzene by
silanes in the presence of homogeneous cyclopalladated azobenzene complexes.
Two chapters deal with carbonylations. J. F.
rhodium catalysts is described by H. Brunner.
B. R. James continues this theme by discussing Knifton describes the application of melt
the enantioselective hydrogenation of imines catalysis to the hydroformylation of both linear
and ketones with catalysts comprising and internal alkenes, and in discussing the use
rhodium, iridium or ruthenium and inexpen- of pyridine containing polymers in organic
sive ligands derived from naturally occurring chemistry, G. L. Goe draws attention to a
heterogenised rhodium catalyst which has
acids.
The stereospecific reduction of cinnamic acid higher activity than its homogeneous counteris addressed by J. G. Andrade, and D. F. Taber part for the carbonylation of methanol to acetic
deals with the regio and diastereoselective for- acid.
mation of cyclopentanoids via rhodium acetateThe topics represented in this book are widecatalysed intramolecular arrangements.
ranging and include Chiral Catalysis, New
R. L. Augustine traces the development of an Catalysis Technologies, Mechanisms in
understanding of olefin hydrogenation using Catalysis and New Catalytic Chemical Proheterogeneous catalysts including analogies cesses. It should prove useful to organic
with homogeneous rhodium catalysts. Further chemists involved in catalysis.
M.J.H.R.
EDITED BY DALE
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Platinum Metals in Stainless Steels
PART 11: FURTHER CORROSION AND MECHANICAL PROPERTIES

By I. R. McGill
Johnson Matthey Technology Centre

Thefirst part of this paper reviewed the
eflects of sulphuric acid on stainless
steels modified by platinum metals
additions, much of the original work
having been carried out by Russian
researchers. Now corrosion in other
media, and oxidation, are considered
and a review of the limited data that
are available on mechanical properties
is presented. It is concluded that, in
particular circumstances, improved
material properties can be obtained by
the addition of platinum group metals
to iron-base allow.

Corrosion in Halide Solutions
The chloride ion is probably the greatest
source of damage to stainless steels, causing
rapid degradation of passive fims, leading to pitting, crevice corrosion and possibly stress corrosion cracking of loaded components. The effect
of noble metal additions on the stress corrosion
cracking performance of steels is reviewed later;
the results of work involving hydrochloric acid,
ferric chloride, sodium hypochlorite, potassium
permanganate-sodium chloride and bromine
solutions are now considered.
The alloys described by Streicher (I 8), Biefer
(19) and Agarwala and Biefer (20)and referred
to in the previous section, were also evaluated
in pitting and/or crevice corrosion tests in
chloride media. Biefer tested alloys in I N HCl
and IN FeCl, solution at room temperature,
with weight loss over four hours immersion being reported; Streicher assessed his alloys in
terms of pitting or crevice corrosion. A
representative selection of results are shown in
Tables VI, VII and VIII, respectively.
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It is apparent that palladium additions to
AISI 430 (or variants), Table VII, increase the
weight loss in chloride environments, the
severity of attack increasing with increasing
palladium content. With regard to the
Fe-28Cr-qMo alloy, Table VI, noble metal additions below a critical level exacerbate corrosion in boiling 10per cent sulphuric acid, but
above the critical value they deeply passivate
the steel. Pitting resistance, however, is frequently impaired and only ruthenium, iridium
and osmium can be added with impunity.
Lower molybdenum levels rendered the
ruthenium-modified steels susceptible to pitting, while the addition of 0.I per cent nickel to
the 0.01per cent ruthenium steel (which is active in boiling 10 per cent sulphuric acid)
rendered it passive, retaining its pitting
resistance. The addition of 0.2 per cent silver
did not passivate the steel, while 0.2 per cent
gold passivated the steel with immunity to
crevice corrosion in ferric chloride but failed by
pitting in potassium permanganate/sodium
chloride solution.
Russian workers have, in general, tested
various alloys in hydrochloric acid and reported
corrosion rates and electrochemical parameters.
They suggest that while palladium additions
may increase the tendency of steels to pitting,
such additions also broaden the range of acid
concentration and temperature over which the
steels are passive (21). Outside this range,
however, the palladium steels are found to have
enhanced corrosion rates, see Tables IX (16)
and X (22)and Figures I I and 12 ( 2 2 ) .
It is apparent that the pitting potential is
reduced with palladium additions, while the
corrosion potential is increased. The rapid
dissolution characteristics are obvious for the
low palladium steels while the increased
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II

Table VI

Effect of Noble Metal Additions on the Corroeion of Fe-28Cr-4Mo (18)
Alloy
Alloy composition,
composition, weight
weight per
per cent
cent

I
Cr
Mo

110% H,SO, at 1 0 0 0 ~ 1 ~ i t t i ncorrosion*j
g
- -

Ni

Noble metal
I

Balance
Balance
Balance
Balance
Balance
Balance
Balance
Balance
Balance
Balance
Balance
Balance
Balance

28
28
28
28
28
28.5
28.5
28.5
28.5
28
28.5
28.5
28.5

4
4
4
4
4
4.5
4.0
4.0
4.2
4
4
4.2
4

-

None
0.005 Pt
0.006 Pt
0.01 Pd
0.02 Pd
0.015 Ru
0.02 Ru
0.01 Ru
0.005 Rh
0.01 Ir
0.01 0 s
0.015 0 s
0.02 0 s

0.1

-

State

Corrosion,
10-3inch/yr A

AC*
AC
P*
AC
P
AC
P
P
P
P
AC
AC
P

52,180
58,000
48
74,000
4
62,200
60
41
14
112
57,800
76,600
26

8

R*
R

-

R
R
R
F
F

-

-

R
R
R
R

R
R
F
R

-

-

R

R
R

-

-

'AC = active P = passive R = no pitting F = crevice corrosion
**Test condikons: A = 2% KMnO. + 2 % NaCl at 90°C, B = 10% FeC1,.6H20 at 5OOC. C = 54.5% Br,
D = 0.1 % NaClO with crevices

passivation range for the 0.5 per cent palladium
steel is also apparent, with rapid depassivation
occurring above o.45N HCI. The passivity of
the 0.5 per cent palladium steel in o.3N HCI is
apparently maintained up to IOOOC. At this
temperature the time to passivate palladium
modified oKh25M3T steel was noted, Table XI
(22). Clearly, increased palladium additions
decrease the time to passivation, a fact reflected

C

- -

D

-

R

R

F*

-

F
F
F
R
R
R
F
R
R
R
R

-

R
R
R

-+

20.6% ZnBr,.

in various corrosion rate diagrams. Despite the
reduction in pitting potential with increased
palladium additions, however, no steel exhibited pits, due presumably, to insufficient
potential shift during corrosion.
Potential shifts of steels Kh25 and Kh25M2
with or without palladium in 3 per cent
hydrochloric acid at various temperatures were
plotted by Chernova (15).

Table V I I

Corroeion Behaviour of AISI 430 Alloy Variants in Varioue Media (19)

Steel
number

Alloying
addition,
per cent

9A
9B
1oc
1OD
38
4c
4D

None
0.06 Pd
0.1 Pd
0.26 Pd
0.46 Pd
0.99 Pd
1.91 Pd
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Weight losses in 4-hour tests
at room temperature,
mg/cm2
1N H,SO,
11.8
14.2
40.7
134
0.4
0.1
0.2

11.8
13.4
37.6
105
0.7
0.7
0.3

1N HCI
6.7
8.4
32.0
194
59.9
144
193

4.9
6.4
24.0
151
40.7
104
147

1N FeCI,
13.1
39.6
38.0
39.0
43.8
42.6
44.1

10.9
41.5
41.7
42.1
44.6
41.2
47.9
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Table
Table VVllllll

Corrosion
Corrosion Behaviour
Behaviour of
of AISI
AISI Type
Type 430
430 Stainless
Stainless Steel
Steel in
in Various
Various
Aerated
Aerated Solutions
Solutions at
at 240OC
240OC (20)
(20)

~

~

I
I

Steel
Steel
number
number

Alloying
Alloying
elements,
elements,
per
per cent
cent

J-3-2
J-3-2
J-4-2
J-4-2
J-7-2
J-7-2
J-8-2
J-8-2
J-11-2
J-11-2
JJ-112-2
2-2
A
4t c
c
H-1
1
HH-2
H-2
H-3
H-3
H-4
H-4

2.1
2.1 Mo
Mo
Pd
2.05 Mo,
Mo, 1.15
1.15 Pd
2.05
1.84V
1.84V
1.89V.
1.89V. 1.06
1.06 Pd
Pd
2.06W
2.06W
2.0W.
Pd
2.0W. 1.06
1.06 Pd
None
None
0.99
Pd
0.99 Pd
3.09
3.09 Mo
Mo
3.07
Pd
3.07 Mo,
Mo, 0.19
0.19 Pd
3.03
Pd
3.03 Mo,
Mo, 0.48
0.48 Pd
3.09
Pd
3.09 Mo,
Mo, 0.96
0.96 Pd

Weight
Weight losses
losses after
after 4
4 hours
hours aatt 24OC,
24
mg/cm2
mg/cm2

I

1N
1N H,SO,
H2S04

1N
l N H ZH,SO,
So4

++0.5N
0.5N NaCl
NaCl

1N HCI

1N FeCI,

1.9
1.9
2.4
2.4
2.8
2.8
6.0
6.0
3.2
3.2
22.0
22.0
4.7
4.7
72
72
1.2
1.2
5.4
5.4
1.3
1.3
1.9
1.9

1.2
1.2
51
51
2.5
2.5
77
77
2.5
2.5
101
101
7.4
7.4
124
124
0.6
0.6
6.7
6.7
26.6
26.6
44.4
44.4

4
4.8
21.1
21
8.0
e
16.0
1E
6.0
E
21.4
21
E
5.8
41.9
41

5.5
5.5
00
8.9
8.9
0.02
0.02
6.3
6.3
0.04
0.04
12.8
12.8
0.4
0.4
2.3
2.3
0.5
0.5
00
00

-

-

Table I X

Corrosion Rates of Various
Various Steels in Hydrochloric Acid Solutions
Corrosion
at 2OoC and 5OoC (16)
Corrosion
Corrosion rate,
rate, g/m2.h
g/m2.h

I

Alloy
Alloy type
type

I

HCI
HCI solutions
solutions at
at 2OoC
2OoC
11Yo
Yo

Cr-Mn-Ni-Mo
Cr-Mn-Ni-Mo
Cr-Mn-Ni-Mo
+0.2
0.2 Pd
Pd
Cr-Mn-Ni-Mo+
Cr-Mn
Cr-Mn
Cr-Mn
Cr-Mn+0.2
+0.2 Pd
Pd
Cr-Mn-Ni
Cr-Mn-Ni
Cr-Mn-Ni
0.2 Pd
Pd
Cr-Mn-Ni 0.2
Cr-Mn-Mo+
Cr-Mn-Mo+
Cr-Mn-Mo+0.2
Pd+
Cr-Mn-Mo+0.2 Pd+
Cr-Mn-Mo+0.2
Cr-Mn-Mo 0.2 Pd+*
Pd+
Cr-Mn-Mot+
Cr-Mn-Mot+

++

+

0.01
0.0122
00
41.4
41.4
4.4
4.4
4.6
4.6
0.035
0.035
13.0
13.0
0.073
0.073
0.036
0.036
5.6
5.6

22Yo
Yo

3%
3%

0.1
0.1
0.26
0.26
70.3
70.3
21
212.3
2.3
8.06
8.06
4.8
4.8
16.3
16.3
2.0
2.0
1.6
1.6
12.5
12.5

1.42
1.42
0.18
0.18
97.0
97.0
282.3
282.3
10.22
10.22
36.9
36.9
17.9
17.9
12.9
12.9
7.0
7.0
12.0
12.0

HCI
HCI solution
solution a t 5OoC
1%
0.13
0.1 1
163.9
163.9
15.4
24.8
0.35
0.35
90.9
0.38
0.38
0.68
0.68
64.4
64.4

Table
Table XX

I

Corrosion
Corrosion Potentials
Potentials (E,,,,)
(E,,,,) and
and Pitting
Pitting Potentials
Potentials (E,)
(E,) of
of OKh25M3T
OKh25M3 and
PalladiumModifiedVariants
ModifiedVariantsin
in0.3N
0.3NHCI
HCIagainst
againstNormal
NormalHydrogen
HydrogenElectrode
Electroc (22)
Palladium

I

25OC
25OC

Steel
Steel
Ecorr
Ecorr

bit

+

++0.40
0.40
++0.27
0.27

+

++0.3
0.3

+1.14
+1.14
+0.96
+0.96
++0.47
0.47
++0.46
0.46

OKh25M3T
OKh25M3T
OKh25M3T
OKh25M3T 0.1
0.1Pd
Pd
OKh25M3T+0.2
OKh25M3T+0.2 Pd
Pd
OKh25M3T
OKh25M3T 0.5
0.5 Pd
Pd
+Alloy
+Alloy numbered
numbered 18
18

+
+

+0.24
+0.24

5OoC
5OoC
Ecorr

+0.24
+0.24

++0.24
0.24
+0.26
+0.26
+0.26
+0.26

+0.53
+ 0.4
+0.35
+0.37

'Alloy
'Alloy numbered
numbered 27
27
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Both the simple chromium steel (Kh25) and
the molybdenum-containing steel were active at
all temperatures, while palladium additions
bestowed various degrees of passivity upon
them. The molybdenum steel, however,
generally passivated more rapidly, probably
due to molybdenum accumulation. The
cathodic process is more efficient on
molybdenum than on the base alloy, but not as
efficient as on palladium. Due to the
concentration
differences,
however,
molybdenum rapidly accumulates and hinders
the effect of palladium. This is indicated by
monitoring the currents on the steels while
maintaining their potential in a cathodic
regime, as shown in Table XI1 on page 148.

-; oi

..'.
a

z

0
a
0
10
U

0 6

Corrosion in Other Media
The performance of the chromium steel
Kh27 with palladium additions in formic and
o d i c acids at IOOOCwas investigated by
Tomashov (11),Table XIII, and shows
similarity with its behaviour in sulphuric solutions, that is, rapid dissolution of the base alloy
with the addition of palladium resulting in
passivity, the percentage addition required to
passivate increasing with the severity of the
environment.
Platinum (0.5 per cent) was added to AISI
304 stainless steel by Greiss (23) and exposed to
flowing uranylsulphate or copper nitrate solutions at 25oOC. At low flow rates the surface
regression was reduced from 0.035 inchlyear to
0.015inchlyear through this addition. At high
flow rates the difference was minimal, and
though
even
in
rapidly
flowing
uranylsulphatelcopper nitrateheavy water the
corrosion of the same steels was reduced from
0.3 to 0.014inchlyear.

0 2

01

03

045

0

gram equivalents / l i t r e

Fig.
11 The influence of
the
hydrochloric acid concentration on the
corrosion rate of: 111 OKh25M3T, 121
OKh25M3T + O.l%Pd, 131 OKh25M3T
+ 0.2%Pd, 141 OKh25M3T + 0.5%Pd at
100OC; from Tomashov, Chernova and
Markova (22)

200
100

Stress Corrosion Cracking
In 1979the effect of elementary additions on
the stress corrosion cracking of austenitic
stainless steels was reviewed by Hanninen
(24).The general findings indicate a detrimental effect of noble metal additions to such steels.
These results were confirmed by Chaudron,
who showed a progressive reduction in the life
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TEMPERATURE, 'C
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Fig. 12 The influence of temperature on
the corrosion rate of: 11 OKh25M3T, 121
OKh25M3T + O.l%Pd, [31 OKh25M3T
+ 0.2%Pd, 141 OKh25M3T + 0.5%Pdin
0.3N hydrochloric acid; from Tomashov,
Chernova and Markova (22)
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Tabla X I

Time to Paseivation of Palladium-Containing OKh25M3T
Steel in Hydrochloric Acid Solutions at 100°C (22)
HCI
0.3N HCI

Palladium addition,
per
per cent
0
0

I

1

Only
Only passive
passive 25OC
25OC

II

I

0.45N HCI
0.45N

0.6N
0.6N HCI
HCI

I

-

-

0.1
0.1

1 hour

2-3
2-3 hours
hours

no
no passivation
passivation

0.2

55 minutes
minutes

11 hour
hour

no
no passivation
passivation

0.5

I

< 1 minute

of 18Cr-~oNi stainless steel in boiling
magnesium chloride with increasing platinum
additions (25).
Streicher, however, tested Fe-28Cr-qMo
containing 0.5 per cent ruthenium in sodium
chloride solutions at temperatures up to zoo°C
and found no loss of resistance due to the noble
metal addition, lives of up to 1440 hours being
achieved without cracking (18). The sodium
chloride test, it is claimed, is a better guide to
service performance than the more often used
magnesium chloride test, in which the same
alloy failed in less than I 5 hours. The failure of
this material was found to be due to transgranular cracking. Van Rooyen suggests that
the addition of platinum tends to induce this
failure in industrial purity steels (26), although
in very pure austenitics the tendency is to
intergranular cracking, especially in high nickel
steels.
Many authors, however, report noble metalcontaining alloys generally show a marked
tendency to intergranular failure (27, 28, 29),
the latter reference indicating the initial stages
of fracture of AISI 446 + I per cent platinum
to be transgranular with later predominance of
intergranular failure.
The stress corrosion performance of
Fe-IsNi-zoCr with 1.5 per cent additions of
palladium, rhodium, iridium, ruthenium and
gold, in boiling magnesium chloride (154Oc)
was investigated by Staehle (27). Results of this
work clearly show the detrimental effect of
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II

11

I1 minute
minute

no
no passivation
passivation

these additions. Although the base alloy failed
by transgranular cracking, the mode of failure
of noble metal containing alloys was
predominantly intergranular, and as no
precipitates could be seen at grain boundaries
when examined by scanning electron
microscopy this effect could not be attributed
to selective corrosion. This failure mode was
also observed for noble metal containing
samples tested in M g a , + NaOH, the
hydroxide being added to reduce the hydrogen
ion concentration (and hence limiting the
H+ + e- +%H,reaction),
Staehle continued to make electrochemical
studies of corrodingkracking wire samples.
The open circuit potentials of the alloys during
stressed exposure to magnesium chloride at

Table XI1

Corrosion Currents of Various
Steels under Constant Impressed
Cathodic Potential: with Palladium
Addition of 0.3 per cent with 3 per
cent Hydrochloric Acid Solutions at
25OC (15)
Steel designation
Kh25
Kh25M2
Kh25
Kh25M2Pd
Kh25M2Pd
Kh25Pd

Corrosion current,
icorr,
mA/cmZ
18.8
40.8
57.9
99.1
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Table X l l l

Effect of Cathodic Additives, Platinum and Palladium, on the Corrosion Rate of
Kh27 Steel in Formic and Oxalic Acids at 100°C (11)
Corrosion rate, g/m2.h
Cathodic additive

Without
additives

Test duration, h
-

10% Formic acid

50% Formic acid

10% Oxalic acic

343

498

38.3

Complete

Complete
dissolution

1
10

dissolution

7.8

1

0.6

75

2.3

10

0.1 5

8.6

0.32

1

2.2

0.4

1 .o

10

0.11

0.05

0.12

1

1.4

3.1

1.1

10

0.09

0.6

0.25

4.5

0.7

1 .o

0.33

0.08

0.1

0.1% Pt

0.5% Pt

0.7% Pd

1
1.1% Pd
I

10

I

154Oc were recorded for the alloys containing
noble metals. Just before fracture the potentials
of the samples were found to rise rapidly and to
peak immediately before failure. As previously
noted in sulphuric acid the noble metal additions were found to accelerate the reduction
kinetics in magnesium chloride. This correlates
well with tests carried out in MgCI, + NaOH
solutions in that on removal of the cathodic
species (H') the noble metal-containing alloys
became more resistant to failure. Nielsen suggests this behaviour to be due to hydrogen entry and permeation kinetics (29). Hence as
platinum increases the hydrogen exchange curthe extra hydrogen evolved would
rent
enter the stressed austenitic lattice and increase
the tendency to cracking. The disposition to intergranular cracking may be explained by the
increased passivity of the bulk material restricting dissolution except at the grain boundaries,
where there would be relatively little noble
metal.
Nielsen backed up his theories on hydrogen
(&)¶
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permeation by testing AISI 446 containing I
per cent platinum in lithium chloride with
thiourea at 17ooC (the latter promoting
hydrogen entry). The base alloy was totally
resistant without thiourea but failed in 20 and
89 hours with thiourea added. The platinummodified alloy had increased susceptibility in
both media. Fracture surfaces were akin to
those produced by cathodic charging with
hydrogen.
High purity 18Cr-8Nisteels with 0.1 per cent
platinum addition were investigated by Montuelle (28) who again observed a drastic reduction in life, from 1000 hours to 50 hours, when
exposed to boiling magnesium chloride at
154Oc under a load of 33 hectobars. Similarly,
a I per cent platinum addition to 18Cr-1qNi
alloy reduces virtually to zero the critical stress
at which the alloy is susceptible to stress corrosion.
It has generally been assumed that the cold
worked structure is related to the stress corrosion phenomenon in that a planar dislocation
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structure leads to susceptibility, while the
cellular structure is thought to be resistant. The
addition of platinum, however, to the
18Cr-14Ni steel (which on working generates a
cellular dislocation network, and is resistant to
stress corrosion) makes the steel very susceptible to cracking, although it retains the cellular
structure which is thought to be immune. Additions to steels which are already susceptible,
and which have planar dislocation structures,
increases the susceptibility but induces a
change to cellular morphology.

Hydrogen Embrittlement
The Russians, Levchenko (30) and Arkharov

hydrogen evolution from charged steels as the
temperature increased, at 2ooC/min (31),
Figure 14(a). It would be expected that the
resultant curve would rise to a maximum as the
diffusion rate of hydrogen increases with
temperature, then fall as the steel becomes exhausted. The actual curves, however, show two
maxima, indicating entrapment. Similarly,
samples were held at room temperature for long
periods and the total evolution of hydrogen
from the sample during that time determined,
Figure 14(b). The difference between that
amount and the equilibrium solubility of
hydrogen in steel gives a measure of the internal
adsorption of hydrogen (a), hence:

(31), have studied a particular form of

hydrogen embrittlement, referred to as “flaking”, in steels designated 34KhN3M and
40KhN to which various levels of palladium
had been added. “Flaking” is a form of
hairline cracking, the “flakes” appearing as
bright, round or oval spots on fracture surfaces.
Samples of various diameters were charged
with hydrogen at IIOOOCfor 5 hours, left at
room temperature for 10days, and then annealed at 65oOC. The samples were then fractured
and the flake density determined. In the work
by Levchenko three hydride-forming additives,
palladium, cerium and zirconium, were added
at 0.3 per cent. The flake density was plotted
against sample diameter and cross sectional area
for both air cooled and quenched samples.
Clearly, palladium additions reduce the susceptibility of the steel to this failure, the reduction
in sensitivity being related to palladium content
(31)~Figure 13.
The beneficial effect of palladium was proposed as being due to the modification of
hydrogen traps within the steel, rather than to
palladium-hydrogen bonding. When hydrogen
is absorbed it either remains active (mobile) or
is trapped at boundaries, for example between
ferrite and carbide. It is the active hydrogen
that results in “flaking”. If the traps are
modified so that increased amounts of
hydrogen can be held, the flake sensitivity will
be reduced. This theory was tested by
Arkharov, who determined the rate of
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CoH -

6 =

v
x I00

COH

where CoH = equilibrium solubility of
hydrogen in steel at IIOOOC(cm3hoog)which
is approximately 6.0 cm’ per Img; V =
volume of hydrogen evolved from steel at room
temperature over 200 hours (cm3hoog).
Plotting 6 as a function of the palladium content shows clearly the increasing entrapment of
hydrogen in palladium steels, Figure 15.

Oxidation
Little information on the oxidation of
stainless steels containing platinum group
metals is available, although Chaudron (25)
tested an experimental I 8Cr-I 2Ni alloy containing 3 per cent platinum in superheated
steam at 500OC and 710 psi for 1000 hours, and

U.

Fig. 13 Effect of palladium content on
the flake susceptibility of 4OKhN steel;
from Arkharov, Moroz, Novokhatskii,
Khokhlova and Lremina (31)
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discovered a much reduced weight gain over
the platinum-free alloy (9 mg/dmz against I I I
mg/dmz). Similarly, a I per cent platinum addition was found to improve the oxidation of an
18Cr-~oNisteel by approximately 20 per cent
(in steam at 6oo°C, at 995 psi for 6 days), while
a 0.1 per cent addition had no effect.
With a view to improving strength without
loss of oxidation resistance, Saller investigated
platinum and palladium additions of up to 20
per cent in Fe-zsCr-gAl alloys (32). Both
metals had a beneficial effect on stress rupture
strength, but below 5 per cent little effect on
oxidation resistance at 1200~Cwas observed.
Above this, platinum increased the weight gain
of the alloy substantially, while palladium continued to have only minor effects.

Mechanical Properties
No systematic investigation of the effects of
noble metals on the mechanical properties of
stainless steels appears to have been done,
though several workers have determined the

Fig. 15 Effect of palladium content on
the degree of (6%) hydrogen absorption in
40KhN steel (a description of (6%) is given
in the text); from Arkharov, Moroz,
Novokhatskii, Khokhlova and Lremina
(31)

mechanical properties of experimental alloys, in
order to assess required loading for subsequent
stress corrosion testing.
The effect of various “tertiary” additions, including platinum/palladium and gold, on the
mechanical properties of transformable Fe-MoC alloys has been studied by Irani and
Honeycombe (33).
The Fe-4Mo-o.zC alloy undergoes a martensitic transformation when it is water quenched
from 125oOC; a further quench in liquid
nitrogen ensures the transformation is complete. Additions of several elements including
palladium and gold were made to high purity
melts of these alloys at trace levels, that is 0.06
atomic per cent (0.45 wt per cent gold, 0.058 wt
per cent palladium). The alloys were tempered
for up to 1000 hours at temperatures between
500 and 700OC, and the change in hardness
over this period was monitored.
At various stages, samples were examined by
transmission electron microscopy in order to
correlate structural effects with the age hardening behaviour. The base alloy is martensitic
after the stated heat treatment, and after
tempering in the range 200 to 5m°C, yields a
Widmanstatten iron carbide (Fe C) precipitate.
Molybdenum carbide (Mo C) displaces iron
carbide as the dominant precipitate in steels
tempered above 500OC, appearing as needles on
the {IOO} ferrite planes only after peak

--

- I

TEMPERATURE, ‘C
- - I

0

P A L L A D I U M , per cent

200

400
600
TEMPERATURE, ‘C

860

Fig. 14 Rate of hydrogen evolution during annealing of hydrogen-charged
40KbN steel: (a) immediately after quenching, and (b) after two days at room
temperature (heating rate 20°C/min);
from Arkharov, Moroz, Novokhatskii,
Khokhlova and Lremina (31)
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hardness. The structural changes that occur up
to peak hardness are described below:
550°C, 65 hours; 66ooC, I hour: Molybdenum rich zones align in cube directions.
Zones are disc shaped, 10 to 20 nm diameter
and a few atoms thick. The diffraction pattern
did not reveal any identifiable compound
(precipitate) in these zones but did indicate
molybdenum enrichment.
550°C, 200 hours: Zones found to be larger,
30 to 60 nm diameter, and more numerous.
Beyond Peak Hardness: Mo,C needles
precipitate, later replaced by M,C-type carbides. Recrystallisation of the ferrite lamellae to
equiaxed structure completes the process.
The addition of the trace elements generally
increases peak hardness, and reduces the
tempering time required to achieve peak hardness. Carbide-forming additions including
niobium, chromium, titanium, and tantalum,
allow the retention of alloy hardness, while the
strength of an alloy containing non-carbide forming additions, such as palladium and gold,
falls rapidly on over-ageing.
The addition of gold, coupled with tempering
at 50o0C, gives rise to the highest overall hardness; palladium is less effective although still
inducing enhanced hardness over that of the
base alloy. Structurally, the tempering process
in alloys containing trace additions follows the
same course as that of the base alloy, for example zone formation and Mo * C precipitation.
Just after peak hardness, however, the goldcontaining alloy showed fine gold particles between the molybdenum-rich zones, coarsening
with increasing tempering temperature.
Low carbon steels (0.01 per cent) with gold
additions were tested with a view to eliminating
carbide effects. A degree of hardening could be
seen in the base alloy but the addition of 0.03
atomic per cent gold was still effective. It is suggested by the authors that the influence of the
trace additions is on zone formation. Since
precipitates are not seen until after peak hardness, it is apparent that it is the zones that are
responsible for the hardening effect. It is possible that the size of the gold atom causes strain
in the steel matrix and encourages easy zone
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formation. This cannot be a complete explanation, however, as smaller atoms also show a
hardening effect. It is interesting to note that of
all the additions, only gold is seen to cluster
during tempering, while the tempering
resistance of steels with carbide-forming additions is attributed to the formation of a fine
dispersion of coarsening resistant alloy
carbides.
On a different note, Demo reports the effect
of precious metals in changing the ductility of
welds in high chromium ferritic steels (34).As
the chromium content of such steels increases,
the resulting weldments become increasingly
brittle; however this can be alleviated by adding
platinum, palladium, silver, aluminium or
copper to the weld.

Concluding Remarks
The addition of noble metals to steels has a
distinct but variable effect upon their corrosion
resistance and mechanical properties; the
magnitude of this effect depends upon the noble metal addition, the composition and structure of the steel and the environment to which
the steel is subjected.
It is apparent that low levels of noble metal
additions can have marked effects on the properties of iron-base alloys. In particular, the
corrosion performance of these alloys in nonoxidising media is considerably modified, by
virtue of the unique properties of platinum
group metals in reducing hydrogen overvoltage. The ease of the hydrogen reaction H +
+ e--?h H, on a noble metal surface would
force the potential of the corroding steel to
achieve values otherwise unobtainable, except
by impressed polarisation. The effect of this
can be to take the alloy into a regime of passivity, whereby the formation of insoluble surface
films occurs and metal dissolution (corrosion) is
reduced to minimal levels. It is equally possible, however, that the induced potential shift
suffices only to enhance the corrosion rate. It is
significant to note that noble metal additions
have, if anything, detrimental effects on the
corrosion resistance of steels in oxidising
media, such as nitric acid. The observed
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accumulation of noble metals as particulates on
corroding surfaces explains many of the
phenomena observed in this type of alloy:
(i) A critical noble metal level must be exceeded
in order to achieve passivity, otherwise enhanced corrosion occurs. If insufficient noble metal
is available on the surface the potential shift induced will serve only to increase the corrosion
current, and hence, the corrosion rate.
(ii) Noble metal-modified steels initially corrode rapidly, before becoming passive. It is obvious that the initial surface concentration of
noble metal is very low, and that it is necessary
to dissolve a certain volume of material to allow
a significant accumulation of the noble element
on the surface prior to passivation.
(iii) The improvement in corrosion resistance
achieved with noble metal additions is less for
higher
alloyed
steels,
for
example
molybdenum-containing steels, than for simple
alloys. If the alloy constituent accumulates at
the surface faster than the noble element (as it
will invariably do, due to the relative concentrations) the effect of the noble metal will be
restricted due to its limited surface area.
(iv) Surface passivation is achieved more rapidly, and more effectively, when the noble metal
constituent is finely distributed over the
passivating surface. Clearly, an increase in the
microcathodic surface area by an increase in the
surface-to-volumeratio of noble metal particles
would be consistent with an increase in the efficiency of the reduction process, that is
hydrogen reduction, and consequently an aid to
more effective passivation.
The marked effect of the noble metal additions on the cathodic process (H’ + e-?hH,)
is apparent, while the effect on the
anodic process is more obscure and undoubtedly less dramatic. The most noticeable effect is a
general shift in the pitting potential of steels
containing platinum, palladium, rhodium and,
to a small extent, gold.
Susceptibility to hydrogen embrittlement can
be reduced by the addition of a noble metal
such as palladium. In this case it is claimed that
palladium modifies sites within the steel at
which hydrogen may be trapped, so reducing
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the amount of “active” hydrogen available to
cause embrittlement.
The improved cathodic efficiency of steels
containing noble metals is, however, not always
beneficial, and indeed has been deemed responsible for a reduction in resistance to stress corrosion cracking. The enhanced evolution of
hydrogen is claimed to lead to increased entry
of hydrogen into the steel structure which,
under severe testing conditions such as boiling
magnesium chloride, gives rise to premature
failure. In less stringent, and possibly more
realistic tests, however, no loss of resistance is
noted. Platinum additions were found to have
distinct morphological effects and caused
modification of the cold worked dislocation
structures, and also altered the failure mode
from transgranular to intergranular cracking.
There is sufficient evidence to suggest that,
although some marginal improvement in the
general corrosion resistance of austenitic steels
results from the addition of noble metals, an increase in sensitivity to stress corrosion cracking
may be expected, and to a degree which makes
this class of steel an unlikely proposition for
noble metal alloy modification.
It is clear, therefore, that noble metals are
capable of causing distinct physical/mechanical
changes in steels. The addition of gold to a
transforming steel has shown that a remarkable
degree of strengthening can be achieved by controlling heat treatment procedures, and this
strengthening has been associated with short
range ordering of gold within the steel matrix.
Noble metal additions to welds in ferritic steels
have had beneficial effects on weld ductility, a
traditional problem in these steels.
Another benefit that can result from noble
metal additions is improved oxidation rates for
steels at high temperatures. Similar effects have
been noted elsewhere for nickel-base alloys containing platinum group metals.
The concept of adding noble metals to ironbase alloys has technical and practical credibility. Platinum, palladium, rhodium, iridium,
osmium and ruthenium, have been thoroughly
investigated in this context, particularly the
elements platinum and palladium.
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Cathodic Modification with Platinum Metals
The use of the platinum group metals to
modify the cathodic reaction on stainless steels,
chromium-based alloys and titanium-based
alloys has been under investigation for some
considerable time. From the available research
data which has been reviewed recently (A. Higginson, “Passivation of Cathodically Modified
Alloys”, Br. Corros. J . , 1989,24,(4),297-302)
platinum and the other five platinum group
metals would seem to be obvious choices for
improving the high temperature passivation
characteristics of these materials when subjected to non-oxidising acidic media. What has
limited the application of the results of these investigations is the level of noble metal addition
required to achieve the benefits observed, and
which consequently limits commercial viability. As pointed out by Higginson, even at 0.2
weight per cent, this addition can constitute the
major cost of the cathodically modified alloy.
The benefit of achieving rapid and sustained
passivity in chromium-, titanium- and ironbased alloys by the use of the platinum group
metals does, however, warrant re-examination;
in particular a study of the synergistic effects
between the platinum group metals and
elements such as molybdenum and nickel
should be pursued. Higginson points out these
areas for further investigation, and in addition
highlights the generally poor performance of
cathodically modified alloys in chloridecontaining environments.
Finally, with respect to platinum group metal
modified austenitic stainless steels in chloride-
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containing environments, it is worth mentioning the work of H. E. Hanninen, Znt. Met.
Rev., 1979, (3), and G. Chaudron,
U.S./Euratom Programme, Project No. 293,
Eurac Reports 1749and 1804. Findings from
their research would indicate that although
some marginal improvement in the general corrosion resistance of austenitic steels can be
achieved by the addition of noble metals, an increase in the sensitivity to stress corrosion
cracking may be expected, and to a degree
which could make this class of material an
unlikely proposition for noble metal alloy
I.R.M.
modification.

A Stimulating Electrode
An electrical prosthesis may be used to artificially restore some function of the body
which has been lost due to accident or disease.
A review of the role of the platinum metals in
this important biomedical application has been
published here previously (P. E. K.
Donaldson, Platinum Metals Rev., 1987,31,
( I ) , 2-71.
Now a paper from the University of Michigan
describes a process for producing passive multielectrode stimulating probes for use in neutral
prostheses, based on a planar iridium oxide film
(S. J. Tanghe, K. Najafi and K. D. Wise, Sens.
Actuators B, 1990, BI, 464-467). Activated
iridium oxide stimulating sites are shown to be
capable of delivering very high charge densities
to the tissue on a chronic basis.
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ABSTRACTS
of current literature on the platinum metals and their alloys
PROPERTIES
In situ Scanning Tunneling Microscopy of
Platinum(1 11) Surface with the Observation of Monatomic Steps
K. ITAYA, S. SUGAWARA, K. SASHIKATA and N. FURUYA,

J. Vac. Sci. Technol. A, 1990, 8 , (I), 515-519
In situ STM was used on single crystal P ~ ( I I Isur)
faces before and after electrochemicalpotential cycling in aqueous H,SO,. Monatomic steps were
resolved, and Pt adatoms produced by the reduction
of the Pt oxide form islands with heights of a few
.
atoms on atomically flat terraces of P ~ ( I I I )No
change in the location of the steps, nor disappearance
of the islands on the terraces was found with time.

Amorphization by Solid-state Reaction of
Crystalline Aluminum and Platinum
Multilayers Prepared by Cold Rolling
F. BORDEAUX and A. R. YAVARI,

3. Appl. Phys., 1

9 ,

( 5 1 3 2385-2389
Amorphous Al Pt has been synthesised by cold rolling of composite metal multilayers, and its stability
and crystallisation temperature determined from differential scanning calorimetry. Amorphisationoccurs
during mechanical deformation near ambient
temperature, and also occurs in samples picked up
during deformation and annealed. XRD and SEM
were also used to investigate the amorphisation.

67,

XPS-Investigations of the Oxidation of a
Pt-4Cu Alloy
H. G. FELLER, G. SCHULZ

and M. SIEVE, Metall,19go,

44, (31, 284-287
Pt-4 at.% Cu alloys have been heat treated in air at
500,600,700 and 800OC for 4 hours and the formation of the oxides was followed by XPS and weight
measurements. After annealing below 6oo°C the surface is covered by Pt ,0, while at >600°C another oxide, Roadswas observed. At higher temperatures
the coverage by oxides decreasesslightly and the ratio
of ~o&:Pto,
increases.

Anomalous Solid State Reaction between
Sic and Pt
T. c. CHOU, 3. Mazer. Res., 1990, 5, (3), 601-608

,

Periodic structures of alternating layers of Pt Si and
C are generated by solid state reaction in the diffusion
zone during interdiffusion in the Pt-Sic system at
9 O C . The Pt ,Si phase is stable at q 0 C for at least
xoh. At 1 0 o o O C Pt Si is formed. The formation of the
Pt silicides causes interfacial melting between Pt and
Sic. The C is in either an amorphous state or a highly
ordered graphite state dependmg upon its location.
The periodic structures may be due to low solid
solubility of C in the Pt Si.

,

,
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The Influence of Pd on the Surface
Segregation of Cr and Impurities in High
Chromium Stainless Steel
COVOS. SCi., 1990,
3% (11, 67-75
The surface segregation of the components in an
Fe-qoCr-3Pd alloy as well as an Fe-4oCr alloy on
which Pd layers of 600 and 15mA were evaporated
has been studied using AES and ESCA as surface probes. Evidence of an attractive interaction between Fe
and Pd was found and it was shown that the Pd layer
provides easy diffusion paths to Cr in contrast to Fe.
D. 1. HOLTZHAUSEN and J. P. ROUX,

Thermodynamic Behaviour of Hydrogen
in Palladium-Gadolinium Solid Solution
Alloys
Y. SAKAMOTO, F. L. CHEN, M. FURUKAWA
FLANAGAN, Ber. Bunsenges. Phys. Chem.,

and T. B.
1990, 94,

(21, 190-198
The thermodynamics of absorption of H , by
disordered Pd-Gd solid solution alloys containing up
to 8.0 at.% Gd were studied at 273-473 K and H,
pressures up to 100 Torr by pressure-composition
isotherms. Solubilities of H, at low H pressure increase with increasing Gd content, though the higher
pressure solubilities decrease with solute content.
The relative partial molar enthalpy of solution of H
at infinite dilution becomes more exothermic with Gd
content, whereas the standard relative partial entropy
at infinite dilution decreases with Gd content.

Atomic Displacements during Structural
Relaxation in a Metallic Glass
and J. 0 . STROM-OLSEN, Phys. Rev. B,
1990, 4x9 (51, 2678-2683
Structural relaxation in the highly stable metallic
glass Pd,Ni,P,
has been studied by XRD. The
structural changes occurring in reversible relaxation
have been directly observed for the first time. The
data analysis distinguishes effects due to processes
where the density changes from those where it is conserved. There is a clear contrast between reversible
and irreversible relaxation.

R. BRUNING

Radioactive Metal Tracer Investigation of
Pd2Si Formation
1. FARMER, M. A. E. WANDT and R. PRETORIUS, Appl.
PhYS. Lett., 1990, 56, (171, 1643-1645

A radioactive Pd isotope formed by neutron activation of natural Pd was used for the first time to probe
the formation of Pd Si. Application of this procedure
to the formation of Pd, Si yields a '"Pd activity profile, the position and shape of which indicates that
mainly Si moves during this reaction, while the
observed spreading of the profile points to some Pd
vacancy diffusion.

,
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An in situ Observation of the Growth
Kinetics and Stress Relaxation Pd2Si
Thin Films on S i ( l l 1 )
and H. CHEN, J. Appl. Phys., 1990, 67,
(81, 3689-3692
The growth of the Pd,Si thin fdms on Si(111)
substrates was monitored by an in SiN X-ray diffraction technique in vacuum and in He, at 160-25ooC.
The activation energies were found to be 1.34 and
1.37 eV for measurements performed in vacuum and
He, respectively. Stress relaxation in the growing
Pd,Si fdm was observed when the reaction
temperature was >2w°C. The rocking curve studies
showed that the relaxed fdms have a higher degree of
texture.

G. E. WHITE

Helium Release from Aged Palladium
Tritide
G. C. ABELL, L. K. MATSON, R. H. STEINMEYER, R. C.
BOWMAN and B. M. OLIVER, Phys. Rev. B, 1990, 41,

1220-1223
Studies on He introduced into PdT, via T decay
show that the He is deeply trapped within the host
matrix. The He:Pd atomic ratio saturates at -0.5
under conditions of ambient-temperature storage.
Below this value very little He release occurs. Release
from a sample with He:Pd -0.3 requires
temperatures > 600 K, while a sample with He:Pd
-0.02 needs temperatures > 1300 K.
(2),

-

The Formation of Discontinuous A120,
Layers during High Temperature Oxidation of IrAl Alloys
T. c. CHOU, J. Muter. Res., 1990, 5, (2), 378-384

Ir-Al alloys containing 50 at.% Ir were made and oxidised at 13w and 16oo~Cin air for different times.
Weight loss occurred, attributed to the formation of
volatile Ir oxides. Microstructure of the oxidation
zone showed internal oxidation; an Al 0 Ar-rich
phase layered structure occurred at 13woC, while an
entangled Al,O, and Ir-rich phase was formed at
16oo~C.The AlzOj layer is discontinuous and gives
rise to internal oxidation of the IrAl alloys.

CHEMICAL COMPOUNDS
K ,PdH, ,A Complex Hydride with Linear
[PdH, * -1 Group
and G. AUFFERMANN, J . Less-Common
Met., 1990, 158,(I), 163-167
The ternary Pd hydride K,PdH, prepared by the
reaction of K hydride with Pd sponge in pure H, was
studied by X-ray and neutron diffraction studies on
powdered samples and on the deuterated compounds,
respectively. The room temperature modification
contains linear [PdH,,-I groups and additional
hydride ions which are co-ordinated by K ions exclusively. In the cubic high temperature modification
the movements of the linear groups result in a structure in which metal cation arrangements correspond
to the Cu,Au type.
W. BRONGER
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A Novel Cyclam-Nickel(I1) Complex
Appended with a Tris-(2,2 '-bipyridine)Ruthenium(I1) Complex (Cyclam =
1,4,8,11-tetra-azacyclotetradecane)
E. KIMURA, S. WADA, M. SHIONOYA, T. TAKAHASHI and
Y. IITAKA,~.Chem. SOC.,Chem. Commun., 19,
(9,

397-398
A new class of heterometallo-binuclear complex
[Ru"(bpy),(bpy-~yclam)Ni~~l' (where bpy =
2,2'-bipyridine) was prepared as a new complex for
use in photocatalysts. NMR and X-ray structural
studies show a close contact between a H atom of the
pendant bpy and Ni" in the cyclam.
+

ELECTROCHEMISTRY
Electrocatalytic Oxidation of Hydrogen,
Formic Acid and Methanol on Platinum
Modifiied
Copolymer
(PyrroleDithiophene) Electrodes
H. LABORDE, J.-M.
LEGER, C. LAMY, F. GARNIER and A.
YASSAR, J. Appl. Electrochem., 1990,zo, (3), 524-526

Electrocatalytic properties of a conducting polymer
modified by the inclusion of a small amount of
dispersed Pt were studied during the electrooxidation
of H,, of formic acid and of methanol using the
copolymer electrode, modified with 0.1 mg/cm2 of
Pt. The electroactivityof these active electrodes with
a small amount of Pt dispersed into a conducting
polymer matrix showed the possibility of obtaining
good electrocatalytic anodes for fuel cells.

Electro-oxidation of Methanol on Pt Electrodes Modified by Metal Oxides and
Noble Metals
T. OHMORI,Y. NODASAKA and M. ENYO, 3. Electroanal.

Chem. Interfacial Electrochem., 1990, 281, (1&2),
331-337
Modification of Pt foil electrodes by various metals to
give increased levels of electrocatalytic activity and
stability has been studied. Modification with mixed
oxides of In + Pb always yielded a higher activity than
those of singly modified ones. Additional modification with Au resulted in an even higher activity. The
low surface concentration of Pt ( IO/O) indicated that
only a small portion of the surface is used in the reaction, at which Pt signals are strong.

-

Surface Electrochemistry of the Anodic
C1, Evolution Reaction at Pt
and G. PING, 3. Chem. soc., Faraday
Tram., 1990, 88, (61, 923-930
The effect of co-deposited OH and 0 species in the
surface oxidation process on the extent of chemisorption of the Cl . intermediate during anodic Cl, evolution has been evaluated. Pt anodes, either freshly
reduced or pre-oxidised in the presence of c1- ions,
were used for various times at various potentials.
Coverage by surface oxide fdm has a major effect on
the electrode kinetics of CI, evolution.
B. E. CONWAY
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The

Reduction of
Dioxygen at
Polypyrrole-Modified Electrodes with
Incorporated Pt Particles

Investigation of Microbiologically Produced Hydrogen Permeation through
Palladium

F. T. A. VORK and E. BARENDRECHT, Electrochim.
Act4 199% 35, (I), 135-139
The electrodeposition of Pt particles in a polypyrrole
layer leads to electrodes which show electrocatalytic
activity for the reduction of dioxygen in aqueous
media. The final product composition (ratio
H,O:H,O,) is influenced by how the Pt particles are
incorporated in the polymer. When Pt particles are
deposited with a high current density, H,O is produced predominantly. At low current densities of Pt
deposition, H,O, is the main product. These effects
are explained in terms of the availability of the Pt surface for dioxygen.

T. E. FORD, P. C. SEARSON, T. HARRIS and R. MITCHELL,
Electrochem. soc., 1990, 137, (4),

Electrocatalysis of Pt-Fe Alloys Produced
by Ion Beam Mixing
M. G . FERNANDES, D. A. THOMPSON, W. W. SMELTZER
and J. A. DAVIES, 3.Muter. Res., 1990,5 , (I),98-108

Ion beam mixing using 120 keV Fe+ ions at doses
3-20 x 1 0 ’ ~
cm’ was carried out on Pt-Fe bilayer
samples at 298-523 K to produce alloys of varying
compositions. Ion beam mixing and thermal annealing led to grain growth of the polycrystalline films
and to alloy phase Pt,Fe formation. At T < 373 K
mixing was athermal and occurred by ballistic collisional processes. At T > 473K Fe migrated rapidly
into the Pt. Surface Pt concentration in the mixed
films was -90 at.%, giving -25% reduction in the
cathodic overpotential compared to pure Fe electrodes for H, evolution in 30 wt.% KOH solution.
An ion beam mixed Pt-Fe surface layer was more
stable than Fe coated with evaporated Pt.

Redox Processes at Iron Hydroxide
Layers Formed on Platinum Substrates in
Alkaline Solutions
M. C. GALINDO, M. E. MARTINS, 1. R. VILCHE and A. J.
m u , 3. Appl. Elecmchem., 1990,20, (I), 102-109
Redox processes taking place at precipitated hydrous
Fe hydroxide layers chemically formed on Pt
substrates in Na hydroxide solutions were studied at
25OC. The electrochemical behaviour of these layers
depends considerably on the electroreduction level
reached in charge-discharge cycles.

A Study of Glyoxylic Acid Synthesis in an
Undivided Cell
K. SCOTT, A. P. COLBOURNE and S. D. PERRY, Electrochim. Acta, 1990,35, (3),621-623
It has been shown that it is possible to synthesise
glyoxylic acid from the reduction of oxalic acid solutions in an undivided reactor with reasonable current
efficiencies and yields. Using a platinised Ti electrode
current efficiencies > 70% were achieved provided
the concentration of glyoxylic acid does not exceed
g/dm3. The benefits of an undivided cell are
weighted against the reduced product concentration
using this system, and methods to improve cell performance are suggested.

-
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3.

1175-1179
Hydrogen production and absorption were studied
through the use of pure cultures of bacteria and
permeation measurements through a Pd foil. A thin
Pd foil separated the two halves of the test cell. H,
generation by bacteria associated with the surface of
the metal established a concentration gradient across
the membrane that resulted in the transport of H
from the “input” to the “output” surface. Test
results indicate a clear correlation between the growth
cycle of the bacteria and the permeation of H. Differences between reactions of bacteria and reducing
agents incorporated in nutrient solutions were also
apparent.

Electrochemical Studies of Poly(mercaptohydroquinone) and Poly(mercapt0-pbenzoquinone) Film Prepared by Electrochemical Polymerization. IV. Preparation of Palladium Microparticles on the
Polymer Film
G. ARAI, K. MATSUMOTO, T. MUROFUSHI and I.
YASUMORI,
121-125

Bull. Chem. Soc. Jpn., 1990,63, (I),

The electrodeposition of Pd at pg levels onto electroconductive poly(hydroquinone/p-benzoquinone)
film-coated glassy C electrodes is described. The
polymer films were chemically modified with Pd
pyridine complex and/or with Pd thiolate prior to the
Pd electrodeposition. Controlled-potential electrolysis was applied to form Pd microparticles on the
polymer film, from an acid PdCI, solution. The Pd
particles on the pyridine complex-modified electrode
were closely dispersed and were spherically shaped,
while on the thiolate-modified electrode the Pd
deposits were irregular in shape. Both the electrodes
thus prepared exhibited high activity toward the
generation of H, and had good stability in acidic
solution.

Kinetics of Oxygen Gas Evolution on
Hydrous Rhodium Oxide Films
and L. D. BURKE, 3.Electrochem.
SOL., 1990, 1379 (213 466-471
The activity of Rh for 0, evolution in base was found
to be significantly enhanced by the presence of a
thick, hydrous oxide film which is produced by
repetitive potential cycling. An increase in 0, evolution rate of up to three orders of magnitude was obtained on growing these films. The films were found
to be stable to dissolution (in short term tests) at
potentials below 1.70V (RHE). A mechanism for
0, evolution is proposed involving cyclical formationdecomposition of higher Rh oxide species. The
kinetic rate equation includes a term that takes into
account the variation of Rh(IV) concentration at the
interface, at constant overpotential, with pH changes.
E. 1. M . O’SULLIVAN

-
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Electrochemical Behaviour of an Electrodeposited Iridium Electrode in Acid
Solution
D. ~IIKMAN and M. WKOVIC,7. Electroanal. Chem.

Photoreduction of Palladium Radical Cations. Transient Absorbance Kinetics of
Electron Tranafers to Photogenerated
[Pd(CNMe) 1. Radicals

Intarfacial Electrochem., 1990,279, (1&2), 283-290
The electrochemistry of an electrodeposited Ir electrode on a Ti substrate in 0.5 mol/dmJ H,SO, has
been investigated. The efficiency of electrodeposition
is enhanced at elevated temperatures and satisfactory
coating is achieved at 343 K.

F. R. LEMKE, R. M. GRANGER, D. A. MORGENSTERNand
c. P. KUBIAK,3.Am. Chem. SOC., 1990, 112, (IO),

Intercalation of Metal Complex Cations in
Polyoxometallates: Formation of Composite Films with Distinct Electrocatalytic
Centers
P. J. KULESZA, G. ROSLONEK and L. R. FAULKNER, J.
Electroanal. Chem. Interfacial Electrochem., 1990,
280, (I), 233-240
The codeposition of silicotungstates with complex
metal cations, such as Os(bpy):+ or Ru(ll1, 1V)-0x0
species leads to the formation of novel composite
polynuclear films on electrodes. These systems contain 3-dimensionally distributed, distinct reactive
centres and can serve as multi-purpose electrocatalysts for oxidations or reductions of highly inert
reactants.

Corrosion Behaviour of Cr-Ru Alloys in
Sulphuric Acid Solutions under Active
Dissolution Potentials
s. TOMASHOV and E. N. uSTINSKII, Zashch. Met.,
1990.26, (I),121-124
Studies of corrosion behaviour of plastic G alloys
containing 0.1-0.4 wt.% Ru and having surface area
of 1.5-2.0 cm, were performed during cathodic
polarisation in 2.5 and 40% H,SO, solutions at 20
and 65% in potentiostatic regime, and the
dependence of the rate of active dissolution of
cathodically modified alloys on effective H, evolution
on their surfaces was established. The rate of H,
evolution on the surface of cathodically modified
Cr-Ru alloys increased by 2 orders.
N.

-

PHOTOCONVERSION
Colloidal Semiconductors as Photocatalysts for Solar Energy Conversion
and N. M. DIMITRIJEVIC, Solar Energy,
1990, 44, (2)-83-98
The development of ultrafine colloidal semiconductor
particles with photocatalytic properties is presented.
Photochemical and photophysical processes which
directly affect the photocatalytic properties, and
factors that limit the charge transfer at the semiconductor/electrolyteinterface are discussed. The use
of these systems, such as Pt/RuO,, and Pt/RuO,
sensitised with Ru(bpy)12 + in the decomposition
of H,O, and photocleavage of inorganic and
organic wastes by RuO,/CdS or Rh/CdS,etc., are
described.
P. V. KAMAT
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+

4052-4054
Photoreduction of organometallic radical cations by
electron transfers to photogenerated IPd(CNMe) 1 '
radicals is reported. The electron-transfer
photochemistry which is described shows that the
photogenerated, dissociated IPd(CNMe),1 ' + transients are reducible by even modest electron donor
ferrocenes. The studies show electron-transfer reduction of a photogenerated metal radical at rates approaching 10* M- I s - I and thus the preparation of
metal fdms.
+

Photochemical Generation of Formate
via H C 0 3 - / C 0 2 Reduction on Pd
Dispersions
P. ALBERS and J. KIWI,Nm J. Chem., 1990,14, (2),
135-139
Formate ion and H , are simultaneouslyformed when
solutions containing HCO,-/CO,, C,O:- are irradiated in the presence of Pd/TiO, catalysts. The
kinetics of hydrogenation of aqueous solutions of
HCO, -/CO, as a function of catalyst HC0,- and
added oxalic acid concentration is reported. PhotoirIO-'M
radiation of the system over 24 h gave 2 . 4 ~
formate (quantum yield 3 x 1 0 - j ) .

-

Rhodium and Rhodium Sulfide Coated
Cadmium SuKde as a Photocatalyst for
Photochemical
Decomposition
of
Aqueous Sulfide
I. B. RUFUS, v. RAMAKRISHNAN, B. VISWANATHAN and
1. C. KIJRIACOSE, Langmuir, 1990,6 , (3), 565-567
The effect of the deposition of Rh and Rh S on C d S
on the photocatalytic activity of C d S is reported. The

,,

order of activity of the photocatalysts for the decomposition of aqueous sulphide was found to be
Rh,SJ/Rh/CdS>Rh,S,/CdS>Rh/CdS>CdS. X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopic studies show that Rh as
it is photodeposited on CdS is in the zero oxidation
state but is prone to aerial oxidation. Photocatalytic
decomposition of sulphides serves to destroy the
pollutant and can also generate H, .

Photochemical Hydrogen Production
from CdSIRhOJNa,S Dispersions
M. M. KOSANIC and A. S. TOPALOV, Int. J. Hydrogen
E m W , 1 9 9 0 3 15, (51, 319-323
The effects of the amount of semiconductor, Rho,loading and temperature were studied during H,
generation over Cd/RhO,/Na, S system. The results
show that the CdS/RhO, dispersion in an aqueous
solution of sulphide ions works as a suitable H,
system. The rate of H,-evolution increases with increasing both the amount of CdS up to 10 mg/cm'
and the content of Rho, up to 5%.
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Photochemical Reduction of Carbon
Dioxide to Formate Catalyzed by
2,2 ‘-Bipyridine- or 1,lO-Phenanthroline-Ruthenium(I1) Complexes

3. @anornet.

APPARATUS AND TECHNIQUE
Electrochemical Solid-state Sensor for
SO, Determination in Air

Chem.,

C. M. MARI, M. BEGHI, S. PIZZINI and J. FALTEMIER,
Sens. Actuators B, 1990, Bz, (I), 51-55

Formate is photogenerated from CO, highly efficiently by visible light irradiation of systems containing (I) the LRu(bpy),l*+zCl- complex alone, or (11)
a mixture of two Ru(I1) complexes. System (I) produces the active catalytic species by photolabilisation
of a bpy ligand. System (II), a mixture of
(L
=
bpy
derivatives
or
LRu(L),I”
I ,Io-phenanthroline)
as photosensitiser
and
cis-[Ru(bpy),(CO) (X)l”+ (X = C1, H, n = I or X =
CO, n = 2 ) or cis-Ru(bpy) (CO),(Cl),, produced a
maximum quantum yield of 15%. This CO,
photoreduction consists of two catalytic cycles, a
photochemical one, and a dark-reaction pathway.

The response time of an SO, sensor as a function of
the configuration of the measuring electrode as well
as the thickness of the electrolyte were studied in the
solid state galvanic chain Pt, Agl(Ag,SO,),,Li,SO,),,ISO,,O,(air), Pt. The different response
times which were observed during increasing and
decreasing the SO, concentration are attributed to a
different rate of adsorption and desorption of SO I on
Pt fdms. The results show that a solid state sulphate
galvanic cell is able to detect SO, in air in the range
3-2000 ppm with an accuracy of 5%.

ELECTRODEPOSITION AND
SURFACE COATINGS

M. BACIOCCHI, A. BEARZOTTI, M. GENTILI, A. LUCCHESINI, C. CALIENDO, E. VERONA and A. D’AMICO,

1.-M. LEHN and R. ZIESSEL,
1990, 385, (1-2)> 157-173

Electrodeposition of Platinum by High
Temperature Electrolysis
Oberflache surf., 1990, (3), 8-12
Methods and uses of high temperature electrolytic
(HTE) Pt plating are reviewed. T h e process
parameters include a KCN-CaCN electrolyte,
5m-600°C working temperature, a deposition rate of
17 pmhour and cathodic current density of 1-5
A/dm’ . Pt as a cyanide complex reduces to metal at
the cathode. The adhesion of these Pt layers is very
strong. This method can also be used for coatings of
other metals, including Rh and Ir. Advantages of
these coatings include use of high purity Pt, thickness
of 21. I g/cm and crack free layers. The main uses of
HTE F’t layers include: electrodes for recycling, producing drinking water from brackish water, in chloralkali production and cathodic protection.

G.-B. DICK,

Studies of the Electrodeposition of
Palladium from Baths Based on
[Pd(NH3),X21 Salts. I. [Pd(NH,),CI, 1
Baths
R. LE PENVEN, w. LEVASON and D. PLETCHER, 3.Appl.
Electrochem., 1990, 20, (3), 399-404
Spectroscopic studies of the deposition of Pd on
vitreous C and freshly plated Pd were performed
using potential sweep and pulse methods at both
stationary and rotating disc electrodes in order to improve the selection of the parameters for electroplating Pd. The bath was based on [Pd(NH,),CI, 1
in NH,CI at pH 7-10. The Pd was stabilised by the
formation of [Pd(NH,),l’+ and there was no
evidence of hydrolysis or other decomposition reactions. The relative importance of 0 reduction, H absorption and evolution as competing cathode
reactions under various conditions is defined and the
advantage of strong convection for high rate plating
is demonstrated.

Platinum Metals Rev., 1990, 34, (3)

-

CulPd Thin-Film Thermopile as
Temperature and Hydrogen Sensor

a

Sem. Actuators A , 1990, Azz, (1-3), 631-635
A thermopile made by five thermocouples using Cu
and Pd as thermoelectric elements was fabricated and
tested as a H,sensor. The results obtained using a
H, concentration as low as 88 ppm show that this
device can be used in those applications where high
resolution is required for measuring the H, concentration in the H, +N,flux. The thermopile sensitivity increases on decreasing the H, concentration.
Response times depend on the temperature of both
thermocouple junctions and the H, concentration in
the H, + N , mixture and are related to the
adsorption-desorption processes of the Pd film itself.

Thick-Film Hydrocarbon Gas Sensors
D.-D. LEE and D.-H. CHOI, Sem. Actuators B, 1990, BI,
231-235
The gas-sensing characteristics of r-Fe,O, thick
films with and without Pd catalysts were studied. The
results show that the addition of Iwt.% Pd to yFe,O, enhances the sensitivity to butane gas. The
sensitivity of y-Fe,O,/SnCI, .gH,O(o.5 wt.%)/Pd(I
wt.%) film heat treated at 4m°C for 2 h to 1000 ppm
C, H is 80% at an operating temperature of 300OC.
The sensitivity of the sensor without Pd was 70%.

An Electrochemical Preparation of
Palladium Oxide pH Sensors
L. J. BLOOR and D. J. MALCOLME-LAWES, 3. Electroanal. Chem. Interfacial Electrochem., 1990, 278,
(I&), 161-173
P d P d O pH sensors which were produced by electrolysis in sulphuric acid using AC and DC potentials
have characteristics and lifetimes highly dependent
on the electrolysis conditions. The longest lived electrodes are those formed with a layer of large oxide
crystals covered by a layer of much finer crystals, and
the production of this structure needs delicate control
of the oxidative and reductive cycles of the electrolysis.
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HETEROGENEOUS CATALYSIS
Modern Concepts in Surface Science and
Heterogeneous Catalysis
G. A. SOMORJAI,

3. Phys.

Chem., 1990, 94, (3),

I 0 I 3 - I023

Surface science models for the examination of metal
surfaces, and examples of typical uses are discussed.
Concepts examined include relaxation, reconstruction and atomic scale structure of clean surfaces, experimental techniques for examining surfaces, the
nature of the surface chemical bond, the gas-solid interaction and heterogeneous catalytic reactions.
Among noble metals mentioned are adsorbed species
on Rh surfaces, bonding of benzene in CO adsorption
on Pt(III), Pd(II1) and Rh(III), bonding geometries
of pyridine on Ir, Pt, Pd and Rh surfaces, coadsorptions on Rh(III), H?-D! exchange reaction on stepped and flat Pt(III), CO structures on Pt and Rh and
hydrogenation rates of ethylene on Pt(II1) and
Rh(II1) (52 Refs.).

Influence of the Support towards
Platinum
Catalysed
1,3-Butadiene
Hydrogenation
M. PRIMET, M. EL AZHAR and M. GUENIN, Appl.
Catal., 1990, 58, ( z ) , 241-253
Effect of support acidity on deactivation and selectivity, during gas phase hydrogenation of I , 3-butadiene
over Pt supported catalysts with low metal loading
(<I wt.%) was studied at 333 K, under IOI kPa
pressure of hydrocarbon and using a feed corresponding to P H , : P H C = ~and
, Ar as balance. The acidic
properties of the support modify both the initial
selectivity for the hydrogenation of I ,3-butadiene to
butene and the internal butene distribution. Catalysts
supported on materials having a basic character are
more selective for butene production and more
specific for I-butene formation. In addition, preadsorption of NH on Pt supported over acidic supports
leads to an increase in butene selectivity.

Effect of Particle Size on the Reactivity of
Oxygen-Adsorbed Platinum Supported
on Alumina
P. BRIOT, A. AUROUX, D. JONES and M. PRIMET,

Appl.

Catal.9 19903 59, ( I ) , 141-152
A Pt/AI,O, catalyst was aged in a CH,-0,-N, mixture at 873K with O,:CH, ratio of 4. The metal particle size increased from 2 to 12 nm. The catalytic
activity for CH, oxidation was slightly increased for
reaction temperature <7mK and not modified at
higher temperatures. Thus, the turnover number
(i.e. the activity per surface Pt atom) is much higher
on the large Pt particles. A decrease in the heat of 0,
chemisorption was observed when the Pt particle size
increased and the reactivity of chemisorbed 0 , increased with increasing metal particle size. Changes
in the strength of the Pts-0 bond are proposed to
take into account the increase in turnover number
that accompanies a decrease in the dispersion of the
metallic phase.
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H-Erionite as a Component of Reforming
Catalysts
and H.-D. NEUBAUER,
Chem. Tech. (Leipzig), 1990, 42, (4),164-168
Reforming catalysts based on Pt/AI,O,with an
erionite component of <25% promote the conversion
of n-alkanes into cracking products and into
aromatics. Studies were performed of this two fold
selectivity using tracer methods and model
substances. A mechanism is presented which takes
into account the inpact of acid centres on the external
surface of erionite crystallites.

J . DERMIETZEL, W. JoCKISCH

Effect of Hydrothermal Treatment on
Alumina as Support for Noble Metal
Catalysts
L. LOWENDAHL and J.-E. OTTERSTEDT, Appl. Catal.,
1990, 59, (I), 89-102
Boehmite was calcined with and without steam at
5~o-rooo0C. Pt and Pt+Rh were deposited on
hydrothermally and thermally treated Al 0 , by
direct impregnation and ion exchange. The
chemisorption of H? on these metals was -50%
lower on hydrothermally treated supports than on
thermally treated ones. Pt applied by direct impregnation on hydrothermally treated Al 0 , had
lower light-off temperatures and produced more efficient catalysts for oxidation of CO, propene, xylene
and propane than on thermally treated AIIO,.

,

,

The Hydrocatalytic Aromatisation of
Naphtha. Part 1: Development of a New
Catalyst for Aromatisation
H. FRANKE, J. KLEMPIN,
and H.-G. VIEWEG, Chem.
Tech. (Lerpzig), 1990, 42, (4),140-145
A new Pt-Re/Al,O, catalyst for a moving-bed reforming plant was developed using pure Al ,0 balls
with high mechanical strength. Studies of the effect
of the modification of the catalyst by a third metal,
Cr, Cu or Sn, show that Pt-Re-Cr,O,/Al,O, catalyst
has the best selectivity and stability and thus is most
effective for the above application.

K. BECKER, H. -D. NEUBAUER,
W. THOMAS, K. ANDERS

Coking, Ageing and Regeneration of
Zeolites. XI. Coke Formation and Deactivation of Pt-Ultrastable Zeolite HY and
PtH-Mordenite
Catalysts
during
Hydrogenation of Benzene
v. FOUCHE, P. MAGNOUX and M. GUISNET, Appl.
Caral., 1990, 58, (2), 189-198
Studies of the benzene hydrogenation on Ptultrastable zeolite HY (RUSHY) and PtH-mordenite
(PtHMOR) catalysts at 8ooC showed the formation of
molecules of carbonaceous (coke) compounds by the
reaction of benzene and cyclohexane molecules,
which are retained in the zeolite pores due to their
low volatility. On PtHMOR they block the access of
benzene to the Pt crystallites, causing almost instant
deactivation of the catalyst. However, the deactivating effect of coke is very reduced on RUSHY.
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Two-Dimensional Compression and
Catalysis: Acetylene + Benzene Conversion Induced by Spectator Nitric Oxide
R. M. ORMEROD and R. M. LAMBERT, surf.
1990, 225, (1/2), L20-L24

SCI. Lett.,

Gadsorbed NO has been found to exert a very large
promoting effect on the acetylene + benzene conversion on Pd( I I I ) . It was found that the two species are
forced into mutually exclusive domains; this reduces
the apparent acetylene threshold coverage for
benzene formation to the extent that it becomes ten
times less than the critical threshold exhibited by
clean P d ( 1 1 1 ) . This can lead to effectively a IOO%
selective reaction, compared to a maximum of 25%
previously reported.

Selective Hydrogenation of Styrene. 11.
Poisoning of PdlAl 0 by Thiophene and
Pyridine
P. C. L’ARGENTIERE and N. s. FICOLI, J. Chem.
Technol. Bwtechnol., 1990, 48, (3), 361-368
The poisoning of a commercial Pd/AI ,0 , catalyst by
pyridine and thiophene during the selective
hydrogenation of styrene to ethylbenzene was
studied. It was found that the Pd electronic state is
the main factor controlling the interaction between
the metal and the poisons. Pyridine added to the unpoisoned feed in a pulse produces a modification in
the Pd electronic state and a decrease in conversion,
but also inhibits the adsorption of more pyridine or
thiophene molecules.

Activity and Selectivity of Pd/cx-A1203for
Ethyne Hydrogenation in a Large Excess
of Ethene and Hydrogen
H. R. A D ~ R I Z P.
, BODNARIUK, M. DENNEHY and c. E.
Appl. catal., 1990, 58, (2), 227-239
The hydrogenation of ethyne in the presence of large
amounts of H, and ethene was studied at 1520 kPa
over Pd/ol-Al 0 catalysts of various dispersions.
Both TON (turn over number) and selectivity for
ethane decreased as the Pd dispersion increased. The
result was consistent with a clear dependence of the
rate order for ethyne on the particle size of the Pd; being o for large particles and -0.5 for small particles.
GIGOLA,

,

Hydrocarbon Synthesis from CO and H,
in the Presence of Palladium Modified

Cobalt-Attached Catalysts
A. L. LAPIDUS, A. YU. KRYLOVA, G. V. KOZLOVA, L. T.
KODRAT’EV, T. N. MYSHENKOVA, L. v. BABENKOVA, YU.
G. KUL’EVSKAYA and s. D. SOMINSKII, Izv. Akad. Nauk

SSSR, Ser. Khim., 1990, (3), 521-524
Studies of the effect of Pd on activity and selectivity
of the Co catalysts were performed during synthesis
of liquid hydrocarbons from CO and H, on Pd
modified Co catalysts supported on AI,O,,
SiO, .AI,O, or S O , , which were prepared by saturation of the supports by G carbonyl and Co nitrate.
The addition of Pd into the catalysts resulted in an increase in liquid hydrocarbon yield and changes in
their composition.

Plarinum Metals Rev., 1990, 34, (3)

Palladium Catalysed Carbonylation of
Aryl Chlorides to the Corresponding
Methyl Esters
‘4. DUFAUD, J. THIVOLLE-CAZAT and J.-M. BASSETT,

3.

Chem. SOC.,Chem. Commun., 1990, (5), 426-427
A series of aryl chlorides were carbonylated at 200OC
to their corresponding methyl esters, in the presence
of a 5% Pd/C catalyst. The results showed that the
addition of K , C r 2 0 , increases the catalytic activity
of the catalysts by increasing the initial rate of the
reaction as well as the turnover number. The role of
K2Cr ,0 , is to reoxidise large particles of metallic Pd
into a highly dispersed Pd(I1) species which can be
reduced again under CO into an active zerovalent Pd
complex. Deactivation of the catalyst by sintering
would then be retarded.

Effect of Pd Dispersion on Methanol
Decomposition over Supported Pd
Catalysts
Y. SAITOH, S. OHTSU, Y. MAKIE, T. OKADA, K. SATOH,
N . TSURUTA and Y. TERUNUMA, Bull. Chem. SOC.
JPn., 1990, 63, (0, 1 0 8 - 1 1 5

The turnover frequency (TF) for the methanol
decomposition over various supported Pd catalysts is
dependent on both supporting materials and Pd
crystallite size. The highest dispersion of Pd was obtained with TiO, prepared from TilOCH(CH j ) ! I , or
TiCI, , but at >773 K in the reduction treatment applied, suppressed activity was observed. Pd particles
on ZrO, support gave a high value of TF when the
Pd/ZrO, catalyst was calcined in air at 873-1073 K.
TF curves for the methanol decomposition over
T i 0 2 - and Zr0,-sup rted Pd catalysts change
discontinuously at I o E d particle size. Studies of
the effect of heat treatment suggest that thermal
stabilisation of the ZrO, support would play an important part in the development of catalytic properties of Pd.

Interaction of Palladium Species with
Hydrogen, Water, and Benzene on NaPdY and CaPd-Y Zeolites Studied by Electron Spin Resonance and Electron Spin
Echo Modulation Spectroscopies: Further Evidence for Migration of Palladium
Species
A. K. GHOSH and L. KEVAN,

(51,

3.Phys. Chem., 1990, 94,

1953-1957

The generation of paramagnetic Pd species in
NaPdN and CaPdN zeolites adsorbed with H,O,
H , and benzene was studied by ESR and ESEM
spectroscopies. The probable location of the Pd
species are assigned on the basis of Pd-adsorbate interaction distances. Interaction of the Pd ions with
adsorbates shows that they migrate toward the zeolite
supercage in order to interact with the adsorbates. In
contrast to NaPdN Pd’+ ions in 0,-pretreated
CaPdN occupy relatively accessible sites in the pcage (SII‘) and the Pd’+ESR signal A disappears
more rapidly in the presence of adsorbates with the
appearance of signals due to Pd+ species.
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The Effect of Lanthanum Promoter on
the Selectivity of PdlZeolite-X in
Methanol Synthesis
B. M. CHOUDARY, K. MATUSEK, I. BOGYAY
GUCZI, 3. C a d , 1990, 122, (z), 320-329

and

L.

The promoting effect of various amounts of La on
Pd/zeolite-X in enhancing selectivity in CO
hydrogenation toward methanol/oxygenates was
studied. The dispersion and H , chemisorption of
Pd/zeolite-X catalysts were nearly unchanged on La
promotion. This is attributed to the cationic exchange
method adopted to introduce La after Pd introduction into the zeolites. The zeolite lattice ensures the
maintenance of small PdLaO, particles.

Chemisorption and Catalysis of ZeoliteEntrapped Palladium
and W. M. H. SACHTLER,
Red. Trav. Chim. Pays-Bas, 1990, 109, (z), 81-86
The chemisorption of H , and CO, and catalysis of
neopentane conversion were studied on two groups of
Y-zeolite supported I’d samples. One group was of
“grape-shaped’’ Pd particles fdling adjacent supercages and the second one was pretreated yielding
isolated Pd particles of the size of the supercages. The
selectivity of neopentane conversion did not depend
on Pd morphology but the activation energy was
significantly higher for the samples of the first group.
S. T. HOMEYER, Z. KARPINSKI

Particle Size, Precursor, and Support Effects in the Hydrogenolysis of Alkanes
over Supported Rhodium Catalysts
and T. TAZI, 3.
catal., 1990, 122, (2), 438-447
A series of Rh catalysts of varying dispersion were
prepared using a y-Al,O, as support and Rh
acetylacetonate (Rh(acac),) as precursor. The
hydrogenolyses of n-hexane (nH), methylcyclopentane (MCP), and 2,3,3,3-tetramethylbutane(TeMB)
were studied as model reactions. Clear dependence of
turnover frequency on Rh particle size is observed for
nH and MCP hydrogenolysis, but only small changes
of selectivities occur with these alkanes. The effect of
c1 precursor is appreciable and shifts the selectivity of
TeMB hydrogenolysis toward that of large particles.

B. COQ, R. DUTARTRE, F. FIGUERAS

HOMOGENEOUS CATALYSIS
Palladium-Catalyzed Cycloisomerizations
of Enynes and Related Reactions
B. M. TROST, Acc. Chem. Res., 1990, 23, (z),34-42
A review is given of Pd-catalysed cycloisomerisation
of enynes and related reactions, especially of the
development of such catalytic systems. Investigations
of a tandem Pd(o)-catalysed alkylation-Alder-ene
cyclisation, palladacycloperitenes in a cyclotrimerisation and a cyclorearrangement, hydridopalladation
catalyst in reductive enzyne cyclisations and
semihydrogenation of acetylenes, and others are included. (69 Refs.)

Aspects of Oxypalladation of
Alkenes
n. HOSOKAWA and S . 4 . MURAHASHI, ACC.Chem. Res.,
New

1990, 23, (2), 49-54
The studies of the Wacker-type oxidation showed
that the redox catalysis of the conventional Wacker
process is not operative, but the formal oxidation
state of Pd(I1) remains constant throughout the reaction. The Pd-OOH species which derived from the
oxygenation of the I’d-H species by 0, is the active
catalyst. The intramolecular version of the Wacker
reaction provides a unique approach to preparation of
various heterocycles. The Pd(I1)-catalysed acetalisation of alkenes with diols is also a promising process
for the synthesis of optically active acetals and
aldehyhde derivatives.

Catalysis of Pd(I1)-Catalyzed Acetalization of Alkenes with Diols
and S.-I. MURAHASHI, Bull.
Chem. SOC.Jpn., 1990, 63, (I), 166-169
Alkenes bearing electron withdrawing substituents
are catalytically acetalised with 1,3-propanediol only
by the use of PdCI,(MeCN)? catalyst under 0 , atmosphere. The results show that acetalisation proceeds effectively when a combination of BiCI, and
LiCl is used as co-catalyst. A hydroperoxopalladium(I1) species was found to be an active
catalyst in the present reaction.
T. HOSOKAWA, Y. ATAKA

K . YOSHINO, Y. KAJIWARA, N . TAKAISHI, Y. INAMOTO

Palladium-Catalyzed
Desulfonylative
Homo-Coupling of Arylsulfonyl Chlorides
in the Presence of Titanium(1V)
Isopropoxide

and J. TSUJI, 3. Am. Oil Chem. SOC.,1990, 67, ( I ) ,
21-24
Hydrogenation of carboxylic acids to alcohols at low
temperature and under low pressure was achieved in
the presence of a new Re-0s bimetallic catalyst. The
most active catalyst had Re:Os ratio of 12-3 and was
prepared by reduction of Re ,0 , and OsO, with H,
in the presence of succinic acid. Decanoic acid was
hydrogenated to decanol in high conversion at
25-IW
atm and I O O - I Z O ~ C . The selectivity of
alcohol was improved by the addition of thiophene as
a modifier of the catalyst.

and M. NOMURA,
Chem. Lett. Jpn., 1990, (3), 459-460
The desulphonylative homo-coupling of arysulphonyl
chlorides proceeds efficiently on treatment with
Ti(1V) isopropoxide in the presence of a catalytic
amount of PdC1, (PhCN) to yield corresponding
biaryls in good yields. The present reaction using
arylsulphonyl chlorides appears to be particularly advantageous, if the corresponding halide cannot be obtained by direct halogenation. In addition, the
reaction can be completed in a fairly short time compared with that using aryl halides.

Hydrogenation of Carboxylic Acids by
Rhenium-Osmium Bimetallic Catalyst

Platinum Metals Rev., 1990, 34, (3),

M. MIURA, H . HASHIMOTO, K . ITOH
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Palladium-Catalyzed
Synthesis
of
Aromatic Acids from Carbon Monoxide
and Aromatic Compounds via the
Aromatic C-H Bond Activation
T. JINTOKU, Y. FUJIWARA, I. KAWATA, T. KAWAUCHI
and H. TANIGUCHI, Organomet. Chem., 19,
385,

3.

(21, 297-306
A single step synthesis of aromatic acids from
aromatic compounds and CO under very mild conditions by Pd-based catalysis via direct C-H bond activation is presented. With Pd(I1) catalysts the
reaction is electrophilic and proceeds with ortho-para
orientation when an electron-donating group is attached to the benzene ring. Addition of t-BuOOH
and ally1 halides makes the reaction catalytic with
respect to Pd(I1).

The Rhodium-Catalyzed Deuteration of
Unsaturated Triglycerides

3.Am. oil Chem. soc., 19,
67, (I),
52-54
Unsaturated triglycerides were deuterated with
deuterium gas in the presence of Wilkinson's catalyst
[(Ph,P),RhCI(I)I and recrystallisatonof the products
from acetone yielded highly pure deuterium-labelled
triglycerides (TG). The deuterated TG were converted to methyl esters and studied by gas
chromatography/mass spectroscopy. Since the
deuterium labelled TG were to be used in human
metabolism studies, atomic absorption spectroscopy
was used to determine if any residual Rh was present.
No Rh was detected at the minimum detection level.

R. 0.ADLOF,

Ruthenium Catalysed N,N '-Diarylurea
Synthesis from N-Aryl Substituted Formamides and Aminoarenes
and Y. WATANABE, 3.
Chem. SOC.,Chem. Commun., 1990, (7), 549-550
Formanilide reacted smoothly with aniline in the
presence of catalytic amount of RuCI,(PPh,), to give
N, N'-diphenylurea in 92% yield. A stoichiometric
amount of H, was evolved spontaneouslyinto the gas
phase. Various symmetrically N,N'-disubstituted
ureas were obtained in good to excellent yield.

S. KOTACHI, Y. TSUJI, T. KONDO

FUEL CELLS
One Step Synthesis of Hydrogen Peroxide through Fuel Cell Reaction
Electrochim. Acta, 1990,
35, (21, 319-322
A new method for the production of H,O, uses a fuel
cell system at room temperature. The fuel cell system
[ O , , HCI (aq) or H,SO, (aq), M(cathode)/NafionH/Pt(anode),H,l, where M is Pt, Pd, Au, graphite,
or Au-mesh, cogenerates H,O, and electricity with a
current efficiency of 100% in the early stages of the
reaction. The risk of explosion is reduced by the lack
of organic materials and by the separation of 0, and
H, by the Nafion-H SPE membrane.
K. OTSUKAand I. YAMANAKA,

Recent Advances in Solid Polymer Electrolyte Fuel Cell Technology with Low

Platinum Loading Electrodes
S. SRINIVASAN, D. J . MANKO, H.
ENAYETULLAH and A. J . APPLEBY,

KOCH,

M.

A.

Asymmetric Synthesis in Carbon-Carbon
3. Power Sources,
Bond Forming Reactions of a- 1990, 293 (3W9 367-387
Diazoketones Catalysed by Homochiral The effects of Pt localisation in electrodes, and the
Rhodium(1I) Carboxylates
type and thickness of membrane, on the performance
M. KENNEDY, M. A. McKERVEY, A. R. MAGUIRE and G.
of solid polymer electrolyte (SPE) fuel cells is discussH. P. ROOS,
Chem. SOC.,Chem. Commun., 19,ed, as well as electrode kinetic criteria for attaining

3.

(9,361-362
The first use of homochiral Rh(I1) catalyst in C-C
bond forming reactions of a-diazocarbonyl precursors is reported. Partial asymmetric synthesis was
observed in intramolecular C-H insertion, aromatic
cycloaddition and cyclopropanation of adiazoketones catalysed by homochiral Rh(I1)
mandelate and Rh(I1) carboxylates derived from Lproline.

Hydrogenation of Carbon Monoxide by
the Use of Rh4(C0)12 Catalyst in
1-Methylpyrrolidine Solvent
and A. MATSUDA, Nippon
Kagaku Kaishi, 1990, (3), 328-330
The hydrogenation of CO was studied using
Rh,(CO) ,, catalyst in I-methylpyrrolidine (MPD)
solvent at 21o-27o0C and syngas pressures of
500-1800 kg/cmz (H,/CO=I). The Rh,(CO),,MPD system showed a high catalytic activity for
ethylene glycol (EG) formation at a low catalyst concentration. The selectivity to EG increased as the
reaction pressure increased.
T. MASUDA, K. MURATA
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high power densities. The chloroplatinic method of
treatment of the electrodesprovides a satisfactoryand
considerably more economic alternative to sputtering
for the deposition of a thin layer of Pt on the front
surfaces of the electrodes, essential for the attainment
of high power densities. SPE fuel cells with low Pt
loading electrodes had power densities approaching
those with ten times the Pt loading.

Porous Carbon Anodes for the Direct
Methanol Fuel Cell-I. The Role of the
Reduction Method for Carbon Supported
Electrodes
J. B. GOODENOUGH, A. HAMNETT, B. J. KENNEDY, R.
MANOHARAN and s. A. WEEKS,

Electrochim. Acta, 1990,
3 5 , (11, 199-207
The efficiency of platinised porous-C electrodes for
the electro-oxidationof methanol in H,SC, has been
found to vary quite markedly with the method used
to deposit the Pt. This is due to both the size and electronic nature of the Pt crystallites. The most efficient
electrodes had small crystallite sizes of - 2 0 A
diameter, and a minimum amount of ionic Pt species.
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Oxygen Electrodes for Rechargeable
Alkaline Fuel Cells-11
L. SWETTE and N. KACKLEY, J . Power Sources, 1990,
29, (3&4), 423-436
A number of electrocatalysts and supports for the
positive electrode of moderate temperature, singleunit, rechargeable fuel cells has been studied. Five
electrocatalysts were identified for further development:
RuMn,O,,
Pb,(Ir, . j j P b u . 6 7 ) 0 7 . y ,
Pb,(Ru,, J 5 P b 0 , 6 5 ) 0 7 - , . > Na0.,Pt304and AuRiN,.
Of these Na,,,Pt,O, was found to be the best candidate bifunctional 0, electrode catalyst in terms of
stability and 0, reduction/evolution performance.

Electrocatalysie for Oxygen Electrodes in
Fuel Cells and Water Electrolyzers for
Space Applications
1. PRAKASH, D. TRYK and E. YEAGER,J. Power sources,

Effects of Pt on the High-Temperature
Oxidation of Fe-Cr and Fe-Cr-Al Base
Alloys
and T. MIZUKOSHI, J . Jpn. h t . Met., 1989,
53, ( I Z ) , 1248-1254
The effects of sputter-deposited Pt thin films on the
isothermal oxidation of Fe-qCr alloys, Fe-240
alloys containing 0.063 and 0.87 wt.% Y, and
Fe-240-4AI alloys containing 0.07 and 0.5 wt.% Y at
I 173-1523K have been studied. P
t coating on the Yfree Fe-.qCr alloy resulted in a marked suppression
of the isothermal oxidation rate. Pt coating on Y containing Fe-qCr-qAl alloys had no influence on oxidation rate, while Pt coating on Y-containing Fe-2qCr
alloys increased the oxidation rate.
E. TSUZI

High-Temperature Corrosion of AluminaForming Coatings for Superalloys

1990, 29, (3&4), 413-42
The pyrochlore Pb Ru 0,.I , in both high- and lowarea forms, has been characterised, and 0, reduction
and generation kinetic-mechanistic studies were
made. Mechanisms are proposed. Compounds in
which part of the Ru is substituted by Ir have also
been prepared and showed somewhat better performance for 0, reduction in porous gas-fed electrodes
than the unsubstituted compound. Anodic corrosion
resistance of the electrodes was improved by using
two different anionically conducting polymer
overlayers.

and F. S. PETTIT, surf. Coat. Technol.,
1990, 39/40>(1-3), 1-17
The cyclic oxidation and hot corrosion of diffusion
aluminide and CoCrAlY overlay coatings on Ni-base
superalloys have been investigated. Pt additions to
aluminide coatings produce a substantial increase in
resistance to cyclic oxidation and high temperature
hot corrosion, and improve the low temperature hot
corrosion resistance of diffusion aluminide coatings,
but the effect is not as dramatic as in high
temperature hot corrosion.

Corrosion Testing of Candidates for the
Alkaline Fuel Cell Cathode
J. SINGER and W. L. FIELDER, 3. hzUer SOUrCeS, 1990,

CHEMICAL TECHNOLOGY

, ,

29, (3&4), 443-450
The pyrochlore Pb,Ru,O,., and the spinel
NiCo,04 are candidates for the 0, reduction electrode of the alkaline fuel cell. Current/voltage data for
these specially made corrosion electrodes has been
obtained in order to develop corrosion test screening
for these materials. The data consist of measurements
of current at fxed potentials and cyclic voltammograms. Initial data for the pyrochlore
Pb Ru 0,. indicate relative stability.

,

CORROSION PROTECTION
The Corrosion Behavior of Double Pressed, Double Sintered Stainless Steel Containing Noble Alloying Elements
P . PELED

and

D. ITZHAK, COrrOS.

sci., 1990, 30,

(I),

59-65
Double pressed, double sintered stainless steels show
a clear and stable passive behaviour in a I N H, SO,
environment, due to closed and round pore morphology obtained by this process. Noble alloying
elements Pt, Pd, Au, Ag, Ni, and Cu have been
found to enhance the self passivation processes. Noble alloying elements also enable passivation of
samples obtained by a single process of hot pressing
and sintering, even where some degree of open
porosity is observed.

Platinum Meials Rev., 1990, 34, (3)

G. H. MEIER

Control of Polymer Gel Morphology by
Small Potential Electric Stimulation with
a Conducting Polymer Electrode
Kobunshi Ronbunshu,
1989, 46, (1 I), 703-708
A polypyrrole thin film was prepared on a Pt
deposited glass electrode by electrochemical
polymerisation of pyrrole. Poly(methacry1ic acid)
(PMMA)-Ca, + microgel was made responsive to pH.
A small potential shift, of the order of IV, caused a
morphological change of the microgels which were in
contact with the polypyrrole filmmt deposited glass
electrode. A microscope and a video recording system
was used to observe the reversible deformation/reformation of the PMAA Ca’+ microgels on the
electrode.

H. SHINOHARA and M. AIZAWA,

Bending of High Strength Polymer Gel in
an Electric Field
and T. KURAUCHI,
Kobunshi Ronbunshu, 1989, 46, (II), 709-713
Deformation of high strength poly(viny1 alcohol)
hydrogel which contains poly(sodium acrylate), PVAPAA gel, in an electrolyte solution under the influence of an electric field has been studied. A micro
robot with several soft fmgers consisting of the PVAPAA gel and two Pt electrodes was designed. This
biomimetic machine could catch and release an object
in an electrolyte under a DC electric field.
T. SHIGA, Y. HIROSE, A. OKADA
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Simulation of Bifunctional Palladium
Membrane Reactor

3. Chem. Eng. Ypn., 1990, 23, (I), 81-87
The performance of a bifunctional membrane reactor
using Pd which can function both as a H,-permeable
membrane and as a catalyst for oxidation, has been
studied utilising isothermal and adiabatic models.
Under an isothermal condition, the dehydrogenation
taking place in a catalyst packed bed was enhanced
owing to a continuous removal of the H, produced in
the course of reaction through the membrane. H,
removal was remarkably increased by the subsequent
H, oxidation on the Pd surface of the permeation
side. The adiabatic model shows further enhancement of dehydrogenation.
N . ITOH,

ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONIC
ENGINEERING
Platinum-PlatinumOxide Gate pH ISFET
Y. MIYAHARA and H. MIYAGI, 3pn. 3.
p h . , 1989, 2% (121, 2450-2453
Platinum-platinum oxide gate ISFETs (ion sensitive
field effect transistors) have been designed and
fabricated for a stable pH microsensor. The Pt-Pt oxide ISFET was found to be more stable than a Si,N,
bare gate ISFET. The Pt oxide layer, formed by a
new process using an RF sputtering technique, was
identified as PtO, by XPS.

K. TSUKADA,

Evidence for Multiple Barrier Heights in
pType PtSi Schottky-Barrier Diodes
from
I-V-T
and
Photoresponse
Measurements
V. W. L. CHIN, M. A. GREEN and 1. W. V. STOREY,

solid-

State Electron., 1990, 33, (2), 299-308
Current-voltage-temperature (I-V-T) characteristics
of p-type moderately doped PtSi Schottky barrier
diodes have been measured at 77-120 K, and it was
thought that the barrier formed at the metalsemiconductor interface is not homogeneous, but
made up of multiple barriers. A normal distribution
of barrier height fits the distribution remarkably well,
and a mean barrier of 0.242 eV with a standard deviation of U = O . O I I eV is obtained. Further evidence of
multiple barriers is given.

Pt/Ti Ohmic Contacts to Ultrahigh
Carbon-Doped p-GaAs Formed by Rapid
Thermal Processing
A. KATZ, C. R. ABERNATHY and S. 1. PEARTON,
Phys. Lett., 1990, 56, ( I I ) , 1028-1030

Appl.

Adding C doping of I x 1 o Z o and 5 x 1ozo/cm3to pGaAs layers enables low resistance ohmic contacts of
~ X I O - and
~
~ X I O - ' S2cmz, respectively, to be
made with Pt/Ti metallisations. The electrical properties of the contacts to C-doped GaAs are
temperature independent up to 50ooC. The carrier
transport mechanism was a field emission quantummechanical tunnelling.

Platinum Metals Rev., 1990, 34, (3)

Recording Experiments in MagnetoOptical Disks Using Ultrathin Co/Pt and
ColPd Media
s.

HASHIMOTO, H. MATSUDA and Y . OCHIAI, Appl.
Phys. Lett., 1 9 9 0 , 56, ( I I ) , 1069-1071
Ultrathin Co/Pt and CoPd films were deposited on
photopolymer glass substrates with a double layer
disk structure. Successful thermomagnetic writing
was made in these magneto-opticaldisks by a relatively low laser power >3 mW. The C/N ratio was 50 and
45 dB for Co/Pt and &/dI',
respectively, at a bit
length of 5 pm. The recorded bit domains were very
clear and regular even at the shorter bit length.

Magneto-Optical Recording in Co/Pt
Multilayers
F. J. A. M. GREIDANUS, W. B . ZEPER, B. A. J. JACOBS,
J. H. M. SPRUIT and P . F. CARCIA, 3pn. 3. Appl. Phys.,
1 9 8 9 , 2% (SUPP~.
28-9, 37-44
Studies of magnetic and magneto-optical properties
as well as recording performance have shown that
Co/Pt layered structures can be successfully applied
in magneto-optical recording. Two different struc&/9A Pt layers and 4A
tures were studied:
Col18hi Pt. Lorentz microscopy was used to show
that very regular domains can be written in these
layers. The results are related to measured recording
performance.

Magneto-Optical Kerr Rotation Spectra
and Perpendicular Anisotropy in Compositionally Modulated Multilayer Films
of Co/Pt and Fe/Pt
T. SUGIMOTO, T. KATAYAMA, Y. SUZUKI and Y .
NISHIHARA, 3pn.
Appl. Phys., 1989, 28, ( I Z ) ,

3.

L2333-L2335
Magnetic compositionally modulated multilayer films
(CMFs) of Co/Pt and Fe/Pt have been prepared and
their structure characteristics such as magneto-optical
Kerr rotation (t9d spectra, and magnetic properties
have been studied. An enhancement of t9K was
observed at wavelengths about 290 and 250 nm in
Co/Pt and Fe/Pt CMFs, respectively. It was found
that Fe/Pt CMFs turn into perpendicularly magnetised films in the same manner as C o r n CMFs when the
Fe layer becomes thinner than about 5A.

Magnetooptical Effects in Compositionally Modified Co/Pd Thin Films
s . - c . SHIN, Jpn.
28-3), 1 1 - 1 3

3. Appl. Phys.,

1989, 28, (suppl.

The magneto-optical effects in compositionally
modulated COPd thin fdms have been studied by
measuring both the polar Kerr and ellipticity loops at
a 780 nm wavelength. A squared magneto-optical
hysterisis loop was observed for samples with CO
sublayer thickness of 2A and Pd sublayer thickness
larger than about 6A. Remnant Kerr rotation dropped rapidly with Co > 2A andlor Pd <7A. Magnetooptical effects were also strongly dependent on the
total film thickness. The maximum Kerr rotatip of
0 . 4 3 ~was found at total film thickness of IIOA.
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Crystallization of Te0,-Pd Films for Optical Recording Materials
K . KIMURA and E. OHNO, Jpn. J. Appl. Phys., 1989,

Advanced Double Layer Capacitors

28, ( X I ) , 2223-2226

(3&4)Y 355-364
A three-dimensional Ru0,-ionomer composite structure has been successfully formed and could lead to
a high-energy-density electrochemical capacitor. An
ionomer ionic linkage appears to be provided
throughout the composite structure. The all-solid
electrochemical capacitor concept offers the advantages of greater reliability and safety. Capacitance
values of approximately 0.6 F/cm’ were obtained.

The crystallisation speeds of TeO, films can be
substantially enhanced (to around pons) by the addition of Pd, so that Te0,-Pd thin films become
suitable candidate materials for write-once optical
recording. The crystallisation of Te0,-Pd films has
been studied by differential thermal analysis, X-ray
diffraction and transmission electron microscopy.
The optical transmittance changes accompanying
crystallisation are not monotonous, but step-wise
with increasing annealing temperature. Although
laser irradiation is considered to cause melting of the
film by heating the film to >740°C, the degree of
crystallinity and the grain size in laser recorded spots
was similar to those in films annealed at 270OC.

Low Resistance Ohmic Contacts onto nInP by Palladium Electroless Bath
Deposition
G . STREMSDOERFER, C. CALAIS, J. R. MARTIN and P.
CLECHET, J. Electrochem. soc., 1990, 137, (3),

835-838
A new electroless Pd deposition bath is described,
which is highly stable and shows deposition speeds
around 0.8 p m h . The morphology and structure of
the Pd fiim and the deposition mechanism of the Pd
have been studied. Just after deposition, Pd metal is
present with a crystallised compound like InPd. This
phase evolves with annealing temperature to InPd,
InPd,, In,Pd. Specific contact resistance of ec = 5
x 10-’Qcm2 has been obtained in the annealing
temperature range 3w-350°C. This value is held
even after 20h of an annealing temperature of 4w°C.

S. SARANGAPANI, P. LESSNER, J. FORCHIONE, A, GRIFFITH and A. B. LACONTI, J. Power Sources, 1990, 29,

TEMPERATURE
MEASUREMENT
The International Temperature Scale of
1990 (ITS-90)
H. PRESTON-THOMAS, Metrologia, 1990,

27, (I), 3-10
An English version of the official French text of the

ITS-90 is reproduced, and is authorised by the Comite Consultatif de Thermometrie and approved by the
Comite International des Poids et Mesures. The International Temperature Scale of 1990 is defined.
Between the triple point of equilibrium hydrogen
(13.8033 K) and the freezing point of silver
(96 I .78OC) the International Kelvin Temperature
(T,) is defined using Pt resistance thermometers.

Thin Film Platinum Resistance Thermometer for Measurements in High
Magnetic Fields
D. A. DIMITROV, B. M. TERZIJSKA, V. GUEVEZOV and V.
T. KOVACHEV, Cryogenics, 1990, 30, (4), 348-350

The resistivity of thin Pt fdms at high magnetic

fields, UP to 140 k% was measured at 30 and 77 K.
possibility of LipdH, as a N~,,, ~~~i~ The
films were deposited by magnetron sputtering on
Superconductor
an A,O, substrate. A Chebyshev type polynomial

and D. A. PAPACONSTAN1990, 419 ( I ) , 861-864
Local-density-approximation-based
electronicstructure calculations for the compound LiPdH indicate that it may be a metal with substantial ionic
character. The band-structure results were used to
calculate the McMillan-Hopfield parameters within
the rieid muffin-tin amroximation.
These
parametirs have values close to those of PdH, which
shows that LiPdH, may be a good superconductor.

D. SINGHy
R.
COHEN
TOPOuLOS, PhYS. Rev.

..

Application of Electroless Ruthenium
Deposits for Electronic Materials
Finish., 1990, 77, (2), 48-52
The characteristics and applicability of electroless Ru
deposits for connectors in the electronics industry has
been studied. Electroless Ru deposited in a bath containing hydrazine hydrate as a reducing agent is a
hard coating and a deposit of <xpm shows good
resistance to corrosive fumes and solutions. Contact
resistance remains <IomQ after exposure to such environments. It is concluded that electroless Ru is a
good candidate for electrical contacts.
K. OKUNO, Plat. Surf.

Platinum Metals Rev., 1990, 34, (3)

description is given at zero magnetic fields of the
function R(Tj in the temuerature rane;e 1 0 - w ~K.
The sensitivity of the n;w sensors was better at
temperature <IOO K, than that of a wire thermometer.

MEDICAL USES
The Coordination Chemistry of Platinum
Anticancer Drugs and Related Compounds with DNA
w. I . suNDQUIsT and s. 1. LIPPARD, Coord. Chem.
Rev., 1990, 100,293-322
A review of the literature on the mode of action of
various Pt anti-cancer drugs is presented. The progress made in understanding the interactions of Pt(I1)
with a specific macromolecular receptor, DNA is
highlighted by considering the kinetics of binding,
the regioselectivity and structure of DNA adducts
and mechanism of actions. Pt compounds as DNA intercalators and linked Pt-intercalator complexes are
also considered. (198 Refs.)
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NEW PATENTS
METALS AND ALLOYS
Stable Monoatomic Forms of Precious
Metals

Lead Dioxide Electrode for Chromium
Plating

British Appl. 2,219,995A
Stable non-metallic orbitally rearranged monoatomic
forms of Pt, Pd, Rh, Ir, Os, Ru, Au, Ag, Co, Ni or
Cu exist, having a ‘d’ orbital hole sharing energy with
an electron or electrons, and prepared by exhaustively solubilising and evaporating a metallic salt. The
materials have high temperature superconductivity.

Japanese Appl. I 1275,797
A PbO, electrode has an Fe (alloy) matrix, a first intermediate layer of valve metal oxide, a second intermediate layer of Pt group metals, their alloys or
their oxides applied by a pyrolytic method, and an
electrodeposited layer of PbO,. The electrode has
good durability, is obtained at low cost and is used for
electrolytic production of Cr, electrolysis of organic
substances, and for electroplating.

Alloy Containing Ruthenium for Jet
Engine Componente

AUTOMATION DES. TECH.

CONCORD RES. CORP.

co.

European Appl. 347,614A
Alloys used to manufacture structural components
for jet engines preferably contain 10-16 at.% Ru,
15-20 at.% Cr, 20-30 at.% A,0-0.2 at.% Y, and
balance Fe. The alloys have high strength, good ductility and good resistance to oxidation at high
temperatures, and have use at temperatures of
2300OF and above.

GENERAL ELECTRIC

Shape Memory Alloys with High
Transition Temperatures
ARMADA CORP.
U.S.Patent 4,865,663
Shape memory alloys have compositions within the
limits 20.0-35 at.% Pd, 49.8-50.7 at.% Ti,
14.12-29.27 at.% Ni, and 0.01-0.6 at.% B. The
alloys show shape memory due to thermoelectric
martensitic phase transformation on passing through
a transition temperature, which in some cases exceeds
300OF. Pd raises the transition temperature.

ELECTROCHEMISTRY
Oxygen Generating Electrode
European Appl. 334,378A
An electrode used for 0,-generating electrolysis has
a metallic substrate with a 0.1 mg/cm’(Ir) coating of
40-90 mol % Ir as Ir oxide, 50-10 rnol % Ta as Ta
oxide and 0.1-30 mol % Pt; with a 0.02-5 mglcm*
(Ir) overcoat of Ir oxide or >so mol % Ir oxidema oxide. The coating has good substrate adhesion and corrosion resistance, does not contaminate the
electrolyte, and can be used at high current densities.

TDK CORP.

Anodes for Electrolytic Reduction of
Aromatic Carboxylic Acids
European Appl. 348,ogqA
Anode materials having low 0 , overvoltage for 0 ,
generation are used in the electrolytic reduction of
aromatic carboxylic acids to the corresponding benzyl
alcohols in aqueous acidic solution. Suitable electrodes are metal oxides stable in the acid, such as
those of Pt, Pd, Rh, Ir, Os, Ru, Sn, Ta, Co and their
mixtures. Benzyl alcohols are used as intermediates
for agricultural and pharmaceutical chemicals.
MITSUI TOATSU CHEM. INC.
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JAPAN CARLIT K.K.

Noble Metal Electrolyte Preparation Unit
Russian Patent 1,475,989
An electrolyte preparation unit including an upper
reservoir containing replaceable cassettes with Rh
plates is used for preparation of electrochemical solutions of the noble metals and alloys, employed in
computer magnetic memory discs. The electrolyte
quality and operation reliability are increased by
plates with slots placed at an angle on two opposite
walls of the sections forming zig-zag channels.

ELECTRODEPOSITION AND
SURFACE COATINGS
Palladium Organosol for
Metal Plating

Electroless

Japanese Appl. I I25 5,673
Preparation of a Pd organosol involves mixing a Pd
hydrosol with an electrolyte to coagulate the Pd colloid, washing, carrying in a filter, and sealing within
a pack material. The pack is thrown into an organic
solvent and mechanically treated to prepare the Pd
organosol, which is applied as catalyst to a substrate
for electroless metal plating.
TODA KOGYO K.K.

Electroless Palladium Plating Liquid
Japanese Appl. 11268,877
An electroless Pd plating liquid is an aqueous solution
containing 0.0001-0.5 moll1 of a Pd compound,
0.001-8 molA of NH, andlor an amine compound,
1-500 molfl of a divalent S-containing organic compound, and 0.005-2 molfl of a phosphorus acid
andlor phosphite. The electroless Pd plating liquid
provides good stability in electronics.
ISHIHARA YAKUHIN K.K.

Low Stress
Solution

Rhodium

Electroplating

Japanese Appl. 11290,788
A low stress Rh electroplating solution contains a Rh
salt, a free acid and additionally S or a S containing
substance. The solution is used for electroplating a
thick Rh plate, free from cracks, and with high corrosion resistance; giving a plated product with increased reliability. The surface is glossy even when the Rh
plate is thick, and therefore has a high reflectivity.

NIPPON MINING K . K .
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Electrolyte for Precipitating Palladium
Alloy

Extended-Gate FET Ion Sensor

VEB. BERGBAu FUNK A. East German Patent 269,635
An economic electrolyte for precipitation coating

An FET ion sensor having an extended gate electrode

SHINGIJUTSU KAIHATSU

Japanese Appl. 11213,563

with a Pd alloy contains 5-25 gA Pd as a carbonate,
0.5-25 g A Ni or 0.1-5 gfl Co, and conductor and
buffer salts, and is used at 40-8o°C at a pH of
6.5-7.5. A 100 pm thick coating (minimum) is produced which has a bright finish, is wear resistant, and
is pore and crack-free. The electrolyte is used in the
electronic industries and for decorative purposes.

and a micro-heater to heat the extended part, is used
for analysing H containing compounds such as NH
or H,S. The gate electrode is of Pt or Pd film which
may have a multilayer structure, with a SiO, membrane covering the surface to prevent escape of diffusing hydrogen ions into the atmosphere, and its
activity can be controlled by varying the micro-heater
temperature.

Uniform Coating of Moving Films from a
Slotted Caster

Combustible Gas Sensor with Improved
Selectivity

VEB. FILMFAB WOLFEN

East German Patent 269,661
When moving films are to be coated from a slotted
caster the uniformity of the deposit thickness is
checked by measuring the volumetric flow rate of a
model liquid in a dummy run. A hot foil transducer
with a senior point of vapour-deposited Pt is used;
flow rate is calculated from the resistance of the Pt
layer, and corrections to the gap width are made if
necessary. This method saves time, labour and
materials.

FIGARO GIKEN K.K.

Active Coating for Electrode for Chlorine
Production

Production of Semiconductor Type Gas
Sensor

Russian Patent I ,481,269
An electrode used for production of chlorine, alkali
and chlorates consists of a substrate with an active
coating of oxides of Ti and W, Nb, Mo, or Ta; plus
Cr and/or Co oxides; plus Ru oxide, with a molar
relationship of other oxides to RuO, of 4-24: I . All of
the components are added to the rutile phase as a
mixed composition. The coating with a low RuO,
content has increased electrocatalytic activity.

FUJI ELECTRIC MFG. K.K.

V.I. MARCHENKO

APPARATUS AND TECHNIQUE
Schottky Barrier Infrared Detector
U.S. Patent 4,864,378
Ir silicide Schottky barrier IR detectors consist of a ptype Si substrate with an etched SiO, layer, a double
layer of a thin film of Pt (about 5 A) and a thin film
of Ir (about 10-20 A). The Ir/Pt film is dry etched
and the structure heat treated to form an I r P t silicide
disc-like region. The procedure is used for large scale
fabrication of high performance IR detector arrays,
giving high reproducibility and improved detector
wavelength response.
MASSACHUSETTS INST. TECH.

,

,

Japanese Appl. I /227,95 I
A sensor to detect combustible gases, especially CO,
has a metal oxide semiconductor (MOS) gas responsive body, with a zeolite coating layer containing
catalytic metal ions. In an example Au electrodes are
formed on SnO, containing 0.2 wt.% Pt and 0.5
wt.% Pd; the electrode surface of the MOS body is
coated with zeolite, and sintered. Coating with zeolite
minimises sensitivity to vaporised organic solvents,
improving selectivity to CO.

Japanese Appl. 11227,954
A sintered semiconductor type gas sensor is produced
by coating an n-type oxide semiconductor powder on
an insulating substrate, baking to form a gas sensitive
layer, impregnating with Id'
chloride or
chloroplatinic acid solution, and pyrolysing. A gas
sensor is produced with improved stability and high
sensitivity.

Air:Fuel Ratio Detector with Platinum
Electrodes
Japanese Appl. 1/227,955
An air:fuel ratio detector of high credibility has
porous thin membrane type Pt electrodes on front
and back surfaces of an oxygen ion conductive zirconia solid electrolyte element. The electrode on the
front is coated with a gas diffusion resistor layer made
of a crude particle layer with large porosity and a
super-microparticle layer which fills the voids. The
air:fuel ratio can be continuously detected in the leanrich range.

HITACHI K.K.

Oxygen Sensor Device with Electrode
Protective Layers

Quantitative Determination of Methane

NGK SPARK PLUG K.K.
Japanese Appl. I/232,253
U.S. Patent 4,870,025
An 0 , sensor device includes a measuring electrode
Selective determination of CH, in an O>-containing having three porous protective layers; the second of
gas stream involves passing the gas over two interconRh or Pd on TiO, (for NO, reduction), and the third
nected electrode catalysts, one of Pt and one of Pd,
of Pt on Al!0,, spinel or magnesia (for CO, HC oxcoated on thermistors, and heated at 350-450OC. The idation). The layers protect the electrode without
FORD MOTOR CO.

CH, is oxidised only by the Pd catalyst, while other
components are oxidised by both catalysts, so comparative readings give the "10of CH, in the gas stream
without interference from other hydrocarbons.

Platinum Metals Rev., 1990, 34, (3)

decreasing permeability, provide good sensor
response and maintain high precision air:fuel ratio
control, so the device can be used for purifying internal combustion engine exhaust gas.
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Black Pearl Containing Platinum Group
Metal Colloid

Device for Measuring Nitrogen Oxides
Concentration

Japanese Appl. 11244,704
&louring a pearl without damage involves alternately
penetrating a Pt group metal amine complex salt solution and a basic reducing agent solution into the
pearl, which grows a stable, high purity Pt group
metal colloid black in the pearl with temperature
operation. Providing the Pt group metal thin fdm in
the pearl increases light interference colour, and the
pearl has high light fastness, blackness and gloss.

Japanese Appl. I/277,75I
A device for measuring the concentration of nitrogen
oxides in exhaust gases has a solid electrolyte and an
electrochemical cell with at least two electrodes. An
NO, decomposition catalyst of Pt, Pd or Rh is set
near the first electrode which is connected to the sample gas. The structure of the device is simple and low
cost production is possible.

T. SHIMURA

Catalyst Membranes for Gas Sensors
Japanese Appls. I /250,85 I -5 2
Gas sensors having improved selectivity to paraffin
type gases such as CH, ,or good long term sensitivity
include a catalyst membrane on the gas sensitive
membrane. The catalyst membrane consists of (a) the
sintered product of a paste containing a Pt group
metal compound, a ceramic adhesive agent, and
metal oxides, or (b) the sintered material of a paste
containing a supporting substance powder and a resin
acid salt of a Pt group element. The catalyst membrane can be formed simply, quality control is easy,
and the product has less dispersion.

TOSHIBA K.K.

Signal-Taking Out Structure for Air:Fuel
Ratio Sensor
HITACHI K.K.
Japanese Appl. I 1257,256
A critical current type air:fuel ratio sensor has porous
A
Pt electrodes on the inner and outer surfaces of a

tubular solid electrolyte, and a metallic member for
taking out signal from the detecting element, using
noble metal
elecmetal paste
paste to weld to
to inner
inner and
and outer
Outer
trodes and Pt paste coated with sealing glass. Corrosion of the signal-taking out portion can be
prevented, so &:fuel ratio can be measured within a
wide range with high reliability.

NGK INSULATORS K.K.

Coated Clad Container
TANAKA KIKINZOKU KOCYO

Japanese Appls. 1/279,777-78
A clad container has inner and outer surfaces coated
by dispersed materials containing nitride, carbide or
boride materials, with Pt, Pt alloy, Rh or Rh alloy as
the major component. The containers are used in
high temperature environments, for melting metal
oxides, high melting point metals or high melting
point glass, and have long life.

Partial Electroplating Device
Japanese Appl. r/294,887
A partial electroplating device has Pt plated Ti thin
wires attached to both sides of the plating liquid
blowing-out mouth. Liquid flowing near the wires
becomes more active, and uniform thick partial
plating is obtained on a metal plate fured with masking tapes.
HITACHI K.K.

Gas Detector with Ruthenium Oxide
Exothermic Resistor

Japanese Appl. 1/295,151
A gas detector consists of a gas sensitive member of
Sn oxide semiconductors on one side of a sensor
substrate and a Ru oxide exothermic resistor on the
other side. The resistor is heated at a specific
temperature in purified air and in sample gas. The
Detection of Hydrogen in Mixed Gases
TOKUYAMA SODA K.K.
Japanese Appl. r/262,456 gas sensor is small, and a stable output is obtained for
a long time.
H , is detected
detected by
bv a sensor using
usine a proton
Droton conducting
conductine
H,
solid electrolyte containing crystalline water as the Oxygen Sensor Device with Inner
detector. The sensor includes a reference electrode of
Platinum Electrode Band
Au, Ag or C, a detection electrode of F’t, Pd, Rh and
so on, and is heated to 7o-11o0C by a F’t coil heater JAPAN ELEC. CONTROL SYS. Japanese Appl. 11295,157
An 0,sensor device consists of a ceramic tube with
or a printed paste heater. The sensitivity for H,
detection is good, and the sensor
Sensor is used for accurate
accurate an inner electrode band of P
Pt,
between which is an int,between
detection
material. The capacity of the inner
terlayer of ceramic material.
detection of H, in mixed gases.
detection
electrode band is improved,
improved, and when the sensor
electrode
Biosensor
Oxygen
Detector
with device is exposed to excessively high temperatures
temperatures the
Platinum Cathode
electrode band is prevented
prevented from peeling off.
inner electrode
FUJI ELECTRIC MFG. K.K. Japanese Appl. 1/265,150
Oxygen Partial Pressure Measuring
A biosensor has a flow cell with a stationary f i m
holding microorganisms or enzymes in contact with a Device
L? LANG G.m.b.H.
m a n Appl. 3,8203881
BIELER &
G.m.b.H. &
German
3,820,881
samde on one side and a buffer solution on the other.
and; detector to detect the amount of 0, consumed A device for measuring
measuring 0, partial
partial pressure
pressure has a
by the reaction. The detector includes an anode and measuring
measuring element
element consisting
consisting of a ZrO, solid eleca Pt cathode which contacts the buffer solution trolyte plate having Pt
Pt surface
surface coatings
coatings on each side
through a gas permeable membrane. Running costs forming electrodes.
electrodes. The device includes
includes a pressure
pressure
can be reduced, and stabilised measurements can be switch which maintains
maintains a constant
constant reference gas
made for a long time.
pressure to ensure
ensure accuracy.
accuracy.
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FUJI ELECTRIC MFG. K.K.
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Increased Sensitivity Immunoanalysis

Catalytic Exhaust Gas Purifier

Russian Patent I ,464,089
Immunoanalysis is carried out more efficiently using
phosphorescent metalloporphyrins as markers. A
compound such as Pd( + +) -caproporphyrin I is
covalently bound to the monoclonal antibodies and
used in solid phase immunoanalysis, with specific
phosphorescence measured at frequencies >620 nm.

COM. NAZ. RIC. ENERG.

BIOCHEM. INST.

Device for Electrochemical Treatment of
Mine Waters
Russian Patent I ,470,669
A device used for the electrochemical treatment of

DON COAL INST.

mine waters contains anodes made of graphite or Ti,
covered by Ru dioxide, cathodes of graphite or Ti,
and diaphragms of acid-alkali-proof material positioned between each anode and cathode. A stable
quality of water is obtained.

JOINING
Uniform Molybdenum-Ruthenium Braze
Material
GTE PRODUCTS CORP.
U.S. Patent 4,859,236
A Mo-Ru metal powder mixture containing 35-50
wt.% Ru is produced by forming a slurry of ammonium molybdate and Ru dioxide, crystallising,
reducing at 4w-6c0°C for 12-18 h to produce a
metallic mixture, heating at 800-1000~Cfor 1-4 h in
a reducing atmosphere to stabilise the particle size at
- 325 mesh, and cooling. A product of uniform composition is obtained, used as a braze material for Mo
components.

Brazing Filler Metal
Titanium or Its Alloys

for

Bonding

Japanese Appl. 11245,995
A filler metal of 20-40 wt.% Pd, less than 10 wt.%
Au, 60-70 wt.% Ag, and balance incidental im-

COBELCO M E N K.K.

European Appl. 340,784A
An exhaust gas purifier for I.C. engines consists of a

hollow casing containing a purifier arrangement
which has Pt coated quartz or silica mineral fibres
(amorphous or crystalline in structure), with a supporting stainless steel mesh and tubular structure to
minimise resistance to gas flow. The purifier provides
a simpler construction of reduced cost.

Catalytic Production of Hydrogen
Peroxide

co. European Appl. 342,047A
High yields of H , 0, are produced by reaction of H,
and 0, using a catalyst of Pt and/or Pd on C, SiO,
or AI,O,, with H + and Br- ions each at concentrations of o.oox-o.05M. Reaction is in an aqueous
medium containing no more than 2 wt.% of an
organic component, which reduces the explosion
hazard of high H,O, concentrations and organic
solvents. Catalyst deactivation by decomposition products of organic materials is also reduced.

DU PONT DE NEMOURS

Catalyst Resins for Removing Oxygen
from Aqueous Solutions
European Appl. 345,822A
Catalyst resins consist of Pt or Pd charged
macroporous weakly basic anion exchangers. The
catalysts are used for reduction of 0 , in aqueous
media such as boiler feed water using H , or
hydrazine, and have high activity giving low residual
0, contents in treated solutions. They have high
thermal, mechanical and osmotic stability, high bonding strength of the metal, and are more easily
regenerated.

BAYER A.G.

Ruthenium-Bromine Fischer-Tropsch
Catalyst
European Appl. 347,204A
A catalyst for Fischer-Tropsch synthesis consists of

JOHNSON MATTHEY P.L.C.

purities is harmless to humans and is used for bonding artificial tooth beds, tooth crowns or similar Ti
(alloy) dental articles. It has good wetting properties,
articles can be easily bonded without discoloration
and without using brazing flux, and the brazed zone
of the fdler metal exhibits high shearing strength.

wt.% metallic Ru, Br moieties as promoter at
a Br:Ru atomic ratio of I . 5: I -4: I, supported on for
example p 4 l 0, of surface area I 50-300 m */g. The
activity of the catalyst is such that a lower Ru loading
may be used; CH, formation is less, and conversion
efficiency is improved at a relatively low temperature

HETEROGENEOUS CATALYSIS

Catalytic Structures Containing Precious
Metals

Catalyst for Oxidation of Carbon
Monoxide to Carbon Dioxide
PHILLIPS PETROLEUM co. European Appl. 337,446A
A catalyst is prepared by contacting a ZrO, support
with a Pt and/or Pd compound solution, heating to
convert to the oxide and/or metal, and activating with
H, or CO at 100-60oOC. Preferably the product contains FeO, Fe,O, and/or Fe,O,. CO oxidation can
be effected at - 50 to 300OC and 1-2000 psi, and the
catalyst can be used in breathing masks, to remove
CO from engine exhaust, in manufacturing
isotopically labelled 0,, and in CO, lasers.

Platinum Metals Rev., 1990, 34, (3)

0.1-1

,

(<3oo"C).

CORNING INC.

European Appls. 351,036A and 351,057A
Catalytic structures consist of at least one of Pt, Pd,
Rh, Ir, Ru, Au or their oxides and/or Cr, GI,
Ni, V
or W integrally combined with a porous sintered
structure (such as a honeycomb) or high surface area
agglomerate bodies such as Al,O,, SiO, or zeolites
integral with the structure. The catalytic structures
can be used as filter media, for example as a diesel
particulate filter, or catalytic converters, and can be
used under thermally stressful conditions such as in
the exhaust from internal combustion engines.

170

Reducing Pollutant Emissions by
Transient Additional Enrichment

New Catalyst for Hemoval of

European Appl. 351,197A
Pollutant emissions from a lean running internal combustion engine are reduced during acceleration by use
of a catalyst in conjuction with an engine management controller to provide transient additional
enrichment. The catalyst consists of Pt and Rh on a
washcoat with optional inclusion of Fe andlor ceria,
and oxidises CO and hydrocarbons while reducing
nitrogen oxides in the exhaust to N,.

AGENCY OF IND. SCI. TECH.

JOHNSON MATTHEY P.L.C.

Catalysts for Treating Automotive
Exhaust Gas

u.s. Patenu 4,868,148-49

ALLIED-SIGNAL INC.

The catalysts are either (a) a honeycomb carrier
coated with Al 0 containing dispersed La oxide, Ce
oxide, Pd oxide (<25 crystallites), and Rh oxide;
or (b) Al,O, pellets or an Al,O, coated honeycomb
monolith with dispersed Pt andlor Pd (0.01-4wt.%)
and optionally 0.01-2 wt.% Rh, with an overlayer
having for example 2-75 wt.% La and/or Ce oxide,
and optionally a further Al 0 , layer. Catalyst (a) has
improved thermal stability, while (b) has decreased
H,S formation by separating the noble metal and 0,
storage components.

, ,

A

,

Catalytic Reduction of Nitrogen Oxides in
Turbine Exhaust
U.S. Patent 4,875,436
After NH injection, cooled exhaust gas from a gas
turbine generator for electricity production is fed to
a low temperature selective catalytic reduction unit
for conversion of nitrogen oxides to harmless byproducts. The unit is for example stainless steel supporting a Pt, Pd, Rh containing catalyst, and up to
95% NO, removal can be obtained from the turbine
exhaust gas.

GRACE W.R. CO.

,

Chlorofluoromethanes
Japanese Appl. 11224,337
Disproportionation
and
decomposition
of
chlorofluoromethanes is achieved by irradiation with
light of less than 400 nm wavelength in the presence
of a new catalyst consisting of less than 5 wt.% of Pt,
Pd, Rh, Ir, 0 s or Ru on 'TiO,. The catalyst is useful
for removing chlorofluoromethanes.

Composite Catalyst for Fischer-Tropsch
Synthesis
SHIN DAIKYOWA SEKIY Japanese

Appls. 11228,555-56

A composite catalyst consists of a SiO, support loaded with o.oooo5-25 wt.% of metallic atom clusters of
either Pt, Pd or Fe, or Rh, Ir and Fe. The catalyst is
used for the Fischer-Tropsch reaction to prepare 0containing organic compounds or hydrocarbons from
a CO-H,synthetic gas. The metallic components are
hardly lost from the composite, and the catalyst containing it is hardly degraded, providing higher conversion efficiency and selectivity over a long period.

Ruthenium Catalyst for Hydrocarbon
Production
Japanese Appl. 11242,147
A 4-IOChydrocarbon is produced from synthetic gas
by using a catalyst having 0.1-0.5 wt.% Ru in the
form of a Ru component or Ru and Li components
impregnated into a montmorillonite stone group
mineral interlayer compound. The catalyst has high
activity and effectively produces a 4-IOC hydrocarbon for gasoline or gasoline mixture.

NIPPON OIL K.K.

Catalyst for Removal of Nitrogen Oxides
and Carbon Monoxide

Japanese Appl. 11266,849
and CO
Hydroisomerisation Catalyst
simultaneously from boiler or gas turbine exhaust
MOBIL OIL CORP.
U.S. Patent 4,877,581 consists of 50-99 at.% Ti oxide, 1-50 at.% Mo, W,
A hydrocarbon feedstock containing nitrogen and V, Ce, Ni, Co or Mn compounds, 0.001-5 at.% Pt,
wax is hydroisomerised by contact at 400-85oOF and Pd, Rh or Ru, andlor 1-20 at.% Fe, Cr or Cu oxide.
200-2000 psig with a catalyst having 0.1-2.0 wt.% Pt
The catalyst is contacted with a gas containing NO,,
or Pd on ZSM-11 zeolite which has been steamed. CO and 0 in the presence of N H ,, and reduces
The process uses a medium pore catalyst which is NO, with NH,, and oxidises CO with 0,.
more active, gives higher yields, and is more
regenerable. The pour point of the feed is reduced at Rhodium Catalysts for Reactions of
Synthesis Gas
lower operating temperature.
HITACHI K.K.

A catalyst used to remove NO,

Modified Platinum Dehydrogenation
Catalyst
U.S. Patent 4,886,928
Dehydrogenation of 2-1 5C hydrocarbons is effected
by contacting the hydrocarbon and steam with a
multicomponent catalyst. The catalyst has an Al,O,
carrier; a Pt group component, preferably 0.1-1
wt.% Pt; preferred modifiers of 0.1-2.5 wt.% Y,
0.1-15wt.% Sn and 0.2-2 wt.% Co;and a halogen
component, for example 0.01-2 wt.% C1. The
catalyst can be used for example for conversion of
propane to propylene.
UOP INC.
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DAICEL CHEM. IND. K.K.

Japanese Appls. 11294,640-41and 11294,643-44
Oxygenated compounds or unsaturated hydrocarbons
are prepared from synthesis gas by reacting a mixture
of CO and H, and optionally steam in the presence
of a catalyst of (a) 0.1-10 wt.% Rh, Mn, alkali metal,
and Ag on a S O , support, or (b) a reduced Rh cocatalyst on S O , , or (c) a reduced Rh co-catalyst on
S O , , possibly containing Ir, and pretreated with an
aqueous acidic solution. The method improves selectivity to (a) acetaldehyde compared with a catalyst
without the Ag component, or (b) acetic acid, or (c)
unsaturated hydrocarbons.
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Durable Exhaust Gas Purification
Catalysts
MATSUSHITA ELEC. IND. K.K.

Japanese Appls. 11304,046 and 11304,048
Catalysts consisting of a carrier, a layer containing an
ABO, compound with perovskite type structure
(where A is a rare earth or alkaline earth element, and
B a transition metal), Ce oxide, and Pt, Pd and Rh,
are prepared by applying the ABO, layer fust and
then impregnating with Ce nitrate to give Ce oxide,
or vice versa. High activity catalysts with long life and
stable running at high temperatures are formed,
which are used for purification of exhaust gas from
domestic or industrial combustion apparatus or
automobile engines.

HOMOGENEOUS CATALYSIS
Rhodium Colloid for Hydrosilylation
Catalyst
GENERAL ELECTRIC c o .

European Appl. 337,197A

A Rh colloid is prepared by reacting 10-100moles of
a Si hydride with each mole of Rh trichloride, where
the SiH, has a boiling point of at least 25OC at atmospheric pressure. The Rh colloid is used as a
hydrosilylation catalyst for Si. Tetraalkyl-substituted
silanes are useful as hydraulic fluids and lubricants.

Methyl Acetate Preparation

World Appl. 89110,344A
Methyl acetate is prepared by isomerising methyl formate at 17o-22o0C in the presence of a Rh catalyst,
Double Oxide Catalyst for Removal of 0.05-1 molA of an iodine compound promoter, and
Nitrogen Oxides
a cyclic N-alkylamide solvent. This method gives imMATSUSHITAELEC. IND.K.K. Japanese Appl. 11307,431 proved selectivity for methyl acetate preparation.
A specific catalyst used to remove NO, from combustion exhaust consists of Pt group metals loaded on Rhodium Catalyst for Preparation of
a double oxide containing alkaline earth metals, Y or Phenylacetaldehyde
TECH. Japanese Appl. 11249,741
rare earth metals, and Cu group metals; and AGENCY OF IND.XI.
preferably has 0.25% Pt on a double oxide containing Phenylacetaldehyde is prepared by reacting toluene
Ba, Y, Cu and Ag. The catalyst converts NO, into with C O in the presence of a Rh compound, while irN, without reducing agents, lower NO, concentra- radiating with light of above 325 nm wavelength. A
tions can be removed, all at lower temperatures.
Rh
compound
such
as
chlorocarbonyl
bis(trimethy1phosphine) Rh can be used. The proExhaust Gas Purification Catalysts
duct can be obtained industrially both economically
Containing Rhenium
and simply, and is useful as an intermediate for drugs
TOYOTA JIDOSHA K.K.
German Appl. 3,918,317 and pesticides, or as a raw material for perfume.
Catalysts for exhaust gas purification consist of Re
and at least one of Pt, Pd and Rh at a total of 0.01-5 Ruthenium Catalyst for One-Step Eeter
wt.% with a Re:other metal atomic ratio of Preparation
0.01-0.5:1,on an inorganic support, especially cor- SUMITOMO CHEM. IND. K.K.
Japanese Appl. I 1258,641
dierite coated with a porous inorganic layer. The
catalysts are more effective in reducing hydrocarbon,
One-step preparation of esters is by reaction of unCO and NO, and have better thermal stability.
saturated aldehyde(s) with alcohol(s) in the presence
of a Ru-containing catalyst (such as a Ru halide) and
Catalyst System for Selective
basic compounds as accelerators, at 100-30o0C
Hydrogenation
under 0-100kglcm! pressure.
VEB. OTTO GROTEWOHL East German Patent 270,440
Liquid Phase Olefin Hydroformylation
Selective hydrogenation is used to remove strongly
unsaturated compounds from 4C hydrocarbon feeds Catalyst
by passing the liquid trickle over 2-4 different AGENCY OF IND. SCI. TECH.
Japanese Appl. 11288,341
Pd/AI,O, catalysts, in a H,containing atmosphere,
at 275-360 K. The catalysts contain 0.1-2wt.% Pd, A solid catalyst consisting of a metallic support loadup to I% alkali metal, Al,O ,,optionally up to 6% of ed with Rh is produced by reacting metallic supports
promoters, and 0.I -20% of Si compounds, and have of Cr-Ni alloys and soluble Rh compounds in a soldefined porosity and surface characteristics. The pro- vent in a pressurised synthetic gas atmosphere. The
cess is simple, efficient, selective, stable and flexible. catalyst is used for liquid phase olefin hydroformylation to aldehyde and is easily separated.

Ruthenium Catalyst for Plutonium
Reduction

Russian Patent 1,415,666
Plutonium is reduced to the (111) oxidation state by
treating a 30 mgA solution of its nitrate with a
0. I -0.5 molfl solution of hydrazine in the presence of
a Pt group metal catalyst, preferably I-5% Ru on an
inert carrier, at a so1id:liquid ratio of I:IO-20.The
cost of preparation is reduced.

AS. USSR PHYS. CHEM.
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SOLLAC

Synthesis of Anti-Microbial /%Lactam
Compounds
Japanese Appl. 2/276
Optically active P-lactam compounds are produced
by reducing specified &lactam compounds in the
presence of a stereoasymmetric Ru compound. This
process enables production of optically active intermediates for synthesis of the &lactam compounds.

SANKYO K.K.
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Homogeneous Hydrogenation Catalyst

Manufacture of Xenon

German Appl. 3,841,698
A hydrogenation catalyst contains water soluble Pt,
Pd, Rh, Ir, Os, Ru, Co and Fe salts, ligands, and
phase transfer compounds. It is especially for
homogeneous catalytic hydrogenation of solvent
systems, of at least two mutually immiscible solvents,
and can be used for aromatics, olefms and alkyl
nitriles
and
for
hydrodechlorination of
chlorohydrocarbons.

U.S. Patent 4,874,592
Xe is concentrated and recovered from vented liquid
O? by sequential adsorptionldesorptionstages using
adsorbent columns, followed by catalytic removal of
hydrocarbons from the Xe product using a PtIPd
catalyst to convert hydrocarbons to CO, plus H,O.
Xe is obtained in 95% yields, and at 99.995% purity.
CH, build up is avoided, there are no explosion risks,
and high pressure equipment is not needed.

FUEL CELLS

TANAKA KIKINZOKU KOGYO

HENKEL KGAA.

Methanol Fuel Cell Anode
World Appl. 8g110,oogA
A fuel cell anode includes a catalytic mixture of Pt
and Ru and a separatelyadded Pb component at 5-10
mglcm, ,which may be incorporated by blending a C
mass containing reduced Pt and Ru with PbO, and
then rolling onto C paper. The anode is used for example as a methanol electrode, in a fuel cell with an
acid electrolyte. The presence of Pb enhances the
voltage-current curve for a methanol electrode.
OLLE LIMlSTROM AB.

Phosphoric Acid Fuel Cell Electrode
Catalysts
FUJI ELECTRIC MFG. K.K.

Japanese Appls. 1/227,360-61
Phosphoric acid fuel cell electrode catalysts are either
(a) Pt-Ru on C black, prepared by dispersing Pt on C
in Ru chloride solution, and heat treating; or (b) Pt
on C black, prepared by ultrasonically mixing the
support, chloroplatinic acid and water, then reducing. For catalyst (a) the Pt-Ru alloy particulates have
good dispersion and are completely alloyed giving a
fuel cell anode of superior CO poisoning resistance,
and for (b) uniformly distributed small Pt particulates
are produced giving increased reliability.

Oxidation Catalyst for Methanol-Air Fuel
Cells
Japanese Appl. 11266,848
A precious metal catalyst is produced by loading Ptcontaining colloid particles on the surface of C particles, then pulverising the C particles while changing
the colloid particles into alloys or solid solutions. The
C catalyst obtained has highly dispersed precious
metals on the C surface and improved oxidation.
MATSUSHITA ELEC. IND. K.K.

CHEMICAL TECHNOLOGY
Regenerating Zinc Sulphate Solution
European Appl. 347,603A
Zn ion enrichment and pH increase in Zn sulphate
solutions are effected by contacting them with small
pieces of metallic Zn in the presence of Pt. The Pt
may be present as platinised Ti vessel walls, or as a
platinised Ti grid insert. The solutions are useN as
electrolytes in Zn electroplating of steel products using insoluble anodes.
HOESCH STAHL A.G.
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KYODO OXYGEN CO.

Production of Fine Palladium Particles
Japanese Appls. I 1225,707- I o
Isolated fine Pd particles are produced by reducing
either a Pd ammonia complex solution or a Pd nitrate
solution under controlled temperature and pH conditions using (a) an aromatic compound type reductant
with hydroxyl group($, or (b) L-ascorbic acid or an
L-ascorbategroup as a reducing agent. The grain size
of Pd particles deposited is easily controlled, and fine
or ultrafine particles can be obtained.

Carbon Fibre Growth
Japanese Appl. 1/260,019
Carbon fibres are grown in the presence of a catalyst
of transition metal microparticles such as Pd, Rh, Ir,
Os, Ru, Re or others, grown by pyrolysis from
vaporised gas of a transition metal compound or an
organic transition metal compound. Ceramic particles
are used as a radiation heating medium.
SHOWA DENKO K.K.

Separation Membrane for Hydrogen
Japanese Appl. 11262,924
A separation membrane consists of a coating material
of Pd or Pd alloy on the surface of an alloy fdm containing 5-20 at.% Ni andlor Co and balance V. The
membrane has high durability and is used for separation of highly purified H, from H,gas mixtures at
lower temperatures such as 2o0°C, and at high
permeability.
KAGAKU GIJUTSUCHOKINZ.

Treatment of Organic Waste Water
Japanese Appl. 11262,992
Organic waste H,O containing nitrate or nitrite is
biologically denitrified before wet oxidation at a high
temperature and under high pressure, using an oxidising catalyst of O . O ~ - Z wt.%
~
Pt, Pd, Rh, Ir, Ru,
Au, Fe, Mn, Co, Ni, Cu or W or their oxides on a
support.

OSAKA GAS K.K.

Melt Spinning Nozzle with Platinum or
Gold Coating
Japanese Appl. 11282,307
At least one of Pt or Au is deposited on a nozzle face
from Pt, Pt alloy, Au or Au alloy by an ion sputtering
process to a thickness of at least 50 with at least
the circumference of the extruding hole. The spinning nozzle is used for melt spinning of polyester
resin which is preferably used for medical treatments.
The nozzle can be used for a long time, giving improved spinning productivity.
MITSUI TOATSU CHEM. INC.

A
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Silver Halide Photosensitive Material
Containing Noble Metal

Electrical Connection with Interdigitated
Vertical Members

Japanese Appl. 11285,941
A Ag halide photosensitive material is made by adding a Group VIII noble metal halogen compound to
a Ag halide emulsion when the Ag halide particles are
prepared. Preferably the noble metal is Pt, Pd, Rh,
Ir, 0s or Ru and the halogen is Cl, Br or I. Change
in sensitivity and gradation of Ag halide photographic
photosensitive material with lapse of time and forcible deterioration can be reduced.

European Appl. 347,561A
An electrical connection consists of a planar horizontal conductive area, interdigitated vertical members
of hillock or dendritic materials (especially Pt, Pd,
Rh, Os, Ru or W) fastened to the planar area, and a
means for accommodating lateral stresses. The
separable and reconnectable connections are used for
IC chips, circuit boards and cables.

Silver Halide Photosensitive Material

SUMITOMO ELEC. IND.

FUJI PHOTO FILM K.K.

Japanese Appl. r/304,@
A photosensitive material contains a Ag-halide
emulsion-the particles of which contain at least one
high AgI containing region-and water soluble salts
of Ir and Rh. The material can be handled in the
yellow safe light, giving less fog and high sensitivity
to an Ar laser beam, excels in hard tone and
sharpness.

KONICA CORP.

IBM CORP.

Ohmic Electrode for n-Gallium Arsenide
K.K.European Appl. 349,790A
An ohmic electrode formed on n-GaAs consists of a
thick Pd layer, and a Ge layer 5 w - 1 5 ~
00-1500
thick. Both layers are preferably formed by
vacuum evaporation, followed by a rapid thermal anneal at 500-60o0C, for 3-20 seconds, in an inert atmosphere. The electrode has high reliability.

1

Platinum Silicide Imager
U.S.Patent 4,857,979

FORD AEROSPACE

GLASS TECHNOLOGY
Electrochromic Variable Transmission
Glazing for Automobile Sunroof
European Appl. 338,876A
Electmchromic-type variable transmission glazing
consists of two transparent substrates joined by an
organic polymer, with one substrate having a layer of
electrochromic material and the other having an Ir
oxide layer symmetrical with the electrochromic
material. Degradation of the glazing appearance is
avoided for a large number of colour modulation
cycles, so it has long life, and is claimed for use for
an automobile sunroof.
SAINT-GOBAIN VITRAG

Coating Agent for Optical Glass Fibre
SHINETSU CHEM. IND. K.K. Japanese Appl.

1/257,15I
A coating agent for optical glass fibre consists of a
photopolymerisable compound containing at least
one polymerisable C = C double bond, Pt or Pt compound, and a photopolymerisation initiator such as
benzoyl peroxide. H, gas is hardly generated when
heating the coating agent, so light transmissionloss of
optical fibre coated with the coating agent is reduced.

ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONIC
ENGINEERING
Rhodium Oxide Thin Film Resistor
European Appl. 341,708A
A thin f h resistor consists of Rh oxide as the
resistive material with at least one of Si, Pb, Bi, Zr,
Ba, Al, B, Sr and Ti, where the metal:Rh ratio is
0.3-3. A uniform thin film resistor can be obtained,
with resistance determined by the proportion of the
metals used, firing conditions, and film thickness.
The resistor is used in hybrid IC's and thermal heads,
and is more reliable by immunity to static or noise.
FUJI XEROX K.K.
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A Pt Si imager for IR imaging consists of a transparent
semiconductorsubstrate, a transparent PtSi layer forming with the substrate a reverse-biased Schottky
barrier diode, and a metallic reflector on the PtSi
layer biased to create a surface depletion layer around
the periphery of the diode.

Ferromagnetic Powder for Magnetic
Storage Medium
HITACHI MAXELL
Japanese Appl. 1/223,703
A ferromagnetic powder consists of an oxide type
magnetic powder, on the surface of which is a lower
magnetic alloy layer containing CO and Ni, and an upper nonmagnetic layer of Pt, Pd, Rh, Ir, Os, Ru, Au,
Ag or Cu. The ferromagnetic powder has increased
electroconductivity, and is suitable for a magnetic
storage medium (such as magnetic tape or disc),
which shows excellent resistance and electromagnetic
transducing properties.

Composite AUoy for Magnetic Heads
Japanese Appl. 11243,207
An alloy for magnetic heads is a composite of Fe, Cu,
HITACHI METAL K.K.

Si, B, G,Al;Co andlor Ni; at least one of Nb,W,Ta,
Zr, Hf, Ti and Mo; and one of Pt, Pd, Rh, Ir, Os,
Ru, Au and Ag. Average particle diameter is <moo
A, with at least 50% as fine crystalline particles. A
magnetic head with high anti-corrosion properties
and anti-abrasion properties can be obtained.

Improved Composite Superconducting
Oxide
Japanese Appl. I 1246,I 74
A composite superconducting oxide is produced by
mixing a superconductive powder containing at least
one of Y and rare earth elements, at least one of Ca,
Sr and Ba, and Cu, with powdered Pt, Pd, Rh, Ir, Au
and/or Ag. The method provides a superconductor of
uniformly dispersed metal powder.
AISIN SEIKI K.K.
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Magnetic Thin Film for Thin Film Heads
JapaneSe Appl. 1/253,215
A magnetic thin f h contains up to 2 wt.% Co,
73-82 wt.% Ni+Co, 1-8 wt.% Nb andlor Ta,
0.01-2 wt.% of one or more of Mo, V, Cr, W, Cu,
Ti, Zr and Hf, 0.001-2wt.% of one or more of Pt,
Pd, Rh, Ru, Au and Ag, and balance Fe and impurities. The thin fdm has good hf magnetic
characteristics, and is used for thin film heads for
reproducing high density magnetic records, or
magnetic cores of electric apparatus.
TOHOKU SPECIAL STEEL LTD.

High Density Magnetic Recording
Medium
Japanese Appl. 11256,017
A magnetic recording medium consists of a Cr layer
formed on a nonmagnetic substrate such as Nip, and
a magnetic layer formed of quaternary CoCrTaPt
alloys containing 1-18 at.% Cr, 1-8 at.% Ta, and
1-15 at.% Pt. The medium is used for magnetic
discs, magnetic tapes, and so on.
VICTOR CO. OF JAPAN

Lead Ruthenate Fine Powder for
Conductive Materials
SUMITOMO METAL MINI K.K.Japanese Appl.

Linear Superconducting Material
Manufacture
SUMITOMO ELEC. IND. K.K.

Japanese Appls. 1/279,S12-14 and 11279,516-17
A linear superconducting material is made by putting
raw material powder into a cylinder together with

Pt,O,, PtO, PtO,, IrO, or Ir,O,, plastically working the cylindrical member, and heating to sinter the
raw material powder. The material is used for linear
or long length superconducting material.

Platinum or Palladium Resistors for
Electronic Devices
Japanese Appls. I /304,702-3
Resistors containing oxides of Pt or Pd, Si, and at
least one of Bi, Pb, Sn, Al, B, Ti, Zr, Ba and Ca are
prepared from resistance pastes containing organic
co-ordinated complex compounds of these elements,
by calcining at a temperature of at least 5w°C.
Resistors in the form of uniform and thin films can be
economically obtained, having good uniformity,
reliability and power resistant properties.
FUJI XEROX K.K.

Ruthenium-Silver Contact Material

11257,136
High purity Pb ruthenate of formula Pb,Ru,O,,
can be obtained in high yields in the form of fine
powder of particle size 500-1000 di by addition of
NaOH to an aqueous solution of Ru chloride and Pb
nitrate at 65OC. The powder is used to make a paste
for thick fdm resistors.

0.1-30 wt.% Ru particles dispersed in a Ag sintered
compact, and has a Ru oxide layer formed on the surface. Preparation is by sintering a compression
moulding of a mixture of Ag powder with Ru powder
in a weak oxidising atmosphere at 650-960OC.

Copper Paste for Thick
Electroconductive Layer

Ink for Thin Film Resistor

Japanese Appl. 11258,307
A Cu paste contains 8 0 - 9 wt.% of a solid component having 1-8 wt.% Bi,O, powder, 1-8 wt.%
CuO powder, 0.1-1 wt.% Pd powder and remainder
Cu powder, with 20-10 wt.% of a vehicle component. The Cu paste shows excellent adhesion strength
and small contact resistance.

SHOWA DENKO K.K.

3apaWSe Appl. 11307,II4
A sulphidation resistant contact material contains

TECHNOPOLICE HAKODA

Japanese Appl. 11310,503
An ink containing a Ru compound, rosin and a solvent, is used for making a thin fdm type resistor by
painting onto a substrate, drying and calcining. The
resistor has improved smoothness, surface resistance
and electric properties, and is used for a thermosensitive printer-head.
MATSUSHITA ELEC.1ND.K.K.

Production of Resistors

Ink for Forming Thin Film Resistors

Japanese Appl. 11265,502
A resistor used in electrical circuits is produced by
metallising both ends of a cylindrical ceramic carrier
which has a Pt-based metal fdm resistor layer formed
on it. A lead wire is soldered to each end of the carrier, consisting of a Pt coated clad wire rod having a
head section on the end, with a Au- or Pd-alloy based
solder material. Production yield is improved, and
there is reduced variation in resistance value.

MATSUSHITA ELEC. IND. K.K.

TOKURIKI HONTEN K.K.

Optical Information Recording Medium
with Gold-Palladium Film
VICTOR CO. OF JAPAN
Japanese Appl. 11276,446
An optical information signal recording medium consists of an information signal formed substrate coated
with an alloy reflection fdm with Au as the main comat.% Pd, and then covered with
ponent and 1.0-15.0
a protective fdm. The medium has improved atmospheric resistance and adhesion to plastics.
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Japanese Appl.

2/1,101

An ink for forming thin film resistors has as its prin-

cipal components a compound containing Ru in its
structure, abietinic acid and a solvent. The ink is applied on a substrate, dried, heated and calcined, and
no deformation of pattern appears by heating the
printed fdm. The thin film resistors are formed for
electronic devices such as thermal print heads, having
improved electric properties.

Magnetic Switch Contact Component
Russian Patent I ,458,899
A magnetically controlled switch contact component
has a surface coating of overlapping polymer films
and sections of low resistance passive Rh. Contact of
the surfaces occurs along the sections with high conductivity in several points, that is along the passive
surface of the Rh. The component has longer service
life, and is used for electrical contacts.
A. V. FILATOV
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TEMPERATURE
MEASUREMENT

Novel Platinum-Amine-Sulphoxide
Complexes
World Appl. 89/9,~98A
New optically active Pt-amine-sulphoxide complexes
are useful as anti-tumour agents, with 1-500 mg of
the complex contained in the anti-tumour compositions. The compounds can be used in vivo and are
non-cross resistant with cisplatin and so can be used
to treat cisplatin resistant tumours.
UNIV. OF VERMONT

Gas Turbine Temperature Sensor

u.s. Patent 4 8 5 1,300
A temperature sensor has a first layer of Cr, Al, Y,
and at least one of Ni, Co or Fe, over which is an Al
oxide insulation layer, then a sputtered alloy layer
containing Cr, Al and one or more of Ni, Co or Fe,
followed by a noble metal layer which may include
adjacent deposits of Pt and P t - ~ o %Rh alloy. The
sputtered alloy film gives improved adhesion of the Pt
thin film in the gas turbine temperature sensor.

UNITED TECHNOLOGIES CORP.

MEDICAL USES
Combined Preparation with Increased
Anti-Tumour Activity
European Appl. 339,772A
A combined preparation for simultaneous, separate
or sequential use in the treatment of cancer consists
of loperamide, and a Pt co-ordination compound,
specifically carboplatin. Loperamide (a known antidiarrhoeal agent) significantly increases the absorption of the Pt compound into the systemic circulation
following oral administration, and causes a marked
increase in anti-tumour activity.

JOHNSON MATTHEY P.L.C.

New Ruthenium Complex Compounds as
Hybridisation Probes
European Appl. 340,605A
A new Ru complex compound consists of a DNA or
RNA sequence covalently bonded to a fluorescent Ru
complex containing charge transfer units. The new
complex compounds are useful as hybridisation probes for detecting DNA or RNA sequences and for
nucleic acid sequencing, especially by time-resolved
fluorescence. The fluorescence decay times of the Ru
complex are not altered by coupling to a nucleic acid.
HOFFMAN-LA ROCHE A.G.

Anti-Cancer Pharmaceutical Composition
A/S.
European Appl. 344,880A
An anti-cancer composition consists of an anti-cancer
Pt complex and L-ascorbic acid or 5,6-o-benzylideneL-ascorbic acid or its deuterated forms. When given
with L-ascorbic acid or its derivatives, cisplatin
shows higher anti-tumour activity, so lower doses of
cisplatin can be used which reduce adverse side effects. For oral use doses of 10-75 mgkg ascorbic acid
and 0.5-2 mgkg of the cisplatin compound are used.
NORSK HYDRO

New Platinum Anti-Tumour Agents
World Appl. 8919,2 I 8A
New ethoxylated dicarboxylic acid Pt diamine complexes are useful as anti-tumour agents against Ptsensitive tumours as well as certain cisplatin-resistant
tumours at doses of 1-1200 mg/mz. The complexes
have high aqueous solubility as well as lipophilic properties which improve targetting to, penetration into,
and diffusion across the cell membranes.

BOEHRINGER BIOCHEMI.
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New Platinum Complexes for Treating
Malignant Tumours
Japanese Appls. 11246,245-46
New Pt(I1) complexes for treating tumours are
prepared by (a) reacting Pt I ,z-diaminocyclohexane
with a piperidine-dione compound and an alkaline
hydroxide;
or
(b) reacting dinitrato-( 1,2diaminocyclohexane) Pt(I1) with ~-acyl-~,~-dimethylcyclohexane-1,3-dione in the presence of an alkaline
hydroxide. The new Pt complexes are used for
therapy of malignant tumours, with (b) finding application in various forms, at a dose of o.00~--200
mglday for an adult.

TORAY IND. INC.

Palladium Coating Used for Teeth
Japanese Appl. 11277,555
A chemical plating set for forming a Pd coating consists of a Pd-urea complex solution, for example of
formula Pd(NH,CONH,)X, where X is C1, Br or a
monovalent anion, and a reductant such as NaBH, or
sodium hypophosphite. A fum Pd coating is rapidly
formed on hard surfaces of the tissues, such as the
teeth. The Pd coated surface ensures strong fxing of
additional repair materials to the teeth surfaces
through adhesives.

KURARAY K.K.

Alloy for Metallic False Teeth Production
HERAEUS EDELMETALLE
German Appl. 3,811,628
Metallic false teeth are made from a paste-like metal
powder mixture containing 15-75 wt.% Pd, 15-50
wt.% Au andlor 10-35 wt.% Ag, and a volatile
binder. The paste is formed around a ceramic model,
sinter
and heated at $ J O O - ~ ~ to
O~
C the powder into an
alloy. The alloy has good tissue compatibility, and
false teeth can be produced without forming a molten
phase or using a noble metal resinate coating.

Palladium Dental Alloy with Improved
Casting Properties
INST. Russian Patent 1,491,901
A Pd alloy used for a dental prosthesis consists of
4-18 wt.% In, 0.1-5 wt.% Sn, 0.2-6 wt.% Ti,
0.01-1 wt.% Y and balance Pd. The alloy is prepared
by melting in an electric arc vacuum furnace with a
non-consumable electrode in an atmosphere of
purified He. Casting properties and adhesion to the
Inpal alloy are improved, and the alloy has uniform
coloration.
MED. TECHN. RES.

The New Patents abstracts have been prepared from
material published by Dement Publications Limited.
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